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Covering all
types of roots
music including
Rock'n'Roll, R&B,
soul, jazz, folk,
country and
much more

I see there is a TFTW 'Thank You Party' booked
here for September (however not Saturday
September 25th as stated in TFTW #52 as this is
a Tuesday!) (Dates taken from the Keith Woods
personal calendar that bears no relation to either
the Gregorian or Julian calendars, as is evidenced
every time he provides a 'TFTW' publication date
– H)

On the day it all went well, and most people
thought it was fantastic. I certainly enjoyed it, and
couldn't have wished for anything better. What
made it so special for me was that cousins from
both my mother's and father's side of my family,
their friends and partners, people from work, plus
other friends of mine who are not into 'our' kind of
music came along and all enjoyed it. Some were
clapping and bopping to the music. Even my
cousin Laurence, who had to be at work early the
next morning, stayed on until the end because he
was enjoying the music and atmosphere so much.
His sister Yvonne was bopping madly to Wee
Willie Harris.

Rather than me spouting off about my own party, I
repeat here just some of the comments I received
by email. (There were also many verbal praises.)
'Just to say we both enjoyed your party on
Saturday night, the music was brilliant' (Jennie
from my work, and her partner Barrie who went to
school with Bill Millar, who unfortunately was not
there.)
'Belated "thank you" for the retirement/birthday
bashes last Saturday. I am sure you must be well
pleased with the turn out and atmosphere' (Ken
Major)

Credit must be given to Keith Woods, Ron Collins
and his family, all the performers, and all the
Woodies, Jerry Lee fans and others who crowded
out the upstairs bar at the Freemason's Arms and
made this such a special occasion for Brian and
myself. Also to my personal guests, many of
whom travelled long distances to be there,
including my partner's nephew and grand nephew
who flew down from Glasgow.

'We enjoyed your party... went upstairs and saw
this huge crowd... disappointed to find out
MaryJean wasn't performing and I guess we
weren't the only ones, but you had some good
musicians as well and we enjoyed Corliss Randall'

The music was excellent as always, and the buffet
(served very early for those who missed it) was
top notch. This is a venue we must use again, and
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(Piet and Els, Jerry Lee fans and friends of
MaryJean who came over specially from the
Netherlands)

events and nights in London' (Roy Colgate, a new
rockabilly friend of mine who I've just made on the
Internet, and who travelled up from Brighton).

'Just want to say how much we enjoyed our
weekend in London... We thought the party went
extremely well - you and Keith are to be
congratulated on all the hard work that went into
arranging it... What a tough lady your mum is...
(coping with stairs and escalators at 92)... I think
she was surprised by how many friends you have.
She said to me a couple of times "does Tony
know all these people?" (My friends Derek and
Peter who came down from Norwich to attend.)

'Steve and I just wanted to say THANKS so much
for inviting us along to your party on Saturday. It
was a brilliant night and so glad to see you and
your friends, and Wee Willie Harris was excellent.
It is a shame we can't make the 100 Club as that
sounds good as well, but we are away on holiday.
Maybe another time. Hope you had a good
evening and enjoyed it as much as we did, it was
GREAT.' (Lesley Cassidy and Steve Bryant, a
couple from my work place.)
And these are just some of the comments from
people who attended, there were loads more from
people who wished they could have attended but
couldn't, including Virginia Kelley and my pen pal
since 1964 - Screamin' Dee Snoble, both in New
York state.

'It was a great night and it was very good to see
so many long time Jerry Lee fans there. I also met
group member Chris de Bruin for the first time.
And it was good to see group member Krisof
Fabry who I haven't seen since Kay (Martin)
organised the Ferriday Ride. It was a great night
but it was also very busy and I never found Piet
and Els who had travelled from Holland. Thanks
Tony, and it was good to meet your mum - 92 and
still rockin' - (Graham Knight who flew down from
Aberdeen to attend.)

© Tony Annis

I'm sure Brian Jessup had similar reactions from
his guests who attended or would like to have
been able to be there.
Of course there were disappointments. MaryJean
not being able to make it, for instance, but Wee
Willie Harris stepped in and headlined for us.
People from my work were amazed when I told
them that he and the house band had not even
had a chance to rehearse - they were all so tight
and professional sounding together.

'A wonderful night, one of the many highlights was
seeing Tony duckwalking!!!! it was great finally
meeting people that I had only heard of by name.
Great meeting you Graham!! A fabulous house
band and musical guests.' (Chris de Bruin)

Then there were some sound problems, due to an
amp being left behind en route to the venue. But I
found this hardly noticeable - I just put it down to
the number of people in the room, and the general
chatter. I think if it had been too loud, some
people would have left early not being used to
loud, amplified rock music.
And those tables should never have been in the
middle of the room, they were meant to be only
along the walls or removed altogether to make
more room. But these were comparatively minor
problems; it was in my view a great success. Not
least because it introduced Roots music and
some great performers to people who had no
contact with this kind of music before. At last my
relations, friends and work colleagues were able
to see at first hand what it was that made me so
keen on this kind of music, and what fun they'd
been missing all these years!

'Thanks for a great night. I didn’t see Piet and Els,
mind you there was a crowd wasn't there? What
would Madame Moussaka have made of it? This
is a good venue.' (Darren Vidler)
'First and foremost, thank you so much for having
me on Saturday. It really was a fantastic night and
a pleasure to meet you and your friends. Each of
the singers were great and the band really were
very good too.... I'm very keen to do a few more

I'm sorry for those who missed it, including my
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brother Philip and his wife who were in Spain, my
old school/college mates who didn't even bother
to reply to my invitations (we don't seem to go for
class reunions like they do in the States), my work
colleague of 21 years, Sylvia, who was
babysitting, etc. Madame Moussaka sends her
apologies, but not enough people sent her £100 in
advance for her priceless predictions, so she
stayed in her booth on Brighton pier. Mercenary
old cow!

The one-party State leading to a classless, selfgoverning utopia with the State finally withering
away I now consider to be unachievable. This final
stage of Communism is probably only possible in
small communes of dedicated idealists. But
Socialism is perfectly achievable, and even in the
old Soviet Union and its allies, despite all the
corruption and inefficiency, much was achieved.
In 1989/1991 they threw out the baby with the
bathwater, in my opinion. Worse, they threw out
the Socialist baby and kept the corrupt bathwater.
The exploiting ruling class in power in the socalled Socialist era are, to a large extent, still
either in power, or are still in control of the
wealth/assets of these countries. So the people
now have the worst of both worlds - they have lost
all the social security and full employment of
Socialism, and are still exploited by the same
corrupt ruling class. Do we really believe, for
instance, that Putin, the ex KGB man, is now a
great democrat?

Of course, apart from MaryJean who we really
hope can make a future TFTW jam session, the
one most missed was the late Rick Hardy. Thanks
to John, Pete and the band for that great 'Sling
Yer 'Ook' tribute to him. But, humanist or not, I am
sure Rick was there in spirit, along with lots of
other friends and partners now on the Other Side.
(I should have invited Colin Fry or Tony Stockwell
along to confirm they were there, and then Rick
could have made sure John and Pete got the
words right first time round!)

Enough of politics. I want to now clarify some of
my other beliefs as many of you will definitely be
thinking I'm a weirdo (well you knew that already!)
after reading about my most influential books in
the last ‘'TFTW'’.

I had another Retirement Party at my work about
two weeks later. If the Queen can have two
birthdays, Jerry Lee six wedding ceremonies, and
Linda Gail eight, I don't see why I can't have two
Retirement Parties!
Tony (Gis A Job) Papard







There are a growing number of people who now
believe 'life after death' is a scientific fact, and
nothing to do with religion. We call ourselves
'survivalists' to differentiate ourselves from
religious Spiritualists. However, the two concepts
are basically the same, and we both use
demonstrations of Spiritualist mediumship and
other experiments to prove the reality of the after
life, and the existence of alternative dimensions
interpenetrating our own where those considered
'dead' now reside, as alive as you or me. You can
dismiss this as a load of old poppycock, but I
believe in the coming decades it will become
indisputable. It is now perfectly possible to be an
atheist or an agnostic and believe in the after life.
There are many of us and we are a growing
number. It should be realized that both the CIA
and former KGB used ESP, remote viewing (astral
travelling?), etc. to try to further their spying
missions. Intelligence services may still be
investigating such phenomena, whilst increasingly
relying on spy satellites and other technology.



Tony Papard
Responds To Paul
Barrett Having His
Say
Paul Barrett wrote in the last ‘'TFTW'’ that I
shouldn't 'give up the ship'. I may have given up
on New Labour, but I'm quite sure that in the long
term worldwide Socialism is the only way forward
for humanity, and that capitalism is ultimately
doomed.
One thing I have learnt at 62 is that no experience
is wasted. Either in our personal lives, or in
history. The failure of Socialism in the 20th
Century should spur us on to create a more
successful version in the 21st Century. This is not
the place to go into the details of how I think it
could be made to work; those really interested can
consult the relevant articles on my website and
weblog. Suffice to say that I now believe in
Yugoslav-style Market Socialism with competing
cooperatives and publicly owned companies
rather than in inefficient State monopolies. Also in
rival candidates/parties in multi-party elections
under a Socialist Constitution, so that power is not
usurped by a new ruling/exploiting class, as sadly
happened in the Soviet Union and its allies.

We are living on the Psychic Age, and an
increasing number of people are not believers in
any of the organized, established religions but are
becoming convinced by TV mediums like Colin
Fry and Tony Stockwell. These two gay men
(some of the best mediums are/have been either
women or gay men) are totally convincing, and
their messages are impossible to fake. Just watch
the 6ixth Sense on TV and tell me those emotions
from members of the audience are faked. If they
were, and the audience members (complete with
photos of their deceased relatives) were 'planted'
and paid off by the TV company, then why hasn't
3

at least one of these mercenary people (who must
be exceptionally good actors) sold their story to
the tabloids? They could get thousands by
revealing that these TV mediums are fakes.

in the Old Testament and ancient Jewish texts.
Look at all the trouble that is causing in the world
today. If all the Jewish people in the world tried to
go to modern day Israel at the same time, well
there simply wouldn't be room for them. And
other ancient religious texts such as the Koran are
quoted or misquoted to further political causes
today.

I have personally had a message from Colin Fry at
Fairfield Halls, Croydon (see my weblog for
details), although I was slow in 'claiming' the
message. I was so stunned I thought it couldn't be
true, but it was. My maternal grandmother came
thru, described the fall which ultimately led to her
death, and told me all about my mother's new
kitchen, what a mess the renovators had made of
it, and how I burnt the new working surface on the
left hand side then tried to cover up the damage!
Colin couldn't possibly have known any of this,
and it was not 'cold reading' but specific like all his
messages.

But there are also lots of good quotations in all
religious texts. The Bible, the Torah, the Koran
and the texts of the Eastern religions all contain
elements of truth, and codes of moral behaviour
which, if followed, would lead to a better world. So
what I was trying to say is that we should bear in
mind that the writers of these ancient texts were
not living in our enlightened age, they did not have
the benefit of our scientific knowledge, they did
not embrace our ideas of equality and freedom.

So unless you're going to backtrack and bring in
other paranormal explanations, such as telepathy
or mind reading, you have to accept, as millions
now do, that these messages come from entities
in some unseen world which even quantum
scientists are saying probably exists all around us.
Remember only 4% of the Universe is visible to
our scientific instruments, the bulk of the rest
scientists call 'dark matter' as it is so mysterious.
They simply can't account for all the missing
matter evidenced by its gravitational influence.
Parallel universes and alternative dimensions
interpenetrating our own are seriously postulated
by quantum physics, based on mathematical
equations.

These texts were written for another age. We
should retain what is good and relevant today, and
not destroy the rest, for it is part of our heritage.
But perhaps museums or their reference libraries
would be the place to store such complete texts,
rather than distribute them en masse to the
general public. These texts should be accessible
to scholars and indeed the interested general
public, but should some of the more outrageous
outdated texts be printed and distributed widely?
Many contravene our current laws about
discrimination or inciting violence. And these texts
have been revised many times in the past - they
have not come down complete on tablets of stone
from on high. They have been written by many
authors, re-written, revised by the Church and
others to incorporate pagan festivals/beliefs, etc.
in the case of Christianity, and of course they
have been translated from ancient languages. In
many cases the translations are less than perfect.

As to UFOs, Billy Lee Riley and others can joke
about 'little green men', but Major Keyhoe's book
convinced me because it was based on USAF
documents and he quoted the dates and names
of so many military people, any of which could
have sued him if he'd made it all up. UFO
sightings by pilots and astronauts are much more
common than we've been led to believe, and
these objects are regularly picked up and tracked
on radar. Ever since the 1940s when we spilt the
atom and looked in danger of blowing up our
world, alien civilizations (certainly more than one)
have been keeping a very close watch on us. But
UFO sightings go way back in history, not as
numerous as today perhaps, but even the Bible
and religious texts talk of 'fiery chariots' which
would today be described as UFOs.

Do we really want to give future generations
books which say slaves must obey their masters,
women must obey their husbands, and all the rest
of the violent and intolerant messages which are
in these texts? Or Marxist-Leninist texts, come to
that, which say the sole object of the State is to
crush classes alien to Socialism?
So whether you are talking about Christian
dogma, that of some other religion, or the political
dogma of writers like Marx and Lenin, it is very
dangerous to just accept the written word as
infallible and never to be revised or edited.
Conditions change, we learn from past mistakes,
and we progress. That is what life is all about, that
is why we are here on this Earth. To learn from
our mistakes, progress and move on to better
things. To a better world, and I believe, ultimately
to a better more fulfilling life in the worlds beyond
this one.

Which brings me to my suggested relegation of
the Bible and other ancient religious texts to
museums. Many may find this offensive, or
reminiscent of Stalinism. But some of these texts
are so deeply offensive, dangerous and politically
incorrect it would be illegal to write them today.
How can we endorse slavery for instance, the
subjugation of women, the killing and raping of
women and children? All this is in the Bible and
other ancient religious texts. Then there is the
question of Israel of course, promised to the Jews

Tony Papard
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SHAKY LEE’S
SOLILOQUY

surrounding area.
In the early seventies when TV relied upon rather
staid commentators, Wilson was the young hip
presenter in tune with the Rock’n’Roll revival and
the emergence of punk. He brought a camera
crew along to one of our rockin’ nights at the
Footballers in Nelson for local news program
Granada Reports, and he seemed alright to me
when we chatted.

With each passing month it seems that more of
my musical heroes and people who have been
influential to my lifestyle and interests are slipping
away from this earthly life. Two characters who
have popped their clogs recently had connections
with my formative Rock’n’Roll years in the early
seventies – George Melly and Tony Wilson.

But it was for the TV series So It Goes which ran
for eighteen months from the summer of ’76 that
Wilson became something of a cult figure. Not
only did he introduce the Sex Pistols to TV before
anyone also he also showcased other acts such
as the Clash, Stranglers, Buzzcocks, Dave
Edmunds, Elvis Costello and the Fall. Even better,
clips from the Granada archives of Muddy Waters,
Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Gene Vincent and Jerry
Lee Lewis were broadcast.

Melly led a rather amazing life embracing anarchy,
bisexuality, Bohemianism, decadence, surrealism
and a love of jazz and the blues.
Neil Foster mentioned some time ago a film that
we were involved in as members of his Vintage
Rock‘n’Roll Appreciation Society. Starring George
Melly and titled On The Road Special: The 1955
Show, it was shot for Granada TV twenty years
later, based around Melly and former Beatles
press officer Derek Taylor returning to their native
Merseyside and re-visiting some of their old
haunts.

At the August bank holiday Colne Blues Festival
top local band Walter Mitty’s Head announced
towards the end of their set, “This one’s for Tony
Wilson” and proceeded to play the Fall’s Totally
Wired. Quite a fitting tribute to a Lancashire
luminary, in my humble opinion.
A couple of snippets:
New CD release The Best of Van Morrison –
Volume 3 includes a duet with James Hunter on a
track titled I Don’t Want To Go On Without You. I
haven’t heard it yet but I guess it will be the song
recorded by the Drifters in 1964.
Linda Gail Lewis is set to return the Half Moon in
Putney on Friday November 2.
Wistful Wilkinson

REVIEWS

Waiting for transport to the set.

JAMES HUNTER
Wembley Arena
10th May 2007

The scenes including some of us Teddy boys and
girls were filmed in New Brighton, marching down
the road behind the ‘stars’, and jiving to Bill
Haley’s version of See You Later Alligator (or was
it Shake Rattle & Roll?) by the pier. Despite
several takes the footage showing us which was
actually televised lasted for less than a minute!

In reality this was a Bryan Adams concert “plus
special guests”. The James Hunter Band were
actually support act on the tour, and when I found
out earlier in the year I asked James if there was
any chance of him getting me on the guest list as I
didn’t fancy paying £35 to see him. He laughed
and said he’d see what he could do then, a few
days before the show, contacted me to ask if I
wanted to go Thursday or Friday.

I also saw Mr Melly performing his jazz act with
John Chilton’s Footwarmers at Nelson’s
Silverman Hall where he appeared on more than
one occasion proving himself to be a popular
entertainer.

So Thursday it was and arriving just in time to
hear a booming voice slowly announcing
“Rounder recording artist James Hunter”, on
stage he bounded. Fronting his usual crew of
extremely competent musicians it was straight into
the lively Don’t Do Me No Favours – featuring a
tuneful organ passage – which is due to be
recorded for the next album.

Tony Wilson was never one to court popularity,
but in the north-west he became something of an
institution and his influence must not be
understated. He may have come across on
television as smug, brash, arrogant, pretentious
and a bit of a wanker but he championed the
independent music scene in Manchester and the
6

The Sparrow. The double bass player, in his
eighties, Walter Peyton, sang I Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate in vaudevillian
fashion before Toussaint joined them for Just A
Closer Walk With Thee.

After introducing his five accompanists, the bluesy
No Smoke Without Fire featured some grand
guitar picking and a blasting baritone sax solo.
Moving away from original material and into 5
Royales territory a screechy Baby Don’t Do It
exemplified Hunter’s vocal and guitar skills whilst
the two saxophonists busied themselves with a
rather novel hand routine. After the mournful I’ll
Walk Away, a new dancing number - Ain’t Going
Nowhere – was introduced to a good response.
Title track from the current CD, the catchy People
Gonna Talk, included some raucous tenor sax
blowing.

The finale saw a New Orleans funeral type
second-line parade around the front of the stage
with audience members participating along with
the band. Besides Peyton the line up comprised
leader Ben Jaffe on tuba and bass, John Brunious
(trumpet), Frank Desmond (trombone), Carl
Leblanc (banjo), Bruce Monie (piano) and rock
solid drummer man Shannon Powell.

Final number, the swinging Talking ‘Bout My Love
saw Hunter beating out the rhythm on the body of
his Gibson and indulging in a spot of Cossack
dancing at the edge of the stage.

AN EVENING WITH TOMMY ALLSUP & KEVIN
MONTGOMERY
Half Moon, Putney, 24th June 2007

I must say that I was rather impressed that this
spacious venue was about three-quarters full for
the opening act, with the vast majority seeming to
really dig the sound and vitality coming from
Hunter and his band. As for Bryan Adams, well I
slipped out before he took to the stage having
thoroughly enjoyed yet another entertaining JH
experience.

Singer/Songwriter Kevin Montgomery is the son of
Buddy Holly’s early musical partner from the
Buddy & Bob days. His mother Carol also has a
musical background, having sung backing vocals
on Elvis’ Suspicious Minds. I had enjoyed a
performance he gave at the 12 Bar Club in
Autumn 2001, but Tommy Allsup was to be a new
experience as this was his first visit to the UK.
Most famous for giving up his seat on that ill-fated
aircraft when Ritchie Valens correctly called
‘heads’ on the toss of a coin, Allsup is actually a
gifted guitarist.

ALLEN TOUSSAINT/PRESERVATION HALL
JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Barbican Hall, 4th June 2007

Montgomery opened the show in solo mode
before being joined by Allsup, Danny White on
bass and drummer Del Dorman (ex Brooks &
Dunn), a last minute replacement for the
hospitalised Paul Griffith.

This delightful double bill from the Crescent City
opened with Toussaint, in his usual elegant dress,
sitting down at the piano to perform an
instrumental piece before announcing that he was
about to play “songs I’ve written for others and
songs I’ve written for myself”.
There followed in quick succession some of his
best-known anthems – A Certain Girl, Mother-InLaw, Fortune Teller, Working In A Coalmine and
Lipstick Traces. Whilst his vocals are more than
adequate, it is Toussaint’s delicate piano playing
that really impresses in a solo situation like this.
After the soulful Get Out Of My Life, Woman
came Brickyard Blues, which was recorded by
Frankie Miller amongst others, Happiness (Pointer
Sisters) and What Is Success? (Bonnie Raitt). But
it was when he played some classical boogiewoogie New Orleans’ style with a nod to Professor
Longhair that proceedings really lit up. A lengthy
monologue introduced Southern Nights in which
Toussaint recalled his upbringing in Louisiana.

Tommy with English Marilyn Monroe lookalike,
Suxie Kennedy
The first half of the show was an informal mix of
chat and music with questions being invited from
the audience and the co-headliners remaining
seated. Songs performed included Heartbeat,
which Bob Montgomery had a hand in writing and
It’s So Easy, with Allsup revealing that he just
worked out the guitar break in the studio when it

A short entertaining film set the scene for the
second half, showing how jazz developed in New
Orleans, with reference to Preservation Hall. So
the Jazz Orchestra began in a typical languid
fashion, leading into the spiritual Just Over In The
Glory Land and the instrumental His Eye Is On
7

was recorded.

His paternal grandfather played the banjo and
after he died it was found that he also had an
acoustic guitar, which was passed on to Jay.
Whilst attending Selhurst Grammar School Jay
would cycle home at lunchtime, quickly eat, and
then spend time on the guitar.

Allsup spoke of working with Bob Wills and sang
Right Or Wrong after which came a duet on
Buddy & Bob’s Door To My Heart. Bony Moronie
followed before Montgomery sang Love’s Made A
Fool Of You with its thumping drum pattern and
they then sang together on Raining In My Heart.
Montgomery tackled Flower In My Heart and
Wishing, telling us that the former was the first
song his dad wrote, and he recorded the latter
with Mary Chapin Carpenter for the Not Fade
Away tribute album.

His father bought him a Hofner Congress guitar
for £16 which, as his prowess progressed, was
replaced by the Hofner Committee model which is
depicted on the cover of Jay’s second CD –
Rock‘n’Roll Fever.
Having been given a conjuring set when he was
six, Jay began to show his entrepreneurial
aptitude from the age of twelve when he would go
out doing magic shows at kids’ parties. In time he
went on to conclude his magician’s act with three
or four songs, and even became a member of the
Magic Circle.

As has often been suggested, it seems that
Norman Petty was not actually a songwriter
despite his many credits but just suggested the
odd line here and there. On being informed that
Allsup produced In The Year 2525 for Zager &
Evans an audience member called out ‘Please
don’t do it”. Allsup played on sessions for a
number of artists as diverse as George Jones,
Jan and Dean, Mae West and – thanks to Ian
Wallis’ prompting – Buddy Knox (Ling Ting Tong).

Forming his own skiffle outfit – Johnny Woolf &
the Woolfcubs – Jay played around the Croydon
area at hospital dances and in local clubs. He
would also go to a park in Norbury called Pollards
Hill on Sundays to sit and play his guitar, attracting
a small teenage crowd.

The final portion of the show was in full concert
mode with Montgomery and Allsup taking turns
singing songs such as Oh Boy, Milk Cow Blues,
Maybe Baby, Rave On, San Antonio Rose, That’ll
Be The Day and True Love Ways. Tommy
Allsup’s at times stirring guitar playing was a
delight and Monrtgomery played his full part in the
proceedings, ending with his own Fear Nothing.
Steady bass playing and drumming enhanced this
entertaining evening.

Jay vividly remembers hearing his first Rock’n’Roll
record in the school playground on a lad’s radio –
Rock Around The Clock. Soon afterwards came a
watershed moment when he went to see Love Me
Tender at the cinema, where he was in awe of
Elvis. Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On made a
mighty impression on young Jay too, and he also
recalls being staggered by Peggy Sue playing on
the jukebox in a coffee bar.

THE JAY CHANCE STORY

The first records he bought were Jerry Lee’s first
London LP, a Big Joe Turner disc and Carl
Perkins’ Dance Album. To this day Lewis and
Perkins remain his two favourite artists, and
although he never had any desire to play piano he
now owns more than a dozen guitars.

My introduction to the largely unknown
Rock'n'Roller Jay Chance came about some twoand a-half years ago when he sent me a copy of
his ‘50s ‘60s Man CD at the request of a mutual
chum. I enjoyed listening to the album (see
review in TFTW 45), subsequently meeting Jay
and seeing him perform.

At the age of fourteen Jay tried his hand busking
at the Soho Festival. Later, venturing into the tiny
2 I’s coffee bar toting his guitar he was spotted by
Vince Eager who asked if he could play and sing.
Answering in the affirmative, Jay was invited to
audition on the spot and was booked to play that
evening by manager Tom Littlewood, which led to
regular weekend spots.

The thing that I find most striking about Jay is his
genuine enthusiasm for the genre, which
combined with a natural ability to entertain, made
me keen to learn more about the man and his
music. Over a nice little meal and a drink one
spring evening I chatted with Jay before we
adjourned to his splendid apartment overlooking
the Thames where we sat out on the balcony as
he regaled me with tales of his musical roots.

Jay made his first recordings (solo) at a little
private studio inside the original HMV store at 363
Oxford Street (now Foot Locker) and proudly
emerged with a 78 of Move It and It’s Only Make
Believe.

Although very much a Bermondsey boy, Jay was
actually born in the village of Pinkneys Green near
Reading at the tail end of the Second World War.
With the old Surrey commercial docks being
heavily bombed, his mother moved out to
Berkshire to give birth before returning to South
London.

In Soho at that time – 1959 – Tony Sheridan, who
played a solid-bodied Czechoslovakian made
Gracioso was looked upon as the guitarist to
aspire to. Jay decided to trade in his Hofner for a
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Burns solid guitar, which he then found he didn’t
like so he exchanged it for a Futurama, which was
actually the Gracioso re-named.

unreleased and demo recordings from 1959/60.
Jay’s passion for playing live was rekindled by his
appearances at some of our TFTW gatherings,
especially the sell-out 2i’s coffee bar tribute show
at the 100 Club, where he garnered many
favourable comments for his showing. Seeing
Terry Wayne perform that night inspired Jay to
play lead guitar rather than just rhythm, and he is
in the process of lining up more live dates. He
has also made a third album, which is not being
considered for release at present, and has other
recording projects in mind.

A little later Jay put a band together – The
Chancellors – and made four demo recordings in
a studio in London’s Berwick Street, before being
offered a short stint in Germany. So, giving up
their day jobs, Jay Chance & The Chancellors
spent one month playing in Hanau and Frankfurt.
On returning to England towards the end of 1960
several years were spent performing at American
Air Force bases from Swindon to Skulthorpe, at
the top of Norfolk. Playing for three hours a night
on Fridays and Saturdays meant building up quite
a repertoire of Rock’n’Roll songs of varying tempo
to keep the dancers entertained at the airman’s
clubs. With the band members all having regular
jobs (Jay was in advertising) they eventually split
up with Jay joining a group as a bass player
before forming a duo to play a residency at a large
pub in Victoria.

So the future looks bright ahead for our amiable
Rock’n’Roll friend Jay Chance.
Shaky Lee W









Letters to the Editor
Dear Sir

As the demand for Rock’n’Roll began to wane Jay
sought solace in a series of business ventures to
which he devoted most of his time and energy.
Not that he lost his enthusiasm for the music, as
he attended a number of Jerry Lee Lewis concerts
and met the Killer on more than one occasion.

It was with deep regret that I learned of fellow
Teddy Boy Nigel Greenfield’s passing via Neil
Foster’s tribute to him in the last issue. Although I
had not been in touch with Nigel for more than
twenty-five years I do remember him quite well.
Neil mentioned that “he took about two hours to
have a bath” and I can assure you that this is no
exaggeration. In fact, Sue, my wife at the time,
and myself used to affectionately refer to him as
“Bathing Nigel”.

Currently he is kept occupied with his business
partner importing and distributing alcoholic drinks
throughout Thailand, besides pursuing his parallel
career as the respected actor John Woolvett.
Indeed, it was thanks to his theatrical work that
Jay has now returned to his first love of singing
and playing the guitar.

During those halcyon rockin’ days of the seventies
Nigel would always emerge immaculate, without a
hair out of place and dressed up to the nines.

Following upon a stint as music teacher Mr
Sheinkopf in ‘Fame – The Musical’, where he
became friendly with the musical director and exFlying Picket Rick Lloyd, the pair of them travelled
around the American south visiting towns
associated with songs e.g. Galveston & Memphis.

One incident I recall in particular took place in
Southport where some of us used to congregate
at Chris Taylor’s place. We were walking through
the town, with Nigel wearing his new drape, when
it began to rain. Immediately Nigel took off his
jacket, turned it inside out, carefully folded it up
and tucked it under his arm. On being asked why,
he simply remarked that he didn’t want to get the
velvet wet as we trotted back to the shelter of
Chris’s home.

During the trip Jay spoke of his regret at never
having cut a Rock’n’Roll album, and so Rick
offered to produce one with him. On their return,
songs were selected that Jay liked, musicians –
including Colin-Price Jones of the Rapiers –
contacted, and a London studio booked. The
resultant CD was not intended for commercial
release but a few copies were heard and passed
around, receiving very favourable comments.

Rock in peace Nigel.
Lee Wilkinson
PS Speaking of Chris Taylor, he is the only person
I know who delighted in using hair cream with a
cedar wood fragrance instead of Brylcreem or
Vaseline like the rest of us. The pungent smell
lingered, but Chris thought it was wonderful stuff.

Finally it came to the attention of Raucous
Records’ boss Howard who thought it was rather
too well produced for his label, but he invited Jay
to make another CD with more of a rockin’ edge
for release on the Raucous label. This was
recorded in Blackpool, engineered by Chris
Cummings, with backing from the Crawdads, and
the disc was augmented with previously
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Guitarist Matt Everingham impressed with an
unusual approach to blues, through Spanish-like
inflections. Friday evening saw an appearance by
singer/guitarist Steve Curtis and his band, a name
new to me, but I was pleased to make his
acquaintance; a powerful vocalist and nifty soloist,
with a mandolin player whose sound blended in
superbly overall. Best of the set for me was a nice
tribute to the Delta Blues style, with a country-ish
feel, with tasty slide from Steve. I must get to see
this guy again, and I strongly recommend you do
too.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) but I have been
too busy to review any CDs for this issue I've been
out and about too much - but normal service should
be resumed next issue.

Paul Cook (not the Sex Pistol) followed on and
presented a set of blues with harmonica and sax
as backup, which included versions of Bill
Broonzy's "Key To The Highway" and Etta James'
"Good Rockin' Daddy", and a band delightfully
named Peppercornrent impressed with some
bright and breezy country-rock, despite being
obsessed with sound levels.

THE FIRST BRENTWOOD
ACOUSTIC WEEKENDER at
the Seaxe Bar, Brentwood,
Essex, June 22-24, 2007
Richard Dobney is a very busy man. For almost
two years now he has organised two highly
successful jam sessions, based at the Seaxe Bar,
adjacent to the Essex Arms pub, in Brentwood,
Essex. A Tuesday session is devoted to blues,
and
a
Wednesday
session
features
Country/Americana styles. Lots of local talent
flock to these get-togethers, and such is his belief
in the amount of talented artistes that reside in
and around Essex, he decided to showcase many
of these singers and bands in what was described
as the first Brentwood Acoustic Weekender
(subtitled the Essex Delta Blues Festival).

Saturday. Even the bar staff are talented around
here. The afternoon session commenced with
singer/songwriter Chris Found, whose Americanastyle original material was very pleasant.
Following an equally pleasant singalong with
Trevor and Tony, it was time for some rock with
singer/bass guitarist John T. A set-up like this
might be hard work for some listeners, but John's
set was intense, entertaining and rich in great
musicianship,liked his version of John Fogerty's
"Long As I Can See The Light".
The aforementioned Kelly Green was up next, and
despite nerves and the occasional bout of
memory block regarding lyrics, Kelly went over
fine, the crowd felt, as I do, that this is
undoubtedly a girl to watch, a fact brought home
to me personally by her version (with soundman
Richard on guitar) of "Need Your Love So Bad".

One can say that he was taking a chance, but
Richard is clearly well regarded by his musical
buddies and so was rewarded with a good crowd
response. It was two pound entry per session
(afternoon 1-7 p.m, evening 7-midnight) or six
quid all in. I opted for the whole shebang and was
truly staggered at the high musical standard, not
only of the artistes but of Richard Miller's sound
engineering (if the ad doesn't show up elsewhere
in the mag, Richard runs Inersha Productions and
can be contacted on 07947 456049), also the
stage-managing, very tight, hardly any of the acts
over-ran, everything moved along swiftly.

Lizzie B cites Beth Orton and Mary Black among
her influences and these clearly show in her work.
Liz has a warm personality and equally warm
voice, and she went over well with original
material like "Plasticine Man", "Living On The
Edge Of My Dreams", and "Honest Never Met
You" (available on an EP available from Lizzie at
gigs, check out Lizzieb.co.uk). A version of "Over
The Rainbow", inspired by Eva Cassidy's famed
reading, earned huge applause.

Richard Dobney, himself a singer and guitarist of
considerable ability, kicked off the proceedings on
Friday with an often jazzy set of mostly original
material, backed by acoustic bassist Len Kemp.
The guys were cookin' along nicely when Richard
called up a young lady to sing. Kelly Green, as
courteous and charming as she is talented,
handled T-Bone Walker's "Stormy Monday" with
sensitivity and intelligence, no grandstanding
whatsoever, which is nice to see. (Later she
eased delightfully through Little Willie John's
"Need Your Love So Bad"). Kelly's voice is
perhaps like a gentler Amy Winehouse, but,
whatever, she was a remarkable find and I hoped
she would have her own set (Happily she did
Saturday, of which more anon.)

Graham Larkby was a name familiar to me
through supporting Steve Hooker in Leytonstone a
while back, and he got together with Jerry
Spangles to play some covers, including a great
"Will The Circle Be Unbroken". Dave Richardson,
among the songs in his set, offered a great cover
of "Louie Louie" (yay!) and Little M (for Maria) tore
up the crowd with a selection of originals and
covers in the country style, with the Beatles' "In My
Life", Dusty Springfield's "Goin' Back", the
Travelling Wilburys' "Handle With Care" and an
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outstanding reading of Kitty Wells' "It Wasn't God
Who Made Honky Tonk Angels" among the
covers. Lovely girl, great voice.

War", "You Make Me Laugh" and "Masanama". It
brought down the curtain on an enjoyable
weekend and an education for me in so far as
discovering the wealth of roots music talent that
resides in Essex.

Following the originally unbilled Richie Kavanagh,
it was time for some blues with singer Laura Udall,
whose voice lies somewhere between Janis Joplin
and Lou Ann Barton. Interestingly, she included
Muddy Waters' "Hootchie Coochie (Wo)man",
Eddie Boyd's "Five Long Years" and Bo Diddley's
"Before You Accuse Me". A friend, Carly
Carpenter, came on to duet for a couple toward
the end.

Hats off, not only to Larry, but to Richard Dobney
for continually promoting the music he loves, the
music many "Tales From The Woods" folk loves,
and let's hope the Brentwood Acoustic
Weekender, and the jam sessions that inspire it,
continue for many more years to come. Thanks to
everyone who were friendly, especially to Kelly
and the two Richards. Give 'em your support!

Next up were a rock band popular in the Essex
area, Gunrunner, who unleashed a well-received
acoustic set of blues/rock covers (mainly
associated with, or covered by, Cream). I bristled
a bit at being told that "Bright Lights Big City" was
written by "Trad", rather than Jimmy Reed, but,
fair enough, they may not have known. Dave
Stannard, a popular singer in the Essex area (and
rightly so) and friends, closed out Saturday in fine
style.

BUNTER DOES HEMSBY and PAKEFIELD!
The 38th Hemsby Weekender took place at the
Seacroft Holiday Park between the 20th-23rd of
April and boasted another great line-up of
international talent and rockin' bands from this
side of the pond.

Sunday started with another singalong, this time
from Gary and Dave, then we had some topdrawer folk from Karen Johnson (bodran and
vocals) and Tony Hart (guitar, fiddle and vocal).

Straight down to business
then, with a look at Friday
night, starting with the
beguiling
American
rockabilly
queen
Marti
Brom who, accompanied
by the Finnish band the
Barnshakers, despatched a
cracker of a set, which
included "Wise To You",
"Eat My Words", "Love
Hound", "That Crazy Beat",
© Paul Harris
"My Baby's Gone", the
superb "Blue Tattoo" (a
personal favourite), Connie Francis' "Fallin'",
Lavern Baker's "Voodoo Voodoo", Ronnie Self's
"Three Hearts Later", Jimmy Reed's "Ain't That
Lovin' You Baby", "Really, Really Love You", a
searing version of Joyce Green's "Black Cadillac"
and Mickey and Sylvia's "No Good Lover". Great
stuff indeed by this delightful young lady.

Following this came one of the festival's real
highlights; singer/guitarist Keef Jackman was one
of the organisers behind the legendary
Bishopstock blues festival for some years, and he
possesses a great Delta blues-styled technique on
guitar, dark, expressive voice, and a nice line in
dry humour. Many songs were originals, like
"Southside Girls", "Cardboard City Man", "I Will
Dream Of Tigers" and "My Old Friend The Blues".
Excellent all-round performance.
Following an enjoyable selection of punk/goth
acapella offerings from the suitably-attired Miss
Vix, a hard-hitting mix of covers from local
favourite Jamie Williams, and some nice Kaiser
Chiefs-like sounds from a new local outfit, Frisky
Bison Presents, it was time for another highlight.
Long-time folkie J.J. Szabo has very much a
Wreckless Eric persona about him, with songs
like "Broadband Gigolo", "Polaroid Photograph",
"Sorry Derek" (inspired by the death of Derek
Bentley"), "Tracy G", "Same Old Same Old
Again", and "Hold On To Your Dream". The
contributions of accompanists Tim Huskieson on
clarinet and mandolin player Mr. Harriott should
not go uncredited.

© Paul Harris

Following a likeable set by another local outfit,
Doghouse, and some swingin' blues from the
Boss Cats (whose set yielded the weekend's only
drum break), it was down to the popular folk-rock
outfit Medicine to take us home. Very exuberant,
kind of Pogues-ish at times, the guys conveyed a
real party atmosphere with songs like "This Is
11

A little later on it was the
turn of the legendary Ray
Campi to whip up the
decent-sized
crowd,
backed by the Hemsby
House Band, who on this
occasion consisted of
Rob
Glazebrook
on
guitar, Mark (apologies
for forgotten surname)
on bass and the eversolid Paul Atkinson on
drums. A regular and
welcome visitor to these

shores, the now 73-year old ambassador for roots
music delivered a great set, with long-time
favourites like " Rockabilly Man", "Hot Dog", "Quit
Your Triflin'", "Pinball Millionaire", "Rattlin' Daddy",
"Everybody's Movin'", "Cattin' Around", "Eager
Boy", "Rockabilly Music", "Rockin' At The Ritz",
"Caterpillar" and "How Low Can You Feel".

become more fiery, he certainly depended on his
best-known songs, "Tremblin'", "Sweet Talk" and,
of course, "Sugaree" to keep the crowd interested.
Nice to see Rusty, but whether we'll see him again
in the UK is a matter for conjecture.
It was Wayne Hancock's
second appearance at
Hemsby, and as with the
first, he delivered some
great,
drummer-less
hillbilly boogie with a
guitarist and bassman.
Included
were
"Louisiana
Blues",
"Flatland Boogie", Juke
Joint Jumpin'", "Johnny
Law", a great "Lovesick
Blues", "A Town Blues",
© Paul Harris
"Murder Jack and Mad
Dog", "California Blues", "Thunderstorms and
Neon Signs" and "That's What Daddy Wants".

The Hemsby debut of wild rocker
Bloodshot Bill, all the way from
the USA, was adjudged a
success by some, but though his
voice bore more than an
interesting
resemblance
to
Ronnie Self, he didn't hold my
own attention for too long.

Wayne's show proved to be the calm before the
storm, for the act chosen to put Hemsby 38 to bed
was Mike Sanchez (at last!) and the Portions, the
Portions being Oliver Darling on lead guitar, Al
Gare on bass and Mark Morgan on drums.
© Paul Harris

Times without number I've raved about this
affable pianist/singer/guitarist in TFTW print over
the six years I've been connected with the mag,
and times without number I've hoped Mike would
tread the Hemsby boards. The one previous
occasion he played here was with the Big Town
Playboys wayyy back in 1992, and tonight, as
expected, he showed us why he is the undisputed
king of rockin' rhythm and blues right now.

Saturday saw another welcome appearance by
the one and only Jack Earls, who, judging from
tonight's performance, shows NO sign whatsoever
of slowing down, even at age 79(!). Backed by the
Infernos, from the UK, the Sun legend floored us
all with his Sun classics including "Take Me To
That Place", "Hey Jim", "Sign On The Dotted
Line", "Rock Bop", "They Can't Take Me From
You", "My Gal Mary Ann", "Crawdad Hole", and, of
course, "Slow Down". Other classics from the
annals of 706 Union history included were Warren
Smith's "Rock'n'Roll Ruby", Billy Riley's "Red Hot",
Ray Harris' "Come On Little Mama", and a medley
of Sun hits by Jack's great buddy Carl Perkins,
plus "She Sure Can Rock Me", Elvis's "Heartbreak
Hotel", the Burnette's "Tear It Up", "My Little
Mama", Eddie Bond's "Rockin' Daddy", Chris
Kenner's "Sick and Tired" and Charlie Feathers'
"Tongue Tied Jill". It seems de rigeur for Jack to
run overtime, he always seems to do it, but tonight
his show didn't exceed an hour. This must be the
fifth time he's graced the Hemsby stage since his
1996 debut, but it sure won't be the last for this
real Southern gentleman.

With a Playboys' classic "Hungry Man" as an
opener, he created wave upon wave of
excitement, and the crowd couldn't possibly resist
being caught up in the vibe; it was truly party time
here in Norfolk. Songs played? With things like
Willie Egan's "Come On", Amos Milburn's "Down
The Road Apiece", "Girls All Over The World",
Roy Montrell's "That Mellow Saxophone", Brook
Benton's "Kiddio", Big Danny Oliver's "Sapphire",
Johnny Guitar Watson's "Highway 60", "Ramblin'
Boogie", "Companion Blues", and Freddie
Cannon's "Tallahassee Lassie", how could you
possibly keep still?!
Once again Mighty Mike slayed an audience who
was baying for more. An all-time classic Hemsby
set, just perfect to round off a great weekend.

Sunday's
first
major
headliner
was
Hemsby
debutee Rusty York, a
painfully shy, monosyllabic
guy offstage, and not much
more outgoing onstage.
Though
his
confidence
gradually increased as the
set progressed, and his
guitar playing threatened to

October brings Alvis Wayne, Art Adams, Ervin
Travis and first-timer James Intveld to Hemsby for
the 39th get-together, no doubt a report will
appear in this hallowed journal.
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On now to the Wildest Cats In Town weekender,
held as usual at the Pontins Holiday Camp in
Pakefield between June 29th-July 2nd. Once
again, an international line-up, and a healthy turnout.

Shoes".. We also heard "Good Rockin' Tonight",
Johnnie Strickland's "She's Mine", which Terry
happened to cover in 1960, Webb Pierce's
"Teenage Boogie", "Guitar Boogie Shuffle", to
show off Terry's guitar dexterity, and the popular
"Slim Jim Tie". Terry gave a good account of
himself here and will no doubt make a swift return.

Friday's live action started with the Rhythm Aces
in the Princess Bar; this band, who went on to
back UK headliner Terry Wayne, impressed with a
half-hour selection of rockin' classics, including
Carl Perkins' "Put Your Cat Clothes On" and Gene
Vincent's "Well I Knocked Bim Bam".

The German white doo-wop, the Crystalaires were
recommended to me by one or two Woodies, but
I'm afraid I couldn't share their enthusiasm,
certainly on this showing. Their backing group, the
Bricats, opened with three jump-jive numbers of
little merit. The Crystalaires started with a
reasonable rendition of "I Wonder Why" but things
steadily went downhill from there. "Under The
Boardwalk" was painful, and as for "Lilli Marlene"
(the worst Jive Five recording-why pick it?), well, I
made a swift about-turn. "The Wanderer" was
swung by the Bricats, for Chrissake and as for
"Runaround Sue", where was the ascending
"Ahhhhh" before the line "I should've known it
from the very start". Dammit, I'm getting angry.
They got a rapturous reception, so I believe.

That evening, in the main ballroom, the first band
up were the hugely popular Porky's Hot Rockin',
who pleased all and sundry with things like
"Summertime Blues", CCR's "Proud Mary", the
Burnette's "If You Want It Enough" and "Please
Don't Leave Me", Carl Perkins' '"Sweethearts Or
Strangers", Elvis's "Angel" cleverly set into a
stroller, Johnny Horton's "Honky Tonk Man" "Rock
The Joint", "Is It Worth It", Eddie Cochran's "My
Way", Little Richard's "The Girl Can't Help It" and
Roddy Jackson's "I Got My Sights On Someone
New".

I needed reviving, and got it with Ervin Travis,
surely the closest thing to Gene Vincent you'll ever
see, and the excellent Virginians. After opening
his account with "Temptation Baby", "Git It", "Yes I
Love You Baby", "Flea Brain", "Right Here On
Earth", "Rocky Road Blues", "Sexy Ways", and
"Lotta Lovin'", he called out special guest Graham
Fenton, to rock out on "She She Little Sheila",
"Say Mama", "Over THe Rainbow" and "Baby
Blue", then it was back to Erwin for "Right Now",
"Rip It Up", "Look What You've Gone and Done
To Me", and "Someday", then an extra special
guest was brought on in the person of original '56
Blue Cap bassman Jumpin' Jack Neal to provide
a frenzied finale alongside Graham and Ervin with
"Blue Jean Bop", "Well I Knocked Bim Bam",
"Jumps Giggles and Shouts", "I Got A Baby", the
inevitable "Be Bop A Lula", "I'm Goin' Home" and
a reprise of "Bebop A Lula" in its 1962
arrangement.

More dance-floor fillers came courtesy of the
Kingcats, and soon it was time for tonight's
American headliner, Sun legend Sonny Burgess,
with the Pacers, who included original pianist Kern
Kennedy and drummer Bobby Crafford. Sonny
shared vocal duties with Kern and Bob, Kern sang
on a spirited version of "Forty Days", while Bobby
wailed on "Big Boss Man" and "Ain't Got No
Home". There were instrumental features for each
with "Piano Boogie" and "Wipe Out". Sonny, for
his part, weighed in with "My Bucket's Got A Hole
In It", "We Wanna Boogie", "Wings Of An Angel",
"Fannie Brown", "Ain't Got A Thing", the requested
"Hell Yes I Cheated", "Lawdy Miss Clawdy", and
"Red Headed Woman".
The German band Black Raven closed Friday
proceedings, the party animals rocked on while
this old fart went to bed.
Saturday saw a great afternoon set in the
Princess Bar by the nicely-titled Danny and the
Seniors. Guitarist/singer Danny's stock-in-trade is
impersonating the voice of Roy Orbison (and
actually he does a good job in doing so), the trio
are fine for a rockin' birthday party or a function of
any sort; I recommend you give 'em a look.

Great show, which was swiftly followed by
perennial favourites Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm
Rockers, igniting the crowd as only they can do
with the likes of "Old Black Joe", "My Little Sister's
Got A Motorbike", "Teddy Girl", "Teddy Boy
Boogie" and many more.
Sunday started, for me, with wild sets by the
Flying Saucers (now a trio with Sandy Ford still at
the helm) and the excellent Sundowners, also the
highly popular and highly visual German outfit, the
Lennerockers, brought down the house with their
show; how would tonight's top-of-the-bill, the
Comets, top that? As if they'd worry, what with 50plus years professional experience in showbiz.
And so it proved, despite the sad loss of pianist
Johnny Grande, the indisposed guitarman Franny
Beecher and the absent Jacko Budden, the

First headliner on Saturday evening was an
original UK rocker now based in Sweden, Terry
Wayne. whose set tonight was equally as wellreceived as his first UK show in some 40 years,
back in January at the 100 Club. Terry rocked out
with many songs from the Carl Perkins' songbook
(well known to us now, but absolute obscurities
when Terry first recorded them for Columbia
throughout 1957), like "Boppin' The Blues", and
"Matchbox" as well as the classic "Blue Suede
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Comets were given a tumultuous welcome.

Great stuff from a frequent visitor to the Oval.

Since the last time I saw the Comets, at Hemsby
in 1999, the band have adopted a wider musical
repertoire in their act, with things like "Sleepwalk",
"Miles and Miles Of Texas", "You're The
Greatest", "When You're Smiling" and "What A
Wonderful World" all thrown in the pot. No
Jodimars songs too, I notice. But hey, Marshall
still manhandles his bass, Dick (now 83!) drums
like a man possessed (he treated us to an
extended solo tonight) and Joey blows it out like
nobody's business, and we still get "Later
Alligator", "Crazy Man Crazy", "The Saints
Rock'n'Roll", and "Rock Around The Clock". Total
professionalism, but, I dunno, many people may
not have missed Johnny and Franny tonight, but I
sure noticed the difference; somehow I wish I
hadn't seen 'em tonight, in order to keep alive my
magical memories of a staggering 45 minutes of
rockin' music that night at Hemsby in '99.

July 22nd saw the Oval debut of West Weston's
Bluesonics. Steve "West" Weston first came to
prominence through leading Rent Party, in the
early '90s, and has led the Bluesonics and a larger
rhythm and blues outfit, Big Rhythm, for some
years now. The Bluesonics, solid players all,
consist of Chris Coleman, an outstanding guitarist,
a solid bassist in Orlando Shearer (frequently
seen with Big Joe Louis) and the totally
dependable Ray Morella on drums. It's easy to
see that Sonny Boy Williamson II was a major
influence on Steve, as "Let Me Explain", "Keep It
To Yourself", "Bring It On Home" and "Don't Start
Me Talkin'" were all included. Little Walter also got
recognition through "Crazy Mixed Up World" and
the superb "Mellow Down Easy".
A number of powerful instrumentals were included
throughout the three sets, my favourite being a
steady romp through "Night Train" a la James
Brown. Other goodies included "Catfish Blues",
Memphis Slim's "Rock This House", "Do Whatcha
Want", "Sweet Little Mama", Joe Liggins' "Pink
Champagne", "Everything's Gonna Be Alright",
John Lee Hooker's "Boogie Chillun" and, perhaps
surprisingly, Ray Sharpe's "Linda Lu". An excellent
show that earned, and got, a rapturous response.

And so that was Wildest Cats 2007. Here's to
2008!

BUNTER AT THE OVAL
Yes, time for another look at recent shows held at
arguably the finest venue for blues music in the
South-East at present, the Oval Tavern, in Oval
Road, East Croydon.

Like Steve Weston, Coalhouse Walker are
frequent visitors to London's Ain't Nothin' But The
Blues Bar, and as I'm not a great ANB fan, (as I'm
sure you'll be aware), I hadn't seen this 4-piece
before. When they debuted at the Oval on August
19th, I received a pleasant surprise; here was a
band whose collective sound was a good
Chicago-based type. Lead singer/harpman Stuart
Webb played with great taste and intelligence, as
did pianist Richie Pitts (good boogie-woogie
player), guitarist Dean Cooper and drummer Mick
Simmons (who particularly excelled on shuffles).
Good, solid blues with no frills.

Without further ado, let me first present to you,
Giles
Headley
and
the
Aviators.
Singer/guitarist/harpman Giles has been a regular
on the London club circuit for nigh on forty years
now, and some of you may remember him from
places like the Dublin and Caernarvon Castles,
the Sir George Robey, the Station Tavern and the
Weavers Arms, all much missed as blues venues.
The Aviators are a strong trio who backed Mr.
Headley to perfection on things like Jimmy Reed's
"Caress Me Baby", Sleepy John Estes' "She Don't
Allow Me", "Jesus Is On The Mainline", "Shadows
Falling", Robert Johnson's "When You Got A
Good Friend" and "Come On In My Kitchen",
"Blues What Kept You On My Trail", Willie Dixon's
"Same Thing" (on which Giles offered some steel
guitar), Bukka White's "Shake "Em On Down",
Willie Brown's "Future Blues", "Don't You Let 'Em
Down", and Son House's "Death Letter Blues",
which was prefaced by Giles' recollections of
supporting the great man while on tour in 1971.

I arrived a touch late to the gig but was greeted
with a fine job on Magic Sam's "All Your Love"
(with a little bit of "Easy Baby" thrown in). What
followed included rockers like "Tell Me Mama",
B.B. King's "She's Dynamite", "Cuttin' Out",
"Boogie Chillun" and a superb "Roll "Em Pete"
which saw Richie Pitts really rattle the 88s. Slow
blues was represented by "Everybody Needs
Somebody" and "On My Bended Knee", while midtempo shuffles included "It's My Own Fault", the
evergreen "Every Day I Have The Blues", and
Rosco Gordon's "No More Doggin". Ray Charles'
"I Got A Woman" was slowed down a tad and
funked up, and a similar treatment was afforded
Wolf's "Who's Been Talkin"". Also liked the New
Orleans influence of "Just Like A Fish". I enjoyed
this one very much, definitely a band for all you
Woodies out there to take a look at.

Giles has a unique harp technique, it has to be
said; he is able to play a two-harp duet, using his
nose to blow one of these! The idea works and
sounds well actually! Also, he bears an earthy,
gruff, Howlin' Wolf like voice, and to emphasise
the point, he included gutsy versions of "Back
Door Man", "Smokestack Lightning" and a funky
treatment of "Howlin' For My Darling". (Barbecue
Bob's "My Wife, She Drove Me From My Door"
actually benefited from a reggae arrangement!)

Yes, yet more top quality music from the
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magnificent Oval Tavern, but could you expect
anything less? More reports next time, ta-ra!
Boppin’ Bumter







go for it.'
18. Apparently, 1 in 5 people in the world are
Chinese. There are 5 people in my family, so
it must be one of them. It's either my mum or
my Dad, or my older Brother Colin, or my
younger Brother Ho-Cha-Chu? But I think its
Colin.
19. Two fat blokes in a pub, one says to the
other "Your round." The other one says "So
are you, you fat bastard!"
20. Police arrested two kids yesterday, one was
drinking battery acid, and the other was
eating fireworks. They charged one and let
the other one off.
21. "You know, somebody actually complimented
me on my driving today. They left a little note
on the windscreen. It said, 'Parking Fine.' So
that was nice."
22. A man walked into the doctors, he said, "I've
hurt my arm in several places" The doctor
said, "Well don't go there anymore"
23. Ireland's worst air disaster occurred early this
morning when a small two-seater Cessna
plane crashed into a cemetery. Irish search
and rescue workers have recovered 1826
bodies so far and expect that number to
climb as digging continues into the night!



Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits
Comic genius that was Tommy Cooper!
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

Two blondes walk into a building....you'd
think at least one of them would have seen it.
Phone answering machine message - "...If
you want to buy marijuana, press the hash
key...
A guy walks into the psychiatrist wearing only
Clingfilm for shorts. The shrink says, "Well, I
can clearly see you're nuts.
I went to buy some camouflage trousers the
other day but I couldn't find any
I went to the butchers the other day and I bet
him 50 quid that he couldn't reach the meat
off the top shelf. He said, "No, the steaks are
too high.
My friend drowned in a bowl of muesli. A
strong currant pulled him in.
A man came round in hospital after a serious
accident. He shouted, "Doctor, doctor, I can't
feel my legs!" The doctor replied, "I know you
can't, I've cut your arms off.
I went to a seafood disco last week...and
pulled a muscle.
Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly.
They lit a fire in the craft, it sank, proving
once and for all that you can't have your
kayak and heat it.
Our ice cream man was found lying on the
floor of his van covered with hundreds and
thousands. Police say that he topped
himself.
Man goes to the doctor, with a strawberry
growing out of his head. Doc says "I'll give
you some cream to put on it."
'Doc I can't stop singing The Green, Green
Grass of Home' "That sounds like Tom
Jones syndrome. ‘Is it common?' "It's not
unusual."
A man takes his Rotteweiller to the vet. "My
dog is cross-eyed, is there anything you can
do for him?" "Well," said the vet, "let's have a
look at him" So he picks the dog up and
examines his eyes, then he checks his teeth.
Finally, he says, "I'm going to have to put him
down." "What? Because he's cross-eyed?"
"No, because he's really heavy".
Guy goes into the doctor's. "Doc, I've got a
cricket ball stuck up my backside." "How's
that?" "Don't you start."
Two elephants walk off a cliff...boom, boom!
What do you call a fish with no eyes? A fsh.
So I was getting into my car, and this bloke
says to me "Can you give me a lift?" I said
"Sure, you look great, the world's your oyster,

AND
You know you are living in 2007 when...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7
8.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

You accidentally enter your password on the
microwave.
You haven't played solitaire with real cards in
years.
You have a list of 15 phone numbers to
reach your family of 3.
You e-mail the person who works at the desk
next to you.
Your reason for not staying in touch with
friends and family is that they don't have email addresses.
You pull up in your own driveway and use
your mobile phone to see if anyone is home
to help you carry in the groceries.
Every commercial on television has a web
site at the bottom of the screen.
Leaving the house without your mobile
phone, which you didn't have the first 20 or
30 (or 60) years of your life, is now a cause
for panic and you turn around to go back and
get it.
You get up in the morning and go on line
before getting your coffee.
You start tilting your head sideways to smile.
You're reading this and nodding and
laughing.
You are too busy to notice there was no
Number 9 on this list.
You actually went back up to check that
there wasn't a Number 9 on this list
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LIFE (LIKE LOVE) IS
STRANGE

my only encounter with him in 1975. In July of
that year a Granada TV producer asked us to help
in the production of a documentary dealing with
the early career of George Melly and Derek Taylor
(ex-publicist for the Beatles).

NEIL FOSTER LOOKS BACK ON 2007…
SO FAR.
THE BORN TO ROCK’N’ROLL 50TH
ANNIVERSARY TOUR
THURSDAY 31ST MAY, SOUTHPORT
THEATRE

The year was 1955 so we were asked to provide
Teddy Boys who would dance in the background
to “Shake, Rattle and Roll” and provide
authenticity (Ha! Ha! Most of these kids weren’t
around in the ‘50s!). In return, Granada would
provide us with a free bar (they didn’t tell me
about this until the last moment!), a buffet and a
special showing of the film “Rock Around The
Clock”. You can guess what happened. Suffice
to say that there were five slashed seats in the
cinema (enough alliteration there) and we all had
a police escort away from the area.

This was the last date of the above tour and I am
glad that I attended (with my Southport mate,
Chris Taylor).
A very well-preserved, fit-looking and enthusiastic
Marty Wilde bounced on stage and ran through
his hits.
Along the way he introduced his
daughters, Kim and Roxanna. Special guest was
Jet Harris who, although he didn’t look wellpreserved (he has lost most of his hair) and fitlooking also put on a very good act.

Taking part in the documentary were such old
warhorses as Wilfred and Mabel Pickles (“Give
Him The Money, Barney” or in this case “Give Him
The Barney, Money”) and George Melly who
smiled his crocodile smile and did his funny dance
and his standard “Aren’t I A Loveable Old English
Eccentric?” act. I found Melly bearable in small
doses – the trouble was that you never did get him
in small doses and even a small dose of
strychnine can still kill you!

My landlady has given me a couple of months
notice as she wishes to put the rent up to levels
beyond those I wish to pay. Also, I complained
about
her
rotten
maintenance
of
the
plumbing/toilet etc when she tried to charge me
£40 for leaks into the tanning studio beneath me.
Her husband is Spanish (Juan) and he made
rather a good joke about his wife, Pat, the
landlady. He said to me, “I am moving to Spain
for health reasons – I am sick of Pat!” (The
trouble is that after four years, I realise that he
wasn’t joking!)

In some ways he was more impressive than Wilde
and his bass playing was as good as ever. He
also displayed a peculiar, self-deprecating
deadpan humour and did not hesitate to slag off
useless non-playing “boy bands”. (“Notice this,
ladies and gentlemen”, he advised the audience,
“we are all actually playing our own instruments.
Unlike so many of these “boy bands” – and don’t
get me started on them!”) A great show.

This flat used to be part of a branch of the
National Westminster Bank and their logo is still
on my letter-box. Not even the SAS or the

The recent death of George Melly reminded me of
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American SWAT team can penetrate it because:

JUNE 21ST PSYCHIC NIGHT AT THE GRAPES

The Foster fortress consists of the following
features:
1)
Too much alliteration.
2)
A street door with three locks, a chain and
two vertical bolts
3)
Two internal 2” thick solid wood doors,
each electrically operated and opened only
by a secret 4-digit PIN number, using a
keypad
4)
One vertical bolt on the first door
5)
No rear exit to the property
6)
Razor wire all round the back yard walls
7)
The tanning studio below me is open 7
days a week between the hours of 9.30 am
to 9.30pm

I paid £10 to be told the following garbage. If the
“psychic” who read my future was a “seer”, then
she needs a cataract operation!

Short of mounting an anti aircraft gun on the roof,
it couldn’t be safer, could it? I used to joke that
even I couldn’t get in and I lived there! (Almost
right – the first year I was there, there were one or
two local electricity power cuts and for the few
hours the juice was off, I couldn’t get in!)

“Always choose success, dear.”(Well, I am not
going to choose failure, am I, you silly old fraud?)
Thinks: £10 – that’s nearly 5 pints of Guinness!
(By the way, folks, I am not a “sceptic” concerning
Astrology/Tarot Cards etc. I have had many
uncannily accurate readings but this wasn’t one of
them!)

The following sublime piece of dialogue took
place:
Seer: “How many children have you got, dear? Is
it 3 or 4?”
Me:
“No, it’s none!”
Seer: “Oh! Er ! Ah!”(I believe that is Romany
dialect for “Oh, Fuckin’ ‘Ell!”)
She also came out with this superb piece of
advice:

SATURDAY, 2ND JUNE
Earlier this year, while taking a Radio Journalism
course at St Helens College, I met and made
friends with Frank Leyland and Amanda Hale. We
three started to go rambling together and usually
ended up having a few drinks at the local
Wetherspoons pub in the centre of St Helens.

This was a surprise 60th birthday party for one of
my friends, whom I shall just describe as
Sheelagh. The invitation was sent to me by one
of her daughters.
Unfortunately, one of the invitees ruined the whole
thing by absent-mindedly ringing up Sheelagh to
ask some questions and of course, she didn’t
know about the party. It was supposed to be a
surprise, you see!

Frank was a most unusual person – a fascinating,
dominating, dynamic, driven character who had a
variety of interests: Aikido, Poker, Chess, to name
but three. He was an accomplished musician
(guitar/bass/keyboards/drums) and also a talented
songwriter. It turned out that we had encountered
each other 12 years before in the pages of the
local newspaper, the St Helens Star. That should
have been a warning to me! You see, Frank was a
religious maniac! (Sorry I don’t have a photo of
him. His halo kept fogging the film.)
I didn’t realise that at the time, of course. Frank
was a Christian but of a most peculiar type, e.g.
he believed that churches were collections of
believers not buildings and when I commented on
the attractiveness of a Roman Catholic church
near his home, he said tersely, “If I had my way, I
would pull it down!”

Who was this idiot? Me! Mind you, she did tell
me that she and her husband were planning to go
on holiday that day.

But surely, if we avoided the topic of religion, there
would be no problems, right? Alas, no! It was
soon apparent that his brand of Christianity was
ultra-individual, fanatical and dogmatic and these
habits soon spilled over into the rambles. To my
and Amanda’s amazement, he started to lecture
and harangue us like naughty children and we
both started to strongly resent his bullying and
autocratic attitude.

I was so embarrassed I didn’t turn up but sent a
£20 cheque. Haven’t heard from her since…
Believe me, I could do an article on similar crazy
things I have done over the last 50 years (and that
is no exaggeration!) (Looking forward to receiving
this one in the mail Neil – H)
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Then one night in St Helens centre after we had
returned from Liverpool, I started to tease him
about his dogmatic religious beliefs. We were
heading for an Aikido demonstration and suddenly
he erupted into a terrifying display of violent hatred
and manic screaming, so loud and extreme that
passers-by were starting to look at us and I
suppose we were lucky that we were not picked
up for causing a disturbance!

the Isle of Man with her husband on a short
holiday to Liverpool. I told Kath that this was a
great photo of her and when she pointed out that it
wasn’t her, I insisted it was!
All very disturbing and the dreaded word
“Alzheimer’s” came to mind. I decided to see my
GP ASAP.
He performed certain tests and
concluded that it was a case of “Transient Global
Amnesia”, which is when the blood supply to the
part of the brain dealing with memory is
temporarily interrupted. I am going for a brain
scan just to be sure and will let you know the
results (if I can remember who I am!)

Amanda (almost in tears) was begging me to stop
and I realised that I had gone too far. I offered to
go home to cool things down but to my
amazement he started to scream, rant and rave
yet again. This time his complaint was that I had
promised to go to the Aikido demonstration and
he insisted I did! I did…

By now you will all be heartily sick of the Lady
Diana obsession, which is currently filling large
spaces of most of the popular papers. I never
understood this in 1997 and don’t understand it
now. In the August 28th issue of the “Daily Mail”
there was an irreverent demolition of the Diana
myth by the paper’s cynical and amusing Richard
Littlejohn. I emailed a reply and as they might not
print it, here it is below. (PS I am sure you have
probably read that one of the reasons that Diana’s
marriage to Charles failed was that the lady
refused to give him a blow-job. But surely that
can’t be right. She was a born dickhead, wasn’t
she?)

It was then I decided to terminate our friendship.
He always proudly signed his emails/texts to me,
“Frank the Christian” but to me he was “Frank the
Fanatic”. Here is a section of one of his last
emails to me. “You are very good at criticizing
others Neil but perhaps you should get your own
house in order. If my religion is right, then you
have a terrifying eternity to come, unless you
repent and believe in the Christ. As I write this, I
pray to my God for your soul.”
(Notice the medieval theology there. It’s not my
soul I am worried about but Frank’s sanity!)
Here are the last texts he sent me. Judge for
yourself!
1.
“You’ve lost the battle, tosser! See you
soon!”
2.
“You won’t ignore me when I am on your
doorstep, you bastard!”
3.
“Woman!”
4.
“Anytime, anyplace. Right now if you like.
For 2 minutes I will forget I am a Christian.”
5.
“You’ll be seeing me sooner than you think.
Look out of your window, if you are in.”
Makes me glad I am an atheist!

Dear Sir,
Thank you Richard Littlejohn for your courageous
and forthright demolition of the Diana myth.
I well remember how incredulous I was when the
country went collectively mad in an orgy of overemotionalism and sickly sentimentality after her
death. She was just a spoilt, privileged, not very
bright, millionairess who was killed in a car crash.
So what? It happens every day to women who
had none of her advantages.
I well remember also my disgust at the criminal
waste of tens of thousands of pounds on flowers,
wreaths etc in front of Kensington Palace. Why
do people send flowers to the dead? They can’t
smell them!

FRIDAY JUNE 8TH
A rather frightening night for me. I met Kath, my
partner, in Wetherspoons in the centre of St
Helens for a quiet drink and that is all I remember
about the night. My partner’s memories were
quite different!

Keep annoying the sentimentalists, Richard!
Yours faithfully, NEIL FOSTER

She told me that I kept coming back from the bar
and asking her what she wanted to drink. (She
always drinks the same: lime and soda, no ice).
Then I came back from the bar with two of these
drinks and sat at a table away from her. When
she waved to me (thinking that this was my idea
of a joke) she said that I reacted with surprise as if
I hadn’t seen her there before.

I read an article about the late Dennis Price, the
grossly underrated actor and star of that
masterpiece of British cinema, “Kind Hearts And
Coronets”.
Sadly, he died an alcoholic and
apparently had crates of Guinness delivered to his
dressing room in the last days of his life.
Hold on, folks. Did I say, “Sadly”? No, “Happily” –
a man of taste to the end!

I then sat opposite her and showed her a photo of
a (female) friend taken when she travelled from
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There’s a children’s fairground-type ride in the
centre of St Helens called “The Rockin’ Tug”
which blares out classic ‘50s Rock’n’Roll all the
time, which is nice. However, the first time I
passed this amusement I was very surprised to
hear what was playing – not the Rock’n’Roll
standards but “Blue Days, Black Nights” by Buddy
Holly!

cash now, folks!

You will recall the publicity over the book by
Professor Richard Dawkins, “The God Delusion” (I
agree with him there but…) and his scathing
attack
on
Mediums/Astrologers/Alternative
Medicine etc.
Well, I have a cousin, Harold, who has been
practising as a private consultant in Alternative
Medicine (Reflexology, Acupuncture, Chinese
Medicine etc) for 14 years. He is often sent
patients by his local GP who has failed to cure
them of whatever is their medical problem.

Have you been watching the TV programmes
recently devoted to “British Film Forever”? They
showed “Hell Drivers”, that odd ‘50s melodrama
with Patrick McGoohan with a cigarette
permanently glued to his lips and tough guy
Stanley Baker and moustachioed Herbert Lom as
hard-bitten lorry drivers (I always find the
speeded-up footage of the vehicles hilarious).

I asked Harold for his comments on Dawkins’
remarks and he replied, “The Chinese have been
using their brand of healing (herbs etc) for 4,000
years. Would they really do this if it didn’t work?”
Over to you, Professor!

The name of the fictional haulage firm had the
joke name of “Hawletts” but it’s a fascinating slice
of British ‘50s film-making. However, I doubted
that the spectacle of McGoohan fighting Baker
with that cigarette in his mouth could possibly be
authentic (bit dangerous, what?). I consulted Big
Al Wilson, a former Ted, who assured me that it
was. He insisted that he once saw someone in
the ‘50s diving into a swimming bath still with his
cigarette in his mouth!

Today (4th September) the newspapers reported
a discovery by a research team that rock’n’roll
(and of course, by “rock’n’roll” they mean any kind
of beat music, not just 1950s Rock’n’Roll) tends to
lead to a short life and many stars die early.
Brilliant! Obviously, if you are a recording star
(from any era) you travel much more than ordinary
people and statistically you become at much
greater risk from car accidents/plane accidents
etc. Also the unhealthy life-style (lack of sleep,
lack of regular meals, stimulants of all kinds etc )
must inevitably lead to a shortening of one’s life.
To say nothing of the stress caused by money
worries, a slump in popularity etc. So, who the
hell needs a research group to discover the
bleeding obvious?

The 30th Anniversary of the death of Elvis was
notable for an interesting TV documentary on his
charismatic early days and I was overjoyed that
the reviewer made the point that has puzzled so
many of us old rockers: why do the majority of
Elvis impersonators concentrate on the post-1968
flabby cabaret star clown, instead of the lean and
hungry 1950s idol?

Ten years ago I was deeply in debt and I made a
vow never again to be in that situation with
loans/credit cards etc. So here I am in exactly the
same situation! Three credit cards spent up to
their limit, a loan from the local Credit Union ditto
and an overdraft on my current account, ditto. No
wonder that many years ago I read a description
of my Sun sign (Pisces) which said bluntly: “Most
of life’s wastrels are born under this sign.”

The Brian Epstein Story: Arena, BBC4,
Thursday, September 6th, 11.40pm
Advance previews of this programme were very
enthusiastic and the reality lived up to the praise.
A very interesting, highly-detailed account of
Epstein’s unhappy early life – the nine schools he
attended (and he wasn’t happy at any of them),
his discharge from National Service as a totally
unsuitable soldier, his ambition to be a dress
designer (!) and at last some kind of success
running the NEMS record shops.

Worse still, the last 2/3 weeks have been
disastrous in other ways: One day last week (late
August) the following things were not working in
my flat: the TV/outside phone/the DVD player/the
VHS player. (Oh, yes, and the bloody water was
off!) To cap it all, my claim for a refund of bank
charges against my bank (Abbey) was frozen by
the local County Court after 8½ long months,
pending an official investigation.

He had a reputation (which I can confirm) for
tracking down any record requested by a
customer and his shops were always well stocked
and well run. Through them he encountered the
Beatles (he was a fan of classical music, of
course, not Pop music). Without Epstein, the
Beatles would not have had their early success as
he provided just the right well-spoken, welleducated, well-dressed image that their

This is to be conducted by the Office of Fair
Trading into all bank charges and the verdict is
expected next March (2008). Aah! But I need the
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management needed if they were to progress
beyond the rough-and ready days of the scruffy
Liverpool clubs.

I could not match that as those amounts are about
what I owe in credit card/loan/overdrafts. Still, we
had nice holidays in Paris, Dublin and Scotland
and as she did like ‘50s/’60s music (some) we
seemed to get on fine. Then she decided to move
to a smaller bungalow as her present one had a
huge garden which was very difficult to maintain
(she suffers from spondylosis).

And then, at the height of his success and fame,
he died from a drug overdose at the age of 32.
Was he ever happy? He must have been when
the Beatles turned into the biggest thing ever in
Pop music but he remains a sad, shy, shadowy
figure, who, as this documentary pointed out
never found a partner and died as he had lived, a
very lonely man. Never was the adjective “gay”
more misapplied.

That was just about the last I saw of her – she
kept telling me she was very busy with
selling/buying houses (she could afford to buy a
new house before selling her present one and buy
a new car for £25,000) and looking after her
grandchildren etc.

I was very impressed by the number and variety of
people who gave their memories and insights into
his
strange,
enigmatic
personality:
Paul
McCartney was especially fluent and convincing
but I gritted my teeth when Marianne Fartfull
(sorry, Faithful) proved she hadn’t changed a bit –
she was still as pretentious as ever!

Last Monday, October 1st, was her birthday so I
gave her a nice present – the boot. Am now
looking for a replacement but had some strange
replies on one of the dating sites I am using:
several 25 year old girls from Ghana longing to
meet me (they would find it easier with me to get
into the UK, right?), a Russian girl, Samara, and
even a bloke, Craig(!). Don’t know how he crept
in as I am not that desperate and not gay, either!

If you are at all interested in Merseybeat, you
need to see this documentary.

Some of these sites are totally free but others play
a crafty trick – they claim to be free but when you
try to contact someone, up pops a little price-tag
for 1, 2 or 3 months before you can answer your
emails (from young African girls, Russian girls,
gays etc.)

I told you I was knocked back by the courts
regarding my claim against my Bank for exorbitant
fees. The issue will be decided by the Office of
Fair Trading next March.
However, I noticed that they were going to levy
more charges on my account, possibly as much
as £200 so I wrote to them requesting them to
freeze these charges until March 2008 – after all,
they had managed to persuade the court to freeze
my claim until that date. What’s sauce for the
goose is surely sauce for the gander!

The other thing I had to do quickly was to cancel
my dedication/request for Kath in “Steve Wright’s
Sunday Love Songs” (yes, I am a sentimental,
pathetic old fool pretending to be a cold-hearted
cynic!). Will let you know how I get on with the
girls from Ghana (Oops!). (To be continued)

They sent me a nice letter agreeing to this. Did
they Hell! Ever known the Gestapo to show any
mercy? I have always believed that the only
difference between banks and Dick Turpin is that
at least Dick Turpin had the decency to wear a
mask…
And this is the bank that lost
£1,000,000,000 (that’s right!) on unwise
investments a few years ago!
Think I’ll keep my money under the bed in future,
where even they cannot get their hands on it.

Bruno Hofer Platz 1
80937 München
Germany
Tel: 089/311 39 18
Fax: 089/311 29 31
rockithydra@t-online.de
www.rockithydra.de

I mentioned some time ago my partner, Kath.
Alas! She is no longer my partner.
We met through a Dating Agency some two years
ago. She was actually a year old than me (makes
a change) and a retired social worker. She lived in
a £300,000 plus bungalow in Billinge (nice suburb
of Wigan). She had £500,000 worth of
investments and three time-shares (not sure if the
timeshares were included in the £500,000) and
her own car.

email for a catalogue of CDs, DVDs
and LPs
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JAZZ JUNCTION

herself into them with gusto and transformed them
into her own personal statements.
The band was energetic and seemed intent on
creating a sound commensurate with that of a
larger group of musicians. Robert Mitchell found
extra gears on his piano with his accelerating solo
on I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel To Be Free
and Otto Williams’ bass reverberated to distort a
less than tranquil Mood Indigo. Better was the
funky drive accorded Nat Adderley and Oscar
Brown Jr’s Work Song.

Chris Biscoe/Tony Kofi Quartet at the
Inn on the Green – 3 April 2007
This was the start of a new venture to play music
from the repertoire of the late Eric Dolphy. Thirtythree years after his death at the early age of
thirty-six from a heart attack resulting from
undiagnosed diabetes, Eric Dolphy remains a cult
figure. His reputation stems from his involvement
in the post-bop scene, where he drew upon the
influences of Ornette Coleman and modern
classical music, and the intensity and ability to
surprise of his playing, whether on alto
saxophone, flute or bass clarinet.

Jhelisa’s performance was intense and animated
with Four Women being the highpoint. There was
some respite for Leonard Cohen’s Suzanne but
she was back at her most physical for I Put A
Spell On You and Mississippi Goddam before
Feeling Good put an end to an exhausting tribute.

The musicians were Chris Biscoe (saxophones),
Tony Kofi (alto sax), Larry Bartley (bass) and Stu
Butterfield (drums). Amongst Eric Dolphy’s own
compositions chosen were Serene, Miss Ann and
Out There. The leaders each approached the
music in their own way. Tony Kofi sought the
spirit whereas Chris Biscoe took the style route
and his alto clarinet playing on Oliver Nelson’s
haunting Stolen Moments was a delight.

At the end there was some criticism at the level of
amplification, which I understand was a
requirement of the band. It was surmised that this
might have been an intended precaution against
the propensity of some sections of Jazz Café
audiences to talk instead of listen. Sadly the
positive of there being a higher proportion of
females attending than usual was also largely the
justification.

For the listener the whole evening was a voyage
of
discovery
with
moments
of
unexpected delectation. It was probably
the most stimulating jazz that I had heard
for a long while.

Allison Neale at the Inn On The
Green – 6 June 2007

Nina Simone Tribute featuring Jhelisa
at the Jazz Café – 5 June 2007

The following night at the funky Inn On The
Green, the audience was much more
respectful, if not so respectable.
Indeed I
managed to speak to all of them, that is until he
joined the musicians on stage after the interval.

Jhelisa (Anderson) was born in Jackson,
Mississippi and started out singing gospel in a
group including her parents and her sister
Pamela. In addition to this musical upbringing,
Carleen Anderson is a cousin, and Vicki Anderson
and Bobby Byrd her aunt and step-uncle
respectively. She came to London in 1990 to
begin her career and during this decade she
gained success with two top ten hits and a couple
of well received albums. Having moved to New
Orleans in 2004, she became another victim of
Katrina, losing both her home and studio.

This was nominally a trio performance under the
leadership of Allison Neale (alto sax) with Pete
Whittaker (organ) and Stu Butterfield (drums).
Allison Neale came up through the ranks of the
Midland Youth Jazz Orchestra and the National
Youth Jazz Orchestra (where she played flute)
and was attracted to jazz through listening to the
mainly ‘West Coast’ collection of her father. Her
sound on alto sax was reminiscent of Paul
Desmond (an admitted influence along with Art
Pepper) and her playing was thoughtful and
leavened with tender beauty.

As for many of us, the work of Nina Simone has
had a huge impact on Jhelisa and the evening
was dedicated to the late singer/political
activist/icon. She was aided by the musical trio of
Robert Mitchell (piano), Otto Williams (bass) and
Ben Bryant (drums).

The other two members of this trio added greatly
to the enjoyment of the evening. Pete Whittaker’s
playing was uncluttered and involving. And Stu
Butterfield showed himself to be a consummate
drummer who listens and is never obtrusive.
It is sad that on my last two visits to this
idiosyncratic venue there should be such
disappointing turnouts. Why, I do not know. It is
convenient for public transport being less than
150 metres from Ladbroke Grove tube station and
the jazz is always of a high quality. (Since writing

This particular tribute was not an attempt to
present a facsimile of the singer or the songs.
Indeed, to the ardent Nina Simone fan, the
connection may have been rather obscure. The
songs were the starting point and Jhelisa threw
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this, the promoter has withdrawn)

Jerry Lewis smiles. He was also in good voice,
his trademark falsetto as sound as ever. On the
downside, his tribute to other soul singers was an
unnecessary interlude, especially when he has
had such a long recording career. This minor
aberration was soon forgotten as he returned to
some of his numerous hits such as Tired Of Being
Alone, I’m Still In Love With You and Love And
Happiness, where the band set up an infectious
groove which continued long after he had left the
stage.

North Sea Jazz Festival at the Ahoy,
Rotterdam – 13-15 July 2007
The Hudson stage blasted off with the Charles
Tolliver Big Band, a fiery juggernaut of an outfit
and a vehicle for the uncomplicated composing of
its leader. Charles Tolliver also made pithy
contributions via his trumpet but it did not
dominate a set of hard-bop jazz which swung from
start to finish. He was assisted by a stellar rhythm
section of George Cables (piano), Cecil McBee
(bass) and Victor Lewis (drums). George Cables
is a favourite at Jazz Junction and it’s a shame
that he wasn’t allocated a place in one of the
smaller venues to perform in solo or trio context.
However one piano trio to appear was EST. It
was formed in 1993 by Esbjörn Svensson (piano)
together with Dan Berglund (bass) and Magnus
Öström (drums), a combination unchanged to this
day. Critics describe their music as European
style jazz but their attraction seemed that of a
prog-rock band. The first number lasted twentyseven minutes and at times strange electronic
noises emanated from bass and piano, whilst
puffs of magic dragon smoke wafted across the
stage. There was no doubting the outstanding
musicianship of this fully integrated group but (in
deference to the memory of John Peel) my mind
was not blown.

The following day was spent mostly in the Congo
tent, where the sacred steel music of the
Campbell Brothers energised the audience with
some of the most rocking gospel music ever likely
to have been heard outside the USA. With
brothers Chuck (pedal steel), Darick (lap steel)
and Phil (guitar) augmented by Carlton Campbell
(Phil’s son) on drums and Malcolm Kirby (bass),
they started with a rollicking The Judgement and
didn’t let up for over an hour. Vocal duties were
handled by Tiffany Goddette and Joyce
‘Cinnamon’ Jones, either separately or jointly, and
by the end they had most of the crowd jumping for
joy.

After a couple of aborted attempts to gain access
to performances already oversubscribed, the hiphop group The Roots was sampled.
The
appearance of a euphonium on stage was an
unexpected innovation but, to these ears anyway,
the music was rap. Refuge was gained on a large
beanbag in the cinema room watching the1995
documentary about the Art Kane photograph of
jazz musicians taken on 126th Street in New York
in 1958. It was a fascinating glimpse of the
occasion and to witness the respect and affection
between the musicians, many of whom have since
departed.
Reports of concerts by
Al Green in England
suggested that his
performance might be
a disappointment, but
apart from a bit more
rest-taking (e.g. by the
use of guitar solos), he
performed in much the
same way as in the
recent past with much the same set-list. He also
managed, yet again, to get lost, greeting the
audience with “Hello Amsterdam”!

Maintaining the excitement level and replacing the
incapacitated Ann Peebles were the Soul Seekers
who were described as a very modern gospel
group but were actually never very far from the
sort of traditional gospel music that many soul
fans prefer.
This was highly rhythmic and
energetic music fronted by a vocal trio led by
Glendon Campbell. However it was bass player,
Warryn Campbell, who took the vocal honours on
his one solo shot with his pleasing light tenor.
Overall though it was a case of bringing church to
Rotterdam and then proceeding to wreck it,
leaving behind an emotionally drained audience.

Starting with I Can’t Stop from the 2003 Blue Note
album of the same name, he was in good humour
and exhibited a real joy in his work with telling
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layered and textured, was beautifully played by
orchestra and guest star, although it was
understandable that the short notice necessitated
closer following of the sheet music than might be
expected.
A brief stay in the cavernous Maas found the Afrosalsa music of Africando highly danceable but
more Latin than African. In fact, with a line-up
which included four horns and numerous
percussion
instruments
(congas,
bongos,
tambores, campanas and timbales), this was not
very surprising.
Having been virtually plucked from the stage of
Ronnie Scott’s by Miles Davis in the late ‘60s,
Dave Holland has become not only probably the
best bass player Britain has ever produced but
also one of the best in the world. His recordings
have ranged from big band to solo but he
appeared here with a quintet comprising Chris
Potter (saxophones), Robin Eubanks (trombone),
Steve Nelson (vibes) and Nate Smith (drums).
This excellent group played absorbing music with
well thought out solos on the purposeful Pathways
and Easy Did It, dedicated to the people of New
Orleans. However the stifling heat in the Hudson
(in spite of the weather being nowhere near as hot
as last year’s heatwave) meant an earlier than
desired departure.

The Holmes Brothers had the unfortunate task of
following on the same stage and although they
were as good as ever, familiarity only served to
accentuate a sense of anticlimax. The usual trio
of Wendell Holmes (guitar), Sherman Holmes
(bass), and Popsy Dixon (drums) benefited from
the extra tones of Röel Spanjers’ Hammond B3
organ. Their performance was reliably enjoyable
and the eclectic nature of their material was
reinforced by the inclusion of John Fogerty’s Bad
Moon Rising from their latest album.
Denver-born India Arie is a
singer popular amongst
neo-soul fans, although
some may find her a bit
preachy. Not that that is a
problem for us at the
Junction, as we like artists
who
provoke
us
to
reconsider our views and
possibly change or amend
them. Arriving in a bright
orange
dress
and
headscarf, she began with I Am Not My Hair,
which she revealed to cheers at the end of the
song. Hers was a groove-laden set which never
got in the way of her expressive vocal ability. The
best two numbers were Wings Of Forgiveness
and a song written by Don Henley, Heart Of The
Matter. India Arie’s liking for the music of Stevie
Wonder (he has recorded with her) led to a
crossing of taste boundaries for some when her
male backing singer disappeared from the stage
only to return as a Wonder lookalike. However, all
told it was a strong set, which showed off her
warm voice and the personal nature of her lyrics
to a mutually responsive audience.

A Zoë Rahman performance has previously been
praised on these pages and her trio with Oli
Hayhurst (bass) and Gene Calderazzo (drums)
was deemed well worth another listen. It was
marvellously entertaining music by this integrated
group with the leader’s percussive piano playing
the main attraction. Zoë’s personality charmed the
smallish audience that the Murray allowed. And
due acknowledgement was given to her teacher,
Jo-Anne Brackeen, composer of the beautiful
Egyptian Dance. It is a shame that the Ahoy does
not have the equivalent to the Congresgebouw’s
piano room as Zoë was surely deserving of a
better venue, certainly one which did not suffer
from so much audible intrusion from nearby
stages.
Never having seen Sly & The Family Stone before
(apart from the film of Woodstock), there was a lot
of anticipation whilst waiting in the large Nile. It
was odd therefore that the band should launch
into two of its biggest hits, Dance To The Music
and Everyday People, without Sly on stage. In
fact it was half an hour before the now hunched
and age-worn leader shuffled on to the stage. It is
difficult to assert that his appearance made any
improvement, as he is now a shadow of his
former self, the ravages of a drug-ridden past and
the passage of time having taken their inevitable
toll.
I Want To Take You Higher was an
unrealistic wish and Thank You (Falettinme Be
Mice Elf Agin) was simply untrue. After less than
twenty-five minutes (according to my notes) spent

Sunday started with the only visit to the Madeira to
see the Bob Brookmeyer New Art Orchestra.
Unfortunately the eminent valve trombonist, now
aged seventy-eight, was unwell and unable to
travel. Depping for him was the outstanding
saxophonist, Joe Lovano. The New Art Orchestra
was put together in 1994 to play music composed
and arranged by Bob Brookmeyer. Much of the
material on offer was drawn from the 1997
recording, including a four-part suite, Celebration,
written for Gerry Mulligan. The music, intelligently
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mostly seated behind a keyboard, he slowly
departed – and so did we.

Australia and France.
Friday night got under
way with Bobby Johnson,
Jamaican-born but now
residing in Europe. He
was supported by CIV, a
French band with whom
he has been singing for
two years. They were
joined
by
Wayne
Jackson
for
the
traditional tribute to Otis
Redding starting with I
Can’t Turn You Loose
and finishing with Dock
Of The Bay. Bobby Johnson puts his all into his
performance but it was perhaps I’ve Got Dreams
To Remember that showed off his singing voice
best.
© Paul Harris

One of our party, an expert in the trajection of
hand grenades, described them, perhaps unkindly
but accurately, as little more than a tribute group.
At least one original member of the band who did
appear to have survived the passing years
successfully was the trumpeter Cynthia Robinson,
whose example was obviously not followed by Sly.

© Paul Harris

Finally, celebratory watchers were disappointed at
the non-appearance of Amy Winehouse. We take
no pleasure in the problems of this extremely
talented vocalist (she has been described by Bill
Ashton, musical director of NYJO, as ‘one of the
finest young jazz singers this country has ever
produced’) and trust that she soon overcomes the
demons that beset her.

The first of the two main backing bands to appear
was the Austin DeLone All Star R&B Band, which
was superb throughout, therefore making each
member worthy of mention. The leader, Austin
DeLone (Hammond organ and keyboard)
appeared last year when he was with Howard
Tate. On drums was Ron E Beck, whose CV
includes a spell with Tower of Power in the late
‘70s, and completing the rhythm section was
bassist Steve Ehrmann. The excellent guitarist,
Danny Caron is best remembered for being at the
core of Charles Brown’s twilight success when he
was musical director of the latter’s band. Finally
the marvellous horn section of Paul Litteral
(trumpet), Joel Behrmann (trombone), Charles
McNeal (tenor sax) and Alex Budman (baritone
sax) all had CVs covering some of the top names
in Black American music. On this evening they
were joined by Wayne Jackson.

Thanks to Dave Thomas for the photos.

Porretta Soul Festival – 19-22 July
2007
It is doubtful that when the first Porretta Soul
Festival took place in 1988 anyone believed that it
would still be going twenty years later or
envisaged the changes that would occur to it.
Then it was a small festival held on a wooden
stage situated at the foot of a steep grassy slope
in the town’s park. Over the years the park, now
named Rufus Thomas Park, has benefited from
concrete terracing. Also part of the town’s main
thoroughfare has been pedestrianised and this
year, commencing on Friday afternoon, was given
over to morning and afternoon performances by
mainly Italian bands under the title Soul Food
Street Market.

After a warm-up which included vocals by Austin
DeLone and Ron E Beck (particularly impressive),
there was an appearance by one Barbara Cola.
Her renditions of Knock On Wood and When A
Man Loves A Woman were deemed ‘not the real
thing’ by two avid TFTW readers, whose threat
with expulsion may have had something to do with
one of them being, allegedly, a Chelsea
Headhunter.

For the 20th edition, artistic director, organiser
and inspiration, Graziano Uliani, put together one
of the strongest line-ups ever. Wayne Jackson,
legendary trumpeter in the Memphis Horns, was a
special guest and he made several appearances
over the weekend. As in recent years, Thursday
was a free entry evening and in addition to
indigenous representation, there were bands from

The stage (and night) was then lit up by the tall
figure of Toni Green, who made a stunning
entrance in a pale blue catsuit style of dress with
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have been in the ‘60s, but her career has taken on
a new lease of life and she is touring and
recording again. Her set was a bit top heavy with
new songs which may be works-in-progress and
sound better when they have been recorded.
Without exception Cry To Me and Nearer To You
were the cream of an accomplished performance,
as for this elegant lady her pony-riding days were
over.

tassels hanging from
© Paul Harris
a point midway up
her thighs. Assisted
by her two backing
singers, she gave a
resolutely
soulful
performance
in
which she lived every
word she sang. It
was a varied set with
I Feel Like Breaking
Up
Somebody’s
Home,
Somebody
Else’s Guy and At
Last (complete with
scat ending) mixed
with songs from her own CDs such as Just Ain’t
Working Out and Southern Soul Music. She had
a powerful voice with a wide range as exemplified
on I Say A Little Prayer.

© Paul Harris

More famous as a songwriter rather than singer
was the imposing figure of former Falcon, Sir
Mack Rice. He ran through probably his best
known songs starting with Love Sickness and
You’re So Fine (recorded by The Falcons,
although Joe Stubbs took the lead). He followed
these with Cadillac Assembly Line, which he wrote
for Albert King, Respect Yourself (the Staple
Singers) and Cheaper To Keep Her (Johnnie
Taylor). And he finished with his signature tune,
Mustang Sally, which he recorded a year before
the rather more successful Wilson Pickett.

© Paul Harris

Saturday night appeared to be its usual sell-out
and began with the Austin DeLone All Star R&B
Band and an instrumental warm-up. This was
followed in quick succession by Toni Green (one
number seemed a bit pointless but perhaps it was
a gesture to the Saturday-night-only attendees)
and Austin DeLone performing his catchy tribute
to Porretta.

Following on were Jon Tiven and the Nashville
Aces. Jon Tiven, although a tireless worker in the
genre, is somewhat of a bête noire amongst soul
fans, his view of the future of soul music being
several steps too far down a rocky path. The
band had a horn section, which enjoyed the
addition of Wayne Jackson for the festival, and
two rock-chick singers, Jonell Mosser and Patti
Russo.
The latter was obviously not to be
meddled with as, according to the programme
notes, she had ‘fronteggiava (‘stood up to’
according to my Italian dictionary) la bestia
Meatloaf’. After a song each, they were joined on
stage by Ellis Hooks, one of three singers the
band was supporting at the festival. He started by
demanding and getting everyone up on their feet,
as he launched into a high energy set during
which he never stopped moving. He didn’t even
take a break between songs, seemingly intent on
squeezing as much as possible into his allotted
twenty minutes. Sweet Soul Music was the end of
the line.

© Paul Harris

The diminutive Sugar Pie Desanto in a black
dress was next to appear and it soon became
apparent why she regards herself as an
entertainer and not just a blues singer. She
started with I Don’t Want To Fuss, during the
course of which her dancing caused slippage
which she corrected in true Les Dawson fashion.
Her
occasional
backing
singers,
Jimmy
McCracklin’s Sweet Nectar, had no such
problems as they joined her on the ballad Life
Goes On, a tribute to her late husband Jesse
Davis, who died less than a year ago in a fire
which destroyed their apartment.

© Paul Harris

Much anticipated was the first Porretta
appearance of Betty Harris. Her heyday may

But the effervescent Sugar Pie Desanto was soon
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back in blues mode with another song from her
latest CD and then a tale of female rivalry which
had her answering the ‘phone ‘with class’
(pronounced accordingly) only to confound this
during the song’s guitar solo. Turning her back to
the audience and hoisting her dress to her knees,
she knelt down and leant to the ground as if in
supplication, only to straighten out her right leg
and raise it behind her to an appropriate angle for
a ballet dancer. Gasps from the audience. She
then did the same with her left leg, just in case
anyone was in doubt that the colour of her all her
clothing was black.
More gasps from the
audience. The song ended with a standing
ovation.

joined two years later. Making up the group was
Steve Potts, who has held down the drum position
during the current decade. The four-man group
was as tight as the proverbial duck’s nether
orifice. Its fat sound with thick bass notes filled
the stage as either Booker T Jones or Steve
Cropper led the way on some of their best known
tunes.
Soul Limbo had cricket fans smiling
whereas for Sugar Pie Desanto and Jimmy
McCracklin, watching stage-side, Hip Hug-Her
was the preferred choice. The final number, Time
Is Tight, began so slowly as to increase the
intensity of the crescendo effect of the tune.
Standing accused of being responsible for the
Commitments and a thousand similar wannabe
bands were the Blues Brothers Band. Actually
that’s unfair because it was surely the film and not
this bunch of fine musicians, who play what is
essentially good time party music. Steve Cropper
was one of the original members to appear. So
was ‘Blue Lou’ Marini (sax) but Donald ‘Duck’
Dunn did not. Donning the Dan Aykroyd/John
Belushi
persona
and
attire
was
Rob
‘Honeydripper’ Paparozzi for a bevy of ‘up on yer
feet’ songs including Going Back To Miami, She
Caught The Katy, Messin’ With The Kid and
Minnie The Moocher, culminating with the
execrable Sweet Home Chicago. It all has its
place, somewhere.

As if that wasn’t enough, the next song, In The
Basement (originally recorded as a duet with Etta
James), saw her grabbing a young man from the
audience to dance with. Having raised her dress
to her knees to twist with him, she suddenly leapt
on him, wrapping her legs around his body before
leaning backwards to reach the ground. I can’t
remember the title of the song that ended this
outrageously entertaining set but as the shoeless
Sugar Pie Desanto skipped off the stage like a
twelve year old girl, she received another standing
ovation.
Jimmy
McCracklin
provided a needed change
of pace, seating himself
centre
stage
at
his
keyboard in a bright red
suit. It was nicely varied
set mixing blues, r&b and
soul and even a doowopish
My Answer, which was
enhanced
by
the
harmonising Sweet Nectar.
© Paul Harris
After taking us for The
Walk, this eighty-five year
old took a break to allow the three individual
members of Sweet Nectar to show off their tonsils
on a selection of ‘60s hits, including the
unavoidable Mustang Sally. He returned to serve
more to savour with Tramp, which he wrote with
Lowell Fulson for Otis Redding and Carla
Thomas, and Georgia Slop.

Advertised as their ‘special guest’ but bringing
some credibility to proceedings was Eddie Floyd.
He looked in great shape but was not stretched on
half a dozen songs, which he could probably do in
his sleep, as he allowed the audience to provide
their own vocal contributions. Raise Your Hand,
Big Bird and Knock On Wood were from his own
recordings and Soul Man saw chaotic scenes as
dancing spread from front of stage to onstage. Sir
Mack Rice reprised Mustang Sally for the best of
the many renditions of the song heard over the
weekend before all the singers joined together for
Everybody Needs Somebody To Love with the
clock pushing towards 2.30 a.m.
The final evening’s entertainment was a rerun of
Friday’s bill except that Sugar Pie Desanto and
Jimmy McCracklin were added to the exclusion of
Bobby Johnson. Jon Tiven and the Nashville Aces
started with his two girl singers, Jonell Mosser and
Patti Russo, and oddly each of them included a
Betty Harris recording in their two numbers, albeit
that one is yet to be released.

© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

First of the two headline acts for the evening was
Booker T & The MGs. Formed in 1962, two of the
original members, Booker T Jones (Hammond
organ) and Steve Cropper (guitar) remain in situ,
whilst a third, Donald ‘Duck’ Dunn (bass guitar),
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Betty Harris was afforded a
slightly shorter set than on
Friday. Again she mixed new
material with old and again her
smoky voice shone through on
the old with the likes of Mean
Man, Nearer To You and Cry
To Me.

Clearly having enjoyed being fêted in the town
during his visit, it was a more relaxed Sir Mack
Rice who followed. His set was the same as
Friday’s minus Cheaper To Keep Her but his hip
movements were more exaggerated and his
‘rowing’ movements on the encore, Mustang Sally,
were varsity standard.

even better, inspired no doubt by singing in front
of the excrementally hot Austin DeLone All Star
R&B Band. Her vocal range and power were
impressive throughout, as was her stagecraft as
she dropped to one knee and bowed her head to
wring the emotion out of Dr Feelgood. Her
encore, Donna Summer’s decadent Bad Girls,
was rippled with operatic screams of pleasure.

© Paul Harris

Finally the festival closed with the second
appearance of the salty Sugar Pie Desanto. It
was not as outrageous as the night before but it
was not a case of not being able to top that
performance. It was more that she had won the
audience so completely over that it was not
necessary, although she still dragged an
unsuspecting male on to the stage to dance with
and wrap her legs around.

Bouncing onto stage to the opening notes of Your
Love Is Too Strong, Ellis Hooks issued the words
‘Get up on your feet’. And the audience obeyed,
the ladies no doubt drawn to this young man by
the muscleman tee shirt and the tattoos. Once
more it was an energetic dance set with Ellis
unable to keep still.
By eschewing pauses
between songs made them appear all the same
tempo and the lack of light and shade, not
apparent on his first London appearances
(perhaps because of the longer sets) detracted
somewhat. On the other hand, perhaps his
hoarse voice tells a true story.

And so another excellent Porretta Soul Festival
was over. It is a fun festival that doesn’t take itself
too seriously, as epitomised by the following
words at the bottom of the poster advertising the
line-up ‘and many more … waiting for James
Govan’!
Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
Dave Carroll

Booking The Big Beat Since
Johnny Burnette Was In
The Charts

© Paul Harris

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
A change of band (the Austin DeLone All Star
R&B Band) and Jimmy McCracklin in a change of
suit (blue) brought a more decorous sense to
proceedings. Again Sweet Nectar gave tasteful
support. But by allowing the ladies one song each
meant that Jimmy McCracklin managed four only
during a shorter set than the night before; a
shame because the man is still a class act.

(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Gene
Summers, Johnny Preston, Billy Lee
Riley, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Mac
Curtis, George Hamilton (rockabillin!)
IV,
As well as the Chas Hodges
Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the
Lennerockers, and Big Bad Shakin'

© Paul Harris

One call, book 'em all.

Songs by Austin DeLone and Ron E Beck
preceded the arrival of the stunning Toni Green in
a halter-neck dress, artistically gathered at the top
of one thigh. She was probably the first singer
ever to bring her own dress designer to Porretta.
Her performance compared with Friday’s was

Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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SWAMP’N’STOMP
TOUR USA 2007

the plane for 45 minutes (well, there were over 20
of us).

With our love of American music, it’s natural that
many of the Woodies enjoy visiting the places
where so much of this music originated. This is an
account of our latest trip, with contributions from
Gordon Fleming, Graham Mulligan, Ken Major
and myself. Photographs are by Martyn, Ken,
Graham and me.

DOWN IN LOUISIANA /
TRAVELLING IN TEXAS
This is Gordon’s account of our eventful 15 days.
My comments are in italics. Sometimes I have a
different recall of what happened where and
when, but my memory of some things is a bit
hazy.

Goldband Studio – Lake Charles.
Thurs 26 April
Up early (ish), breakfast and short drive to the
Goldband recording studio that had been
damaged in the hurricane but was still standing. It
wasn’t open (apparently Eddie Shuler’s niece
opens the shop now and then, or so I was told).
Photos were taken and off we went, destination
Jennings where Ken remembered an antique
shop from a previous time. Did we find it? I can’t
remember! Was it no longer there? Anyway
Jennings seemed a reasonable place to eat, so
we did. Then on to Crowley.

Wed 25 April
All arrived in good time (except Bernard) for the
09.45 flight to Houston with Continental Airlines.
Checked baggage, where Bob was found to be
overweight (luggage that is) and he had to pay an
excess charge. Coffee and snacks while waiting
for boarding call, introductions all round for new
companions. Boarded a not even half full plane
and still no Bernard. Spread ourselves out, loadsa
leg room, empty adjacent seats etc and Bernard
appeared right at the last minute. Took off on
time, uneventful flight, food typical Gatwick slop,
five bucks for an alcoholic drink.

First stop on arrival, the ice cream stand. Then on
to the Modern Music Shop, once owned by J D
Miller, now by his son Mark. Ralph jammed with
one of the staff using a guitar from stock and
some of us bought CDs and stuff. Then up the
road to the J D Miller museum on the site of his
first studio. Not complete yet and not really very
impressive. Then we hit the road for Lafayette and
the Festival International de Louisianne.

Arrived Houston on time. Entering USA a doddle,
quick fingerprinting and “look at the camera” and
there we were, heading for the Dollar desk to pick
up the two people carriers, which Ken had prebooked in the UK.
Problem. Not what Ken ordered – not big enough.
Upgraded after lots of muttering and extra
charges. And then there we were, in charge of two
virtually new Chrysler people carriers. Then we
hunted down somebody to tell us which buttons
and knobs did what and off we went, destination
Lake Charles, Louisiana, 135 miles away. Ken,
Graham, Kim, Bob and Ralph in what will now be
called “car 1” and Bernard, Martyn, Alan and
Gordon in “car 2”.
Uneventful trip, ate at the Luna Bar & Grill in Lake
Charles (excellent), quick walk near the lake, and
collapsed in our Motel, the Super-8 1350 E Prien
Rd, Lake Charles.

Marcia Ball at the Lafayette International
Music Festival.
Checked in to the Comfort Inn 1421 S E
Evangeline Thruway and then headed for the
music (on foot). Marcia Ball was the name artiste
that evening, stunning pianist and pretty good
singer too. At one time her band was
supplemented by the wind ensemble from the
local university – oddball, but tres enjoyable.

Perhaps Bernard had the right idea! He didn’t
have to hang around for three hours eating overpriced sandwiches and tripping over everybody’s
luggage. Houston immigration was pleasantly
different from the previous Stompin’ tour, when it
took ages to process us, and three of our group
missed a connecting flight even though they held
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Clocked some other music, drinks at the Blue
Moon club, food from stalls, more drinks at Blue
Moon, more music, food, taxis back. Ken turned
up later - the first of many “got lost” episodes that
affected all of us at one time or the other.

We also found car 1 which arrived at the same
time from a different direction. Car 1 had
ascertained where the cemetery was (near
Loreauville), so off we went and after a lot of
looking, found the grave, no longer unmarked.
Quest completed, so headed back to Lafayette for
day two of the festival.

We did indeed find the Jennings Antique Mall. Ken
found a few collectable records, and the friendly
folk there recommended the North Side restaurant
where we ate. Also, it was their glowing
recommendation to visit St Martinville that made it
a must-see, and we weren’t disappointed.
Actually, it wasn’t the Blue Moon that Gordon,
Martyn and I visited that night, it was the Jefferson
Street Bar. The beer we drank was Blue Moon!

Ate at Don’s Seafood and Steakhouse
(overpriced, but pretty good) and then to the
festival. Stars of the evening were The Pine Leaf
Boys, a red-hot Cajun group (with a black fiddle
player), who tore the place up. Later, some of our
party went to the Blue Moon Saloon and some
didn’t because of knackeredness!
St Martinville, where the first Cajuns settled when
they arrived in Louisiana, is a charming little town
that looks to have changed little since the 1950’s.
Amazing that car 1 made it to Clifton Chenier’s
club at all considering that we in car 2 had the
guidebook and still got lost twice. That evening
those of us that visited the Blue Moon saloon saw
an excellent set by Rosie Ledet and her band.

Fri 27 April
After breakfast both cars headed out to St
Martinville on Bayou Teche to visit the History of
Cajun Relocation Museum. Outside, in the park,
we encountered a Cajun accordionist who
naturally we spoke to. It appeared that there were
usually two musicians playing, one of whom was
blind and the other was quite ill, so this guy turned
up daily as a makeweight for any no-show. He
was alone that day but was quite happy to talk
with us and sing. A terrific museum, well worth the
hour plus that we spent there. We took lunch at
Le Petit Paris Café on Main Street, and very nice
it was too.

Sat 28 April
Off to Mamou early morning to visit Fred’s
Lounge, some great Cajun music there, part of
which was broadcast live as it has been for many
years now. Fred Tate’s widow runs the lounge
now, which only opens on Saturday mornings.
Lunch at Frenchie’s opposite which offered a fixed
priced buffet, but as this looked like the leftovers
from a previous week, we ate from the menu.
Then onwards to Ville Platte and Floyd’s record
shop, where a few items were bought. Lots of Jin
and Swallow 45s at bargain prices, plus cassette
tapes. CDs rule now!

Whilst walking off the lunch, we saw a sign tied to
a lamppost directing us, by way of an arrow, to
Clifton Chenier’s Club. As we’d previously decided
to try and locate said chap’s unmarked grave
(how do you know when you’ve found it?) we
deduced that both club and whatever could be
near the other. So, back to the transport and off
we went. Occasionally we saw another sign for
the club. A few hours later, we were on the right
track, but by this time each car was on a different
route. Not quite sure what happened to car 1, but
car 2 took a wrong turn somewhere and after a lot
of to-ing and fro-ing we found ourselves in a
shanty town trailer park. After said inhabitants
deciphered what we were looking for we were
sent on our way and, yes, we found the club – a
big old shed in the middle of a field. Closed. Well,
it was mid-afternoon.

Tante Sue, owner of Fred’s Lounge, sings with
the Cajun band.
Then, following the sighting of an ad in a mag
picked up in a bar, we headed for Arnaudville, to a
fundraising bash for the local catholic school. Don
Rich was the headliner and members of the party
in the know (Ken!) raved about him, hence the
trip. The village (for that’s what it was) was
jammed. Beer, food, nice weather and
music….wow. We arrived just in time for a set by

We all somehow ended up at the same place
at the same time. Graham is taking the picture.
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Kenny and the Heartbreakers, the support group.
Magnificent, hours (honest!) of swamp pop,
Rock’n’Roll, r&b, country, rockabilly, you name it,
they played it. Check ‘em out on the Internet,
they’ve got a history. Don Rich was OK I suppose,
but we left during his set. Oh, by the way ….we
got lost again.

(including Pam) went to the Blue Moon. The band
was great, with augmented personnel including
washboard player and various singers. A hybrid
Cajun/zydeco band. A great night was had by all,
and Pam must have danced with everybody in the
place.
This swamp tour was quite different from the one
in Bayou Black two years earlier, where we had a
large boat and travelled in man-made channels
built for the oil industry. This time we had a small
boat, enabling us to navigate into the denser
growth. A pity we missed the return visit to
Arnaudville, where Geno Delafose was playing
but, as throughout the trip, there was so much to
do, so little time.

From Mamou, those who hadn’t been to this part
of the world before visited Eunice, where the
Museum of Cajun Music and some other
worthwhile places to visit are situated. Ken joined
us in car 2 for the trip to Ville Platte. That evening,
on the way to Arnaudville, we took a wrong fork in
the road at Cecilia and ended up heading back
towards Breaux Bridge. Some kind folks took us
back to the right road, and forty minutes later we
were in Cecilia again, but this time we took the
right road.

Mon 30 April
After breakfast both cars left together for New
Orleans, having decided to go via the scenic route
rather than direct. On the outskirts of Lafayette,
car 2 forked left (correct!) whilst car 1 didn’t (cockup). Car 2 proceeded as planned and then got
lost. Anyway car 2 sort of got back on track and
found itself in Morgan City where, having found a
place for lunch (The Latin Corner….big ol’ po’
boys) we rang car 1 on the mobile and arranged
to meet them there. We all ate, then left for New
Orleans. Somewhere along the way we got
separated again and car 2 found itself in Houma
(home town of the late Jimmy Donley), which was
totally in the wrong direction, so a lengthy
backtrack and off we went again.

Sun 29 April
Off pretty early to the Cypress Island Swamp,
Lake Martin (near Breaux Bridge), for our boat
tour. Probably one of the highlights of the holiday,
we saw alligators, birds, unbelievable scenery and
heard some great tales from our (Cajun) guide.
The great plan was to return to the catholic school
for day two of their event, but the boat trip took
longer than anticipated (2½ hours) and the lunch
at Pat’s Fishermans Restaurant was very
congenial and the time just flew by. So we headed
back to Lafayette and swam/sat by the pool and
relaxed for a while in preparation for our visit to
Randol’s Cajun restaurant in the evening.

Well, we finally arrived in the Big Easy midafternoon, found our hotel (Le Cirque) and
checked in. Car 1 was already there; we
discussed our adventures and went out for a
familiarisation amble. Ate at Felix’s restaurant,
food was fantastic, probably the best of the whole
trip. Pity about the dispute over the bill, which
spoilt everything, lost Felix the tip because of his
blatant rip-off attempt and resulted in him being
reported to whomever it was Ken wrote to on our
return. Undeterred by all this we returned to the
hotel, where some of us crashed out and some
listened to Little Freddie King in the Circle Bar
opposite.

A swamp resident eyes up a potential meal.
At our meeting place in the lobby of the Comfort
Inn, we met Pam, who was in from Kansas City
and was waiting for a cab to take her to Randol’s.
She’d left her boyfriend at home, because she
wanted to dance and he didn’t. Her cab was a noshow, so we invited her along with us. Randol’s
was OK, the food was reasonable, but the Cajun
house band was really for tourists, just going
through the motions. Some of us wanted to go to
El Sid-O’s club to see some zydeco bands, whilst
others preferred the Blue Moon and another
helping of the Pine Leaf Boys. Whilst trying to
work out who was travelling with whom,
somebody had the idea to phone El Sid-O’s which
was just as well, for it was closed. So we all

Little Freddie King at the Circle Bar.
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Unfortunately our trip to Houma didn’t take us to
the scenic areas which are on the other side of
town, towards Gibson, and we didn’t really have
the time to go that far. However, although it wasn’t
very interesting, we all agreed that we never lost
our “sense of Houma”. I’d hoped to go to the
Rock’n’Bowl to see Snooks Eaglin that evening,
but tiredness prevailed, though I did manage to
make it as far as the Circle Bar.

Wed 2 May
Breakfast, followed by not too much strenuous
stuff as we had to save ourselves for the
Ponderosa Stomp in the evening. Lunch, then
back to the hotel to watch AC Milan stuff Man U
live on the telly. Then….Stomp time!
On the way we encountered a free concert
featuring, amongst others, Marcia Ball. We
watched a couple of the support acts, then
continued on our way to House of Blues.
Showtime was 5.30pm and as there were three
stages, a little scheduling and running about was
called for. However, I think we all managed to see
most of our favourites, namely Lazy Lester, Eddie
Kirkland, etc

Tues 1 May
More sightseeing. The city seemed a little sad to
me, most places advertising for staff, presumably
as a lot of the population were now elsewhere in
the wake of the hurricane and having no place to
live. But we saw Louis Armstrong park (closed),
Marie Laveau’s grave, the site of the J & M studio
where Cosimo Matassa cut a lot of early N.O. stuff
(now a launderette), Cosimo’s grocery shop run
by his son, and the Louisiana Music Factory – a
wonderful record shop which only stocked
Louisiana related stuff.

Jay Chevalier with Grace Broussard (formerly
of Dale and Grace).
Gig ended about 2.30am and we were hungry!
Somebody who was on the 2005 trip remembered
that there was an all-night gay restaurant where
the food was good, so off we went, away from the
direction of our hotel. After hearing “It must be on
the next block” many times we finally found it.
Closed. We decided to walk a little further when
we chanced upon a lone walker, who greeted us
with “You guys must be looking for somewhere to
eat, huh?”. Pretty normal at 3.30 am in N.O. I
suppose. Anyway he directed us a further two
blocks to an all night grocery store and told us to
go through the store to the back. Which we did.
Glory be, a hamburger joint full of policemen
stuffing their gobs. Burgers for all and mighty fine
too. I seem to recall five of us squeezing in one
cab and a driver who seemed to know everything
about the current state of the Premiership back in
the UK. But that may have been a different night.
And what happened to the other four of our party?

Ken pays his respects to Marie Laveau.
In the early afternoon we took the free ferry to
Algiers on the other side of the mighty Mississippi
where we had lunch. Gagging for a salad!
Returned to the hotel for a nap prior to the
evening walkabout. More wandering in the
evening, mostly on Bourbon Street, which tried
hard to be racy, but it all seemed to be laboured.
But we enjoyed ourselves. Evening meal at
Coop’s, near the river, almost a dive, really nice
food, owner was into Soccer and things English.
Five in a taxi back to the hotel, can’t remember
what the others did.

We managed to meet up with some other UK
visitors at the Stomp, including Paul Waring and
Nick Cobban . Among the other enjoyable acts on
the bill were Dave Bartholomew, Barbara Lynn,
Roy Head. I wanted to see Little Jimmy but in the
end found his set rather boring, though many
people I have spoken to since thought he was the
highlight of the night.

I believe that some of the other folk visited a few
bars, including the jazz bar which we went to a
couple of nights later. Bernard, no doubt, was
doing his own thing. Drink may have been taken.
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Cupcakes, Jivin’ Gene, Big Bopper and more. The
place closed at 5 so we were asked to leave
(repeatedly!), which was a pity because the nonmusic part looked like it could have been worth
staying for.

Thurs 3 May
A bit of a lay in, followed by a return trip to
Louisiana Music Factory, lunch, and general
sightseeing, including for some of us, a visit to the
Civil War Museum. Most of the day has slipped
my mind but we were all outside the Cabildo in
Jackson Square by 7pm for The Legends Of
Swamp Pop freebie which was to start at 8pm.

Onwards to Beaumont, where we checked into
the Comfort Inn and then headed for the rodeo.
None of the party had been to a rodeo before and
we were all looking forward to it. It was indoors
and seemed a bit sanitised, almost as if H & S
had been on one of their visits. It was OK but I
think every one of our party was a little
disappointed. We were however, on buying
drinks, asked to produce proof of age before
being allowed to buy more than two beers!!! There
was a freebie music show after the rodeo, but we
didn’t stay long, just long enough for a few beers.
And so to bed.

This gig was followed by a return visit to Coop’s
for a meal, prior to returning to our hotel for a
reasonably early kip. Perhaps this was the 5 in a
cab night?
The Swamp Pop gig was one of those rare
occasions when all nine of us were in the same
place. Some of us had our photographs taken with
Roy Head or Lazy Lester, a couple got
“backstage” to meet Rod Bernard, Tommy
McLain, and members of the Little Band Of Gold. I
think that this was the night we went back to
Bourbon St and visited the jazz club Fritzel that
some of our group had been to a couple of nights
before. Big Al Carson at the nearby Funky Pirate
sounded interesting. The only trouble was that he
sounded interesting from two blocks away, inside
the bar the sound would have been deafening.

Rodeo at Beaumont.
The security guard from the Gulf Coast Museum
was very helpful, leading us along the best route
into Beaumont. Or perhaps he was making sure
that we really had left the premises. At the rodeo
some of us had to show ID before they allowed us
to buy a beer.
Sat 5 May
After breakfast set off on the 250+ mile trip to
Austin. Took morning coffee and donuts at the
GG Java and Donut shack in Dripping Springs – a
great stop. There was a poster for the Hank
Thompson Sunset Tour on the wall advertising a
local gig three weeks later. Ol’ Hank must be
getting on quite a bit now; he was pretty ancient at
the Rhythm Riot a year or so back, although his
voice was still pretty good. Can’t remember
anything about the rest of the drive, but we did
finally make it to Austin, where we were staying in
an aparthotel, which was a new experience for
most of us. Familiarisation and a few beers,
something to eat and a wander down 6th Street
looking at the Cinco de Mayo stalls and display,
which were quite interesting but a little like
Petticoat Lane on a Sunday in London. Busy
though. Dinner, then some went clubbing, others
didn’t. Those who did managed to catch the
remnants of The Hot Band of Nashville (or similar)
at a 6th Street club so an evening of western
swing style music was enjoyed by some. The
others got some well-needed sleep.

Martyn proposes to Roy Head outside the
Cabildo?
Fri 4 May
Brekkie, then all in the people-carriers en route to
Texas. By late morning, it was like midnight – the
storms that had hit other parts of the south had
caught up with us. The rain was so heavy and
visibility so bad, we in car 2 (I think car 1 had got
lost again) unanimously decided to pull off the
road….if only we could see the side of the road!
We eventually took refuge in a Burger King (or
similar) for an hour or more before we felt
confident enough to continue our journey via
some pretty spectacular bayou sights.
I believe we stopped for lunch at DQ (which we
later discovered was a branch of Dairy Queen),
pretty grim but it kept us going. At 4pm we arrived
at the Gulf Coast Museum in Port Arthur which
had a terrific music exhibition of Texas and
Louisiana artistes including Cookie & the
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went to 6th Street which hadn’t changed much
since the night before, although there were a few
different stalls, street dancing and all kinds of
stuff. Then Debbie told us that the real festival
was a little out of town and, after a spot of brunch
we took the people carrier back to the aparthotel
and headed for the bus stop. A dollar to board the
bus and the ticket is then valid for the next 24
hours on any bus!

It was this day that car 1 headed for Houston
Space Center. In car 2 we had a stroke of luck
when we were diverted on to the ring road in
Houston, which made it easier for us to travel to
Austin via highway 290 instead of the Interstate 10
and highway 71. This was a pleasant little journey
through farm country and small towns. We
stopped in Carmine to look in a couple of antique
shops. The ancestry of the residents could be
guessed at since the main street was
“Hauptstrasse”. By now our navigation was down
to a fine art, and we found our way to the hotel
without mishap. The group who had visited the
space centre arrived around 10pm. Martyn and I
visited the nearby Continental Club which has the
world’s worst toilets but they had some great
music.

Debbie shows us round the Pecan Street
festival in Austin
The real festival was an eye opener, in a park in a
predominantly Mexican neighbourhood. Loads of
food and beer stalls and a big stage with a texmex band called something like Los Texas
Rancheros who played a little of everything –
country, soul, Mexican, r & b. Pretty hot stuff. A
few hours spent there, then it was back to 6th
Street where we discovered what was in Debbie’s
pretty large backpack. Beer! In coolbags! What a
gal!

Conjunto band silhouetted against the Austin
sky at the Cinco de Mayo festival.

Then back to Debbie’s apartment, which had a
dock where we sat and drank beer by the river
and waited (in vain) to see the Mexican bats at
dusk. Then we decided to walk into town via “the
bat bridge” where we did manage to see some of
the bats. Ned knew a great place to eat, but he’d
not been there before on a Sunday and we found
it closed. Not to worry, off to 6th Street for
reputedly “the best burger around”. I guess it was,
it went down great with a few more beers!
Much later we walked across the bridge where
Debbie and Ned went their way and we went ours.
This was probably the most exhausting day of our
trip. Martyn retired from the action at nightfall. The
car 1 group had spent the day in the hill country
around Fredericksburg. Bernard made some
friends in a bar on 6th Street and went with them
on a pub crawl, and was the last one of us to bed
that night.

Ralph at the Houston Space Center.
Sun 6 May
Alan had a long-time friend who lived in Austin, so
after breakfast (bought from a gas station and
eaten in the apartment), Alan, Martyn and I drove
up to the Capitol building where, after a tour of the
building, we met Debbie and her friend Ned who
showed us some of the sights and then off we

Mon 7 May
Both vehicles left together for San Antone. We
kept to the route, but car 1 peeled off left and that
was the last we saw of them until late evening,
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when we found out that they went to the Houston
Space Centre. While they were doing that we
went to the town of Blanco, where the city hall was
nothing more than a large shack. But there were
loads of antique shops most of which had stocks
of shellac and vinyl. I think all of us bought
something. Then we had lunch in Riley’s Bar-B-Q
where the meals were priced by the weight of the
meat chosen. Brisket was the favourite – sure was
fine.

two days earlier. Having been the day before to
the part of the hill country we were travelling
through today, they decided to journey to San
Antonio via Gruene. Our journey took us further
west. Towns like Blanco seem to survive on the
passing antique trade, since the giant malls have
driven small local shops out of existence. Gordon
had been keen to wind Ken up by talking about
the wonderful collectable records we had found in
various antique shops. In Blanco he didn’t have to
invent them, as we found some genuine rarities.
Tue 8 May
After breakfast, checked out the El Mirador
restaurant a couple of miles from the motel, but
out of the tourist area. This came highly praised in
a couple of guide books and we wanted
something a bit special for our last night in the
USA. Looked good, all Mexican – owner and staff
– so book it we did. Back to town for a visit to the
Alamo, highly interesting – a very old and small
mission on a main street now surrounded by highrise buildings and shops. Some of us then hopped
on a regular trolley for a town tour, but we
obviously picked the wrong route because we saw
nothing of real interest. However, it was a circular
route so at least we ended up back at the Alamo.

Bernard outside Blanco City Hall…

…and in the bar at the back of Luckenbach
Post Office.

Martyn at the Alamo.
Lunch and back to the motel to pick up the car for
a trip to the hill country, especially to visit a lake
whose name I disremember. However we finally
got there after a few missed turnings only to be
run off by the sheriff, as it wasn’t yet open to the
public – too early in the season. He ordered us to
leave when we’d finished looking around!

Onwards to San Antone via the Lyndon B
Johnson national park and Luckenbach (pop 29)
where we didn’t see Waylon or Willie but we did
visit the post office which, apart from a very large
barn which was a dance hall and concert venue,
was the only building there. Finally, early evening
we reached our destination. No sign of car 1 so
we walked to town. 30 minutes later we rested in a
bar and sampled local brew. Then on to the
riverwalk area.

Back to the motel for a brief rest then off to El
Mirador where for the first time in days all 9 of us
were together. Much food, drink and laughter.
Hard to believe we were going home the following
day, but we weren’t finished yet as we headed
back to the Riverwalk for a bit of clubbing at the
Howling at the Moon Rock’n’Roll piano battle bar.
At least that’s what it called itself. Actually more of
a beaty singalong bar with staff shakin’ a tail
feather and other stuff. Mighty good fun and beer
was bought in a bucket. I guess we eventually got
back to the motel because I remember the next

Fantastic place, must have cost billions – clubs,
pubs, restaurants, hotels each side of the water
and all below street level. Had a few drinks
(honest!) and something to eat then wandered
back to the hotel, where car 1 had just arrived,
having stopped in town a little earlier. They had
spent all day at the space centre.
In fact, the visit by car 1 to the Space Center was
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MISSISSIPPI AND MEMPHIS

day!
Strangely, in “Howling At The Moon” we met
another person who was interested in English
football. The washroom attendant (the guy who
does things you can do for yourself, like handing
you soap and towels, for a tip) knew everything
about the intricacies of the Premiership relegation
battle.

While the rest of us boarded our plane for London,
Kim and Graham had a couple more states to
visit. Here is Graham’s account of their journey
from Houston up to Memphis and back.
After we left the rest of the party at Houston we
got a 'free' upgrade on our 'compact' to a seven
seater Dodge with only two miles on the clock!
We did about 1700 miles, some of which Kim
drove. We got to Lafayette on the Wednesday and
then to Memphis, via Jackson, (Sun n Sands 60's
motel no longer open) by Thursday afternoon.
Found a Super 8 on the edge of the Downtown
area, a bit grotty but we were tired and didn't look
too much at the surroundings. Got four nights for
$220 -Thu/Fri/Sat/Sun.

Wed 9 May
On the drive to Houston airport, we managed to
lose car 1 again and in our usual meandering
manner we happened upon Annie’s Bistro and
Garden Café, a charming place in Sealey. Our
final lunch was delightful, but left us a little behind
schedule for returning the car on time. So, off we
went again through mega traffic, toll roads, lotsa
traffic, but we made it with a little time to spare.
Check your own luggage in was the order of the
day….follow the instructions on the screen. Ok, no
problem, but we still had to find a human to fix the
baggage check tickets to the luggage, which kind
of defeated the object.

Saw Kudzus was in Monroe St just up from Beale,
so parked and walked. Short street nearby, no
probs. N/T. There was a ballpark at the end of the
street and Monroe continued out the other side!
So we started walking. Thunder and lightning
started, street became deserted and run down,
empty lots etc, a few drunks and beggars. Walked
for 20/30 minutes and found Kudzus about 100
yards from Sun Studios. Not the best part of town.
Nancy Apple wasn't in for the jam that night but
we still had a good time. Steve, the owner, was
very welcoming and we got a cab back later.

No worry, because, freed from our baggage and
with 3 hours to take off, we had time for a drink or
two and some food (just in case there wasn’t
much to eat on the flight). By the way, I had 8
roasted oysters with peppers for about £3 which
was a bargain for my last meal in Texas. And the
beer was pretty good too.

Did the usual Memphis sights. Met Miss Louise at
an Elvis night next door to Gracelands. Came
back along the 61 and 1 via Lula to Clarksdale
(the North Delta Museum was closed when we got
there) but the journey round the back roads was
worth the diversion. Thought the Delta Blues
Museum not very good value after the Rock and
Soul Museum in Memphis. Went to get a haircut
at Wade Walton's in Clarksdale but the old chap
had passed away - but had an interesting chat
with one of the locals outside and an invite to free
fried fish later that evening in the bar.
There's a 'new' RnR museum in Clarksdale run by
a Dutchman. Guess what - we just missed Sonny
Burgess performing there at the weekend and the
Museum was only open Fri/Sat. After the
'Crossroads' we went via Hopson’s Plantation
where
they've
got
accommodation
in
sharecropper’s shacks and down to Tutwiler with
the murals of WC Handy. Got some train pictures
- the track is so poor it is restricted to 10mph!

Martyn, Alan, Gordon and Bernard enjoy our
last drink on American soil.
Flight was uneventful and was at least an hour
early getting to Gatwick but this was soon lost at
the carousel where we said our farewells. It would
appear that there may be another trip in 2008.
And Gordon, you haven’t even mentioned WalMart.

Came down to Indianola and on to Vicksburg.
Couple of visits here including Coca Cola
museum and then out towards Jackson and down
the Natchez Trace - OK for the first few hundred
yards then more of the same. Pleasant but a bit
boring unless you want to do all the historic stop
points en route. Down to Natchez and Ferriday.
Needed to clear our heads after that one but did
get a signed $5 CD!

Gordon Fleming, with additional
comments by Alan Lloyd.
♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪
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expectations regarding holiday duration, budget,
airport and activities, so my job was easy. Of
course, virtually getting $2 dollars for £1 was an
opportunity Stompers grabbed, which more than
made up for the increase in airport tax.
Woodies are a pretty laid back lot, and their
requirements rarely exceed 1) a leisurely paced
vacation with good food, 2) a variety of music and
other attractions, 3) reasonable (m)hotels, and all
for a moderate price. Over the years I have
noticed a slight preference to comfort and more
interest in sights and group activities. This year I
would believe the Alamo, Houston Space Center
and swamp tour satisfied these ends.

Graham and Kim visit the Frontier Times
Museum.

The itinerary is of course a most important tool,
but has to remain fluid. The late addition of the
Swamp Pop show in New Orleans did require
changing the dates of three hotels and reducing
by a day in Austin, but it was well worth the effort.
At the end of the day everything is down to cash. If
all were having a ball at a destination and wanted
to spend more time there – we can do it. Sure we
may not get a refund on the non-used hotel rooms
but what the heck!

Had to get some more Cajun/Zydeco so pushed
on down to Lafayette for another visit to Randol's
and the Blue Moon (jam session) on Weds night.
Thurs we did Jean Lafitte Museum and
Vermillionville in Lafayette and onto Beaumont.
Friday return trip to Gulf Bay Museum and back to
Houston by 2.30 pm!! Packed return flight but no
problems. Came back with plenty of happy
memories and a bit more knowledge of the Deep
South.
Graham Mulligan

Favourite hotels were utilised again, plus others
which I well reviewed in advance, and we ensured
a great mix of activities, some old favourites and
many new.

♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪

A WORD FROM THE MAN WHO
MADE IT HAPPEN

Having just nine Stompers was a mixed blessing.
We were just short by one to maintain a formal
airline group, however the benefit of having a
nominated airline representative was not required
either at Gatwick or Houston, since the flights
were excellent, and amazingly my airline group
seating request was more or less honoured, and
with few passengers flying out we had the option
to sit where we liked. This year I actually
remembered to enquire regarding disabilities, and
just one traveller needed to check out medication.
No visas were required, although in 2005 this was
an issue identified early on by one Stomper. I
made a big deal of ensuring all had the relevant
details to hand when completing the green
immigration document, (rather than scrambling
through bags), but one or two still had their
previous exit slips which in effect meant they had
overstayed their 2005 trip in the USA by a couple
of years ! Would they be identified on the officer’s
computer –fortunately “no”!

Trips like ours don’t organise themselves, and it
was down to the rigorous planning of Ken Major
that the trip went as smoothly as it did. Compared
to our 2005 trip, where we had at times 26 people
on the tour, but even with a smaller number in the
group, there are different interests and different
travelling experience to take into account. The
rest of the group are grateful for Ken’s organising
talents.
My participation in this years Stompin’ USA 2007
review (a holiday not for the feint hearted as I told
one new Stomper!), comes from a slightly
different angle, a brownie sized snapshot of the
administration.
So, with a huge thanks to those who participated
in this year’s adventure, I must say that organising
these trips to the American Deep South is always
a pleasure and a delight. 2007 was no exception
with several of us again enjoying a mixture of
previous and new experiences, and others never
having been to Louisiana or even to the USA;
hopefully you’ll read their opinions elsewhere
within this feature.

All the (m)hotels had been pre-booked, mainly
direct by phone rather than internet booking. The
internet cannot cope with specific requirements
such as locked and sealed windows, which
created a real big sleeping problem for yours truly
this year. Web bookings can be cheaper but a
friendly phone call to the manager usually results
in a few $ off the room.

I am only ever motivated to put together a trip
when enthusiasts enthuse, this happened quite
late in 2006 so all the stops had to be pulled out
quickly. The Stompers were well forward with their

These trips are not Cooke’s Tours, everybody is
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AL “CARNIVAL TIME” JOHNSON

invited to create the perfect itinerary and I believe
it is important everybody achieves something
personal from the trip. However we had one big
Country fan who unbelievably never got to see any
Country band in Texas, although information was
in the itinerary pack. One big blues fan never got
to see the famous Robert Johnson hotel room in
San Antonio, and unbelievably I forgot to tag on
my usual three extra fishing days for myself,
although helped others who extended the trip by a
week!

During the Stompin' USA 2007 visit to the
Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans, some of us
were fortunate to see the legendary New Orleans
musician and showman Al "Carnival Time"
Johnson do a rare Rock’n’Roll piano solo session,
including a tribute to
Smiley Lewis. After
the show I got talking
with one of his
current
music
partners, Patty Lee,
plus super-fan Jay
McCaddin (paid up
Woodies
I
am
pleased to say), who
both mentioned that
Al is one of Hurricane
Katrina's
displaced
victims
who
lost
everything but the
clothes on his back in
the flood disaster. His
home has since been demolished by the city. Al is
temporarily residing in Houston and commuting to
New Orleans to pick up work.

I believe all had plenty of opportunity to enjoy their
“own space” and “do their own thing” and for at
least one Stomper that is probably the main
reason for frequently patronising the group. Of
course I will always protest that I am not the “team
leader” and remain “decision free”, but of course
in practice I will stick my neck above water and
make that finite decision!

Also you may have recently read that Oliver
Morgan who recorded the hit "Who Shot The La
La" has died from a heart attack. Oliver was a
neighbour and long-time music friend of Al's who
also lived on Tennessee Street in the Lower 9th
Ward in New Orleans, and his house was also
destroyed. (Fats Domino lives in this vicinity of the
Lower Ninth Ward too and his several homes
were damaged and are now being repaired.)

“Where is everybody?” – Ken tries to get us
organised for the trip to Clifton Chenier’s club.
A few more passengers in the hired people
carriers would have made economical sense and
we went wrong more than we got lost, if that
makes sense, and travelling back to Houston
airport for “my” car was a seat edge experience!
We did arrive back during penalty time but the
nice Dollar lady back-timed the paperwork! A
further delay at the Customs X-Ray machine
occurred when an individual mis-heard the female
officer requesting removal of his belt and shoes. A
split second before he totally removed his “pants”
in front of horrified passengers, emigration officers
insisted he pulled his trousers up immediately. It
could only happen on a Stompin’ USA adventure.

In 1986, Al released a song by Oliver, "Come
Back To New Orleans", as a vinyl single with the
"B" side called, "Come Back to New Orleans Part
Two". Patty and Al were able to salvage only a bit
of the stock of this single which was stored at Al's
home. Due to the flood, the majority of these
records were ruined.
Patty contacted me recently and asked if I could
sell Al's latest CD release "Lower Ninth Ward
Blues" (LNWBs) in the UK as sole distributor.
LNWBs is a single song CD (one track only) of Al
playing solo piano in the vintage, authentic R&B
style of Fats Domino/Clarence Frogman Henry,
and is a testimony of his surviving the hurricane.
It's a great Al "Carnival Time" Johnson collectible
tune that has been picked up in many places as
the Katrina Anthem.

So, with about 1000 emails, 600 phone calls, one
car hire claim, one insurance claim and one
TFTW resume in the files, I look forward to TFTW
Stompin’ USA 2008.
I have already had enquiries from Joe Public, so
please contact me if you would like to have a chat
about the possibilities for another Deep South
USA
adventure.
020
83667168
email:
kenmajor.maggots@btinternet.com

The disc also contains digital photos and a video
by Patty Lee of Al's home's disaster.
Unfortunately, the video is NOT guaranteed to
work on all computers and I have been asked to
mention this. However, with thanks to Woodie and
IT expert Sandy MacDiarmid, a supporting CD
containing the DVD element is available so please

Many thanks to Keith again for this trip’s huge
financial sponsorship.
Ken Major
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advise if you require this at no further cost.
The price for the CD is £6 or £10 for an
autographed copy, all proceeds direct back to Al.
Your support for this fine New Orleans music icon
will be greatly appreciated by Al and all
concerned, so if you wish to purchase a copy,
please contact me first. These CDs will be the
first to be sold in England and supply is limited.
© Paul Harris

LIVE BLUES
In the last couple of months we have been
privileged to see in London a couple of performers
from the golden age of the blues.

Dave “HoneyBoy” Edwards: The Spitz,
London 18th August 2007.
Dave “Honeyboy” Edwards over the years has
received less attention than many of his
contemporaries. Now he is getting some of the
attention he deserves just by virtue of still being
around, at 92 years of age.

A feature I'm working on of Al's music career will
appear in the next issue of TFTW.
Undoubtedly, Al, Jay, Patty, new Woodie Armand
St. Martin (Patty's New Orleans musician husband
who recorded and mixed, and did the cover for
LNWBs) will meet with us for a great "Carnival
Time" at the next Stompin’ USA adventure in New
Orleans, 2008.
Ken Major







For his gig at the Spitz (bizarrely as part of a
country music season), the bluesman was backed
by long-time friend and associate Dave Peabody
on guitar, and Honeyboy’s manager, Earwig CEO
Michael Frank on harmonica.
The hour-long set was made up of mostly the
blues standards that have been his repertoire for
many years – “Sweet Home Chicago”, Jimmy
Rogers’ “That’s All Right”, “Catfish Blues”, “Little
Boy Blue”, “Feel So Good”, “I Love You Baby” and
“Going Down Slow”. Like many of the older
bluesman, when Honeyboy is on stage the years
seem to disappear, and he sang and played guitar
like a much younger man. You won’t get to see
many more bluesmen like this.



THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Honeyboy Edwards with Dave Peabody
The opening set was by Dave Peabody, who said
that he sang the old songs, while Honeyboy sang
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the newer ones. This was probably true of a
couple of Mississippi John Hurt songs, “Stack-OLee” and “I Can’t Be Satisfied”, and his set also
included Johnny Shines’ “Ride, Ride Mama”, and
with mandolin player Ben Mandelson joining him
on stage, Son House’s “Walking Blues” and Big
Bill Broonzy’s “Long Tall Mama”. An excellent
supporting set.

Big George then came on-stage to perform two
sets of gritty down-home blues, with a brief
interval to meet the fans and sell some CDs.
Wearing the suit in which he is pictured on his
new live album (see below), and cupping his
harmonica in his huge hands, he proceeded to
entertain with a mixture of original songs and
blues classics including Howling Wolf’s “Killing
Floor”, Muddy Waters’ “Louisiana Blues”, Sonny
Boy Williamson 2’s “Nine Below Zero”, B. B.
King’s “How Blue can You Get”, and songs
recorded by Jimmy Reed and Little Walter, as well
as originals, including “Going Down South”, his
tribute to Clarksdale, where he recorded his 3
albums, and not far from where he grew up. At
one stage Brock, Abel and the bassist lay down
on the floor as they continued playing, much to the
amusement of the crowd. The evening ended with
a rousing gospel tune, “Burden Down”.

Honeyboy’s autobiography “The World Don’t Owe
Me Nothing” (1997) is one of the best accounts of
the life of a bluesman available.

Big George Brock: Pizza on the Park,
London 29th June 2007.
A youngster by comparison at a mere 75 years,
Big George Brock has only in later years
established his name as a recording artist, having
concentrated on a career as a club owner, and in
his early days as a boxer. However he has always
been a performer and his style brings back
echoes of the great era of Muddy Waters and
Howling Wolf.

According to tour manager, Roger Stolle of Cat
Head Records, who produced Brock’s albums, Big
George has another 16 suits which he wears on
his stage appearances.
♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪

A small contingent of Woodies, just Dave Carroll
and myself, were present in the rather up-market
surroundings of “Pizza on the Park” at Hyde Park
Corner. There were a few representatives of the
blues press in the audience, but most of the crowd
were probably not blues fans, and most would
never have seen an act like Brock before.
However, by the end of the show, they were up on
their feet applauding.

CD REVIEWS
Big George Brock: Round Two (Cat
Head).
Big George Brock: Live at Seventy
Five (Cat Head).

The band was led by guitarist Bill Abel, from
Belzoni, MS, who had performed a short opening
set, playing first a home-made guitar fashioned
from a cigar-box, then a diddley-bow on a Muddy
Waters medley, before switching to more
conventional guitar.

Like his first CD “Club Caravan”, Big George
Brock’s newest studio recording contains a
majority of original compositions, plus a few tunes
credited to classic bluesmen - in this case Willie
Dixon (“Shake For Me”), Sonny Boy Williamson 1
(“Sugar Mama”) and Howlin’ Wolf (“Poor Boy”).
The original tunes include a slow blues “So Long”,
and “Mr Wal-Mart”, a plea to the superstore to
send his baby back home. “Round Two”, perhaps
alluding to his history as a boxer, contains some
nice piano by Levan Lortkipanidze. “Burden Down”
is an arrangement of an old spiritual, and is the
song Brock has used to close his recent stage
appearances. The guitar duties are mostly
performed by Bill Abel, who accompanied George

Big George Brock With Bill Abel
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on his recent European tour, and in the case of
“So Long” and “Shake for Me”, by veteran Hubert
Sumlin, once of Howlin’ Wolf’s band. Brock plays
harmonica throughout. There are no surprises in
Brock’s music; its appeal lies in its adherence to
the style of the 40’s and 50’s delta-influenced
Chicago Bluesmen.

copying the originals.
Only two of the duets – by Bobby Bland and Tom
Jones - are previously unreleased, but many of
the others come from CD singles, compilation
albums, or recordings by the collaborating partner.
James Hunter duets on a good version of the
Drifters song “I Don’t Want To Go On Without
You” from 1999, and also provides guitar and
backing vocals on “Help Me” (with Junior Wells)
and the blues medley with Jimmy Witherspoon,
both live recordings from a 1993 concert. John
Lee Hooker improvises on a version of “Gloria”,
and B. B. King joins Van on “Early In The
Morning” (the Sonny Boy Williamson/Junior Wells
song).

“Live at 75” was recorded at Clarksdale’s blues
club “Ground Zero”, again with Bill Abel on guitar.
There are a few tracks originally recorded on
“Club Caravan” (including the percussive “M for
Mississippi” and a medley of “Call Me a Lover”
and “Down South”), and one from “Round Two”
(“All Night Long”), plus covers of Little Walter’s
“Everything’s Gonna Be Alright”, Howlin’ Wolf’s
“44 Blues” and Johnny Taylor’s “Jody”, and new
songs like “Bring The Blues Back Home” (about
how Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf took the
blues to Chicago, now George is bringing it back
to the south). If the CD doesn’t quite capture the
feel of his live act, it is still a good representation.

Bobby Bland’s smooth tones are heard on “Tupelo
Honey”, and Ray Charles contributes to “Crazy
Love”, recorded live at Morrison’s inauguration
into the Songwriters Hall Of Fame. Skiffle is
represented by Lonnie Donegan on “Lost John”
and Rock’n’Roll by Carl Perkins on “Sittin’ On Top
Of The World”, my personal favourite of the duets.
This was recorded in preparation for a planned
duet album, which never materialised because of
Carl’s poor health. Five tracks were recorded, of
which this is the only one to have seen the light,
but Carl is in excellent voice here. Other
collaborations include Georgie Fame, Annie Ross,
Ben Sidran, and the Chieftains, with orchestra and
choir on a rousing “Shenandoah” from the Irish TV
documentary “The Long Journey Home”.

Big George’s first CD “Club Caravan” was
reviewed in TFTW issue 50.
♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪

The Best Of Van Morrison: Vol 3
(Exile).

Some interesting duets.
♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪

BLUES NEWS
Following the recent media attention which James
Hunter has received, another item from his early
days has been released in the UK. This time it is a
DVD of his 1987 performance at the “Town and
Country Club”, released as “Ya Ya” by Howlin’ Wilf
and the Vee-Jays.

Van The Fan: Van Morrison with Charlie Gracie

The third volume of Van Morrison’s highlights is a
two-CD release, of which about half is an
overview of the last 15 years of his career, and
half a series of collaborations with artists he has
admired or who have influenced him. Even the
“hits” show his influences – “Georgia on My Mind”
a cover of the song associated with Ray Charles,
“Hey Mr DJ” a close relative of Sam Cooke’s
“Having a Party”, and “Days Like This” which
Morrison has said was inspired by the Shirelles’
“Mama Said”. Other songs quote just one or two
lines from his heroes - Big Joe Turner (in
“Precious Time”), Sonny Boy Williamson 2 (“Little
Village”) or James Brown (“Stranded”), without

Blues shouter Jimmy T99 Nelson has died on 31st
July, aged 88. Nelson was a fan and friend of Big
Joe Turner, who was a great influence on the
younger man. A tribute will appear in the next
issue of TFTW.
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The
young
man who
was
waiting
for Keith
to write
his
article
says,
“HOLD THE FORTYFIRST PAGE!”

On the same day, Oliver Morgan, the New
Orleans rhythm & blues vocalist best known for
his 1964 hit "Who Shot the La La," died in Atlanta.
He was 74.
Bo Diddley has suffered a heart attack after
complaining of dizziness during a medical checkup, and was admitted to hospital in Gainsville
Florida, not far from his home. At the time of
writing, his condition is described as serious but
stable. Diddley was recuperating from a stroke
suffered 3 months ago.
Junior’s Sports Bar is attempting to bring blues
back to Chicago’s Maxwell Street, after the
famous Jewish Market was demolished a few
years ago to be replaced by student dormitories.
For decades, the street was the most popular
venue in Chicago for blues street performers,
including big names such as Big Bill Broonzy,
Little Walter, Robert Nighthawk and many, many
others. Among the first performers to appear are
Fruteland Jackson, Eddie Taylor Jr., Elmore
James Jr., and Piano C. Red, now in a wheelchair
after being shot during a robbery.
The Hornsey Howler

Mr. Weith Koods, Artistic Director of Cinema
Queen Anne, has requested that 'Tales From The
Woods' remember in their obituary section the
great Swedish film and stage director Ingmar
Bergman who died on July 30th 2007. a little over
two weeks after his 89th birthday.

♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪







Born July 14th 1918 to a comfortably off family
unit at Uppsala where his father, a Lutheran
pastor physically punished Ingmar’s elder brother
Dag and was never reluctant to humiliate the
younger boy in public for even the most trivial of
misdemeanours. The boys, along with their sister
Margareta, were obliged to attend all of their
father’s Sunday services. Erik Bergman was later
appointed chaplain to the Swedish royal family
and they left the northern university town where
Ingmar had so often sought refuge in his
grandmother’s sprawling apartment.



'Tales From The Web'

This powerful woman was indeed his only 'best
friend' in childhood and she accompanied him on
visits to the cinema, a far cry from his father’s
religious lantern shows. Rebelling against his
puritanical, authoritarian upbringing found the
young lad portraying an image of a vagabond,
seeing as many movies as physically, or indeed
financially, possible. Naturally, when school days
were over, he was drawn magnetically to work in
the theatre.
Come 1944 aged just 26 he co-wrote the
screenplay for 'Frenzy', a quite extraordinary
account of a student’s infatuation with a beautiful,
slightly older prostitute, The critical acclaim the
movie gathered allowed the young Ingmar to turn
director although his first efforts ('Crisis’ 1945,
adapted from a Danish play) showed little sign of
the manic-depressive melodramatic works of
great cinematic art for which he would become
famous.

As I type this, award winning Alan Lloyd is
updating and improving the 'Tales From The
Woods' website. If you wanna take a look, the
web address is;

www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

During the seven years leading up to his 1952
'Summer With Monika' he directed and co wrote
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11 films although it would be this story of
adolescent love and eventual betrayal that finally
gave him his much needed breakthrough,
although
it
would
hardly
prepare
audiences for the study
of sexual humiliation
that
would
follow.
‘Sawdust And Tinsel’ in
1953
marked
the
beginning
of
Bergman’s
maturity,
and shocked many
critics in his native
Sweden, and no doubt
British ones as well in
those
far
more
puritanical times, with
its seemingly endless
pessimism and cruelty,

Swedish university city in the year of 1907, this
received four Oscars, one of which was best
foreign film for 1983.

Two years later the Christmas premiere of 'Smiles
Of A Summer Night', a stylish comedy of
manners, changed his fortunes virtually overnight,
a critical and commercial success which would
afford him the artistic freedom he so desired.
Many years later the film inspired 'Stephen
Sondheim’s musical 'A Little Night Music' and
'Woody Allen’s sex comedy ‘A Midsummer Night’s
Sex Comedy'.

Two further television productions would follow
'Bildmakarna' 2000 and ‘Saraband’ 2003. In his
native Sweden he was also a prolific theatre
director and from 1963 to 1966 head of the Royal
Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm.

In 1995 he wrote the screenplay for 'Private
Conversations' directed by Liv Ullman and in
1997, as part of the 50th anniversary celebrations
in Cannes, he was awarded a unique Palme d'Or
as the greatest living director chosen by his peers.
He declined to attend the ceremony, the award
being collected by fellow director and now his fifth
wife Liv Ullman.
In 1998 after a movie silence of some 14 years,
and by now 80, he allowed the premiere of a new,
made for television work to be shown at Cannes.
'The Presence Of A Clown', was described at the
time as a meditation of life and death, and of
theatre and cinema, a study in the very subjects
that had preoccupied his long career.









‘Tales From the Woods’ raises a glass and says
farewell to a true legend of the music of south
west Louisiana and head of a family Zydeco
dynasty, the wonderful Alphonse 'Bois Sec’ Ardoin
who sadly passed away on the 16th May 2007,
aged 90.

Bergman’s reputation as a doom-ridden Swede
would not be dented for long. Subsequent films
confirmed his seriousness and seeming lack of
humour. 'The Seventh Seal' and ' Wild
Strawberries' endorsed both his reputation and
stature as a film maker, with an Oscar as best
director for 'The Virgin Spring' in 1960, following it
up a year later when ‘Through a Glass Darkly' won
the best foreign film statuette.

At one of the early Stompin’ U.S.A. trips back in
the early to mid nineties, organised then as now
by the ‘Tales From The Woods’ Marketing
Manager Ken Major, whilst Ken for his sins was
being bored rigid by a near mainstream country
superstar on the main stage playing to an
audience of thousands, I stood near stage front at
one of the smaller stages at the New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival, mesmerised by the
two elderly gentlemen on stage in front of a
sizeable, dedicated audience.

Some of his greatest work would emerge during
the socially turbulent years that followed, most
notably 'Persona' 1965 and 'Cries and Whispers'
1971. 1974 would see Bergman directing an
adaptation of Mozart’s ‘The Magic Flute' for
Swedish television. By all accounts the praise
heaped upon it was equal to the budget.

You know the feeling when you get those goose
bumps that you’re witnessing something very
special which you may not ever get the chance to
see again. The justifiable reason you have for
travelling five thousand miles and all the hustle
that goes with it; moments like these make it
worth every second.

Within two years he would suffer a mighty tumble
- whilst at rehearsals for Strindberg’s 'Dance of
Death’ he was arrested on charges of tax evasion
going back a number of years. Although
subsequently cleared, he split from Sweden, living
for a while in Paris before moving on to Los
Angeles and Munich where he directed the highly
acclaimed 'The Serpent’s Egg' 1977 and the 'Life
Of The Marionettes’ 1980.

The two elderly gentlemen to whom I refer were
Alphonse 'Bois Sec’ Ardoin and Canray Fontenot.
Well, I did get to see them both again; shortly
before his death Canray Fontenot amazingly
performed in London at the Royal Festival Hall for
a one off gig, a celebration of the music of South
Louisiana. Bois Sec I got to see again as well,
back at the Heritage Festival and at the Festival
Internationale, in Lafayette, a day when the

The final phase of his directing career would
usher in the magnificent and comparatively
accessible 'Fanny and Alexander' which was
shown worldwide in two versions, one of which
ran at 197 minutes and the other at 312. Set in a
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heavens literally opened up in a manner that only
seems to happen in the Southlands. Bois Sec
seemed unperturbed by the violence of the
weather conditions which did their best to drown
out (excuse the pun) his vocals and accordion
along with members of his acoustic band made up
of various family members.

naturally from the soil of L'Anse de Prein Noir as
the old pecans and live oaks around his house.
He values soul, expression, and feeling above all
else".
Together with Canray Fontenot, Bois Sec received
a National Heritage award from the National
Endowment of the Arts in 1986. He was also
cousin to the pioneer of the traditional songs of
South West Louisana’s black population, Amede
Ardoin, the first to ever put on record the onesteps, two-steps, and waltzes, and of course the
aching cry in the voice so much shared with their
white Cajun neighbours, although more deeply
dyed with the Blues.
Bois Sec Ardoin did more than any other musician
to bring Creole music to national attention through
his 1966 appearance at the Newport Folk Festival
and eventually to the world through his recordings.
His wife Marcelene predeceased him and he is
survived by 12 of his 14 children, and many
grandchildren. The great man’s final months had
been spent in a nursing home in Eunice,
Louisiana.









‘Tales From The Woods’ sadly has to raise a a
glass to Rockabilly/Country Gal, the fabulous
Janis Martin who died quite suddenly on the 30th
September aged 67.

Alphonse 'Bois Sec’ Ardoin was born November
16th 1916 in the community of L'anse de Prein
Noir outside of Duralde Louisiana and began
playing music around the age of 7 using the one
row diatonic buttons. Many years later he would
supply music for local dances. In 1948 he formed
a five piece with fiddle player Canray Fontenot
and they continued to work together until Canray’s
death.

Like so many of you good readers I caught Janis
in action many times during her reasonably
frequent trips to the UK/Europe; a pretty wild and
raunchy lady at times, belying both her early
image and her much later in life 'mumsy'
appearance. I loved her voice; it had that
authentic southern/traditional country twang that
had not been lost like so many bigger names
through overproduced records or just simply
drained out of them.

They both appear in the exceptional documentary
about Louisiana music ‘J'ai Ete Au Bal' made by
Les Blank. Another of Blank’s Films 'Dry Wood,
Hot Pepper' focused on Ardoin’s large family and
their participation in their father’s music. Since
the late sixties he had been enrolling the family in
to his band. Gustav on accordion, Morris on
guitar, Lawrence on drums. Gustav’s tragic death
in a car crash in 1975 forced Lawrence to take
over on the accordion, a skill which he has now
passed on to his sons Chris and Sean, who today
lead bands at the forefront of the Zydeco Nouveau
movement.

My most abiding memory of Janis was way back
in the early to mid nineties, at one of the relatively
early Hemsby Rock’n’Roll Weekenders. We were
staying (as were a number of American star acts)
at The Waverley Hotel in Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
(hotel? trades description act), sitting in the bar
one afternoon being entertained by stories from
Janis (indeed a lovely, warm, friendly lady)
recounting her younger days on the road in the
US. The “we” in question were Waxo Wilkinson,
Brian 'Bunter' Clark, Dr. Charles Dale, Janis’s
husband Wayne and yours truly,

Despite the rigidity of racial separation in rural
Louisiana, the Ardoins were close to the Cajun
music dynasty, the Balfas, often playing together
and once recorded with the late Dewey Balfa. Bois
Sec’s final album 'Allons Danser' 1998. was a
collaboration with Dewey’s daughter Christine and
her band Balfa Toujours. The notes on the CD
written by Dirk Powell who plays fiddle for Balfa
Toujours observes that "there are not many
musicians alive who learnt their craft before
records began to homogenise regional styles;
Bois Sec is a exception. His music springs as

It is no secret within the Woodie underworld that
the good Doctor is a little hard of hearing and,
unable to catch the punch line of one of Janis’s
anecdotes for the umpteenth time, Waxo leaned
forward in the chair, hand cupped around his ear
saying, “Sorry, say that again” mimicking the
Quack perfectly. Janis looked horrified that
Charles’ affliction should be ridiculed, and later
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said to him that we were very cruel and that he
should return to the States with them, convinced
that his hearing could be restored to its full
capacity. Sometimes it’s difficult for folks from
other lands to comprehend quirky British humour,
I guess.

was about now becoming the biggest thing on the
planet. Not surprisingly, Janis was soon being
labelled 'The Female Elvis'. Over the next few
years she would go on to cut 26 Sides for RCA
Including `Lets Elope Baby', 'Billy Boy' and 'Love
me to Pieces' not forgetting 'My Boy Elvis` of
course, a paean of admiration to her superstar
labelmate.
Touring the US and Canada with her band the
'Marteens', things looked pretty good and, in 1958,
she married her childhood sweetheart. She gave
birth to a son, and would soon switch labels to
Palette Records where she cut four more sides,
before calling it a day in 1960 to concentrate on
being a wife and a mother, although she did keep
in musical shape by playing small local gigs.
The rockabilly boom of the mid seventies brought
so many near forgotten names back to the big
stage and Janis was amongst them, although a
little later than some. Always loved and admired in
the UK and Europe where she would return to
perform up until her final years, she did find a
modicum of interest in her native land particularly
when, in 1996, her profile was raised by country
star and big fan of Janis, Rosie Flores inviting her
to duet on her album ‘Rockabilly Filly'. The roles
were reversed recently, completing an album coproduced by Flores.

Janis Martin was born on 27th March 1940 in
Sutherlin, Virginia. Her father and uncle were both
amateur performers and, from the age of five,
complete with a junior size guitar Janis was
performing with them. Janis has been quoted as
saying that she had a typical show-business
mother who put her in the business when she was
8 years old, never allowed to play with other
children. Well, the grooming obviously worked as
she won every talent contest she entered. By the
age of 11 she was being featured on the WDVA
Barndance Country Music show, then soon
afterwards toured with the band of Glen
Thompson.

She was due to appear at the forthcoming Rhythm
Riot, the annual feast of R&B, Rock'n'Roll, DooWop, and Rockabilly in Sussex, and had been
booked this past July for the Americana Festival in
Nottinghamshire, but had to cancel due to the
terrible cancer that would finally take her life,
worsened many believe after the death of her son
earlier this year. Janis is survived by her third
husband Wayne, a granddaughter, and great
granddaughter.

Soon she became a regular member of the Old
Dominion Barndance in Richmond, Virginia, a
radio show second only in popularity to Nashville's
Grand Old Opry. But the rebellious young Janis
was growing tired of the constraints of country
music, increasingly being drawn to Rhythm &
Blues, by all accounts shocking some sections of
her audience by performing Ruth Brown's ‘Mama
He Treats Your Daughter Mean’.









‘Tales From The Woods’ raises a glass once
more, and says farewell to ‘Yakety Sax’ man
Boots Randolph who died in Nashville on the 3rd
July.

Early in 1956 two Richmond DJs knocked out a
tune (a little tongue in cheek no doubt) setting the
mood of the times, 'Will you Willyum'. Janis
jumped at the chance to sing it for a demo and
soon it was wheeling its way to a New York music
publisher who, in turned, passed in on to Steve
Sholes, the big wheel at RCA. Soon 15 year old
Janis was on her way to Nashville to record the
song in Nashville on Victor Records. The record
would remain her biggest hit, selling around
750.000 copies and launching her on to the
nationwide circuit, The flip side, now considered
by most to be the major side, was the song for
which she would be forever associated 'Drugstore
Rock’n’Roll'

Born Homer Louis Randolph III on the 3rd June
1927 and raised in rural Kentucky, his father
played the fiddle, his Mother the guitar with his
sister on bass, during the long years of the
depression. By the time little Homer was five he
was in the band on ukulele but he would later go
on to become proficient on both saxophone and
trombone whilst at high school, through listening
to big bands on the radio.
1958 would see the Coasters cut their biggie
'Yakety Yak' which included a brief but amusing
solo by the great King Curtis. Randolph took this
solo and developed it into a full length
instrumental which he entitled ‘Yakety Sax'. He
sent it off to Chet Atkins at RCA in Nashville who

Fellow RCA' Artist extraordinaire Elvis Presley
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put the record out and, although not a hit, he was
kept on as a session musician.

Hi, all you wonderful people out there in 'TFTW'
land. Wow. It’s been a while since we last sat
down, cup of tea in hand for our little chat. Sorry it
has taken so long to get this issue out, Next issue
will definitely be not be far behind this one, that I
can definitely guarantee. (I'm not putting money
on it though – H).
Despite the magazine being the backbone of the
whole 'TFTW' set up it’s had to sit and wait
patiently in the corner, whilst I took on the huge
organisational operation required for the ‘50 Years
In The Biz’ gig for Terry Dene back on the 7th
October, and the Lou Pride gig, also in the month
of October on the 25th. Neither of these shows
came anywhere near their full potential for
customer attendance, in particular the latter. No
doubt you will be reading elsewhere what a
brilliant gig it was; “The best I have ever seen
him”, as one appraiser put it or “On a par with
Utrecht” said another. Even the 100 Club
management were full of praise, “One of the best
shows seen at this legendary venue in the working
life-time of the present booking team”. Praise
indeed.

Soon he could be heard to good effect on Brenda
Lee's ‘Sweet Nuthin’, ‘Lets Jump the Broomstick'
and 'Dum Dum’ to name but three, Endless
covers of ‘Rockin’ Around The Christmas Tree’
would appear over the years one thing they all had
in common was the fact that they all copied Boots'
sax break note for note.
When the Tupelo Flash was released from the
Army in 1960 he recorded the album ‘Elvis Is
Back' on which Boots contributed his masterpiece.
the scorching solo on 'Reconsider Baby' although
he came pretty close to topping it in 1966 on
Presley’s 'Down In The Alley'. Often he would play
another instrument if a sax was not required like
vibraphone or maracas - on Presley’s 'Barefoot
Ballad’ (1964) he blew into a jug.

Lou was on form, the band Mo Indigo were tight
as the proverbial duck’s arse, the sound for the
most part as good as it gets at the 100 Club, so
where were the punters? 50 or 60 people for the
big man from Chicago, but sold out in Canterbury.
Good business for my friend Gerard at Stamford,
not far from the city of Peterborough.

In demand for sessions with Roy Orbison as well
he blew on ‘Only The Lonely', ‘Blue Bayou', ‘In
Dreams' and ‘Pretty Woman' amongst the sides.
His recording of ‘Yakety Sax' suddenly found itself
in the charts in 1963 and, despite being a few
years since he had recorded it, he cashed in big
time with a string of albums ‘Yakety Sax (1963),
‘More Yakety Sax’ (1964) and 'Yakety Sax
Revisited’ (1970).

Lets put it into perspective, A world famous venue
in the capital city in one of the richest nations in
the world with a musical pedigree of the
contemporary nature second only to its birthplace
across the Atlantic and, if that’s not enough, an
artist whose visits to these shores are not that
frequent… so what went wrong? Or what is going
wrong generally? I certainly look forward to your
suggestions in the letters page of the next edition.

Ironically the way for Joe Public to gain access to
his name was through ‘Yakety Sax' being used for
the comic chases in the Benny Hill Show and,
although Boots’ original was not used, he naturally
picked up nice little royalty cheques for it.

Word was out in the blues and soul world
generally, flyers in all the right record shops,
advertised on the websites, been in the Coming
Soon listings in Time Out for a number of weeks
before. I stood outside the Kent Records Bonanza
at the Forum, Kentish Town alongside Harry Lang
promoter/rhythm guitarist with Mo Indigo, handing
out flyers to the soul fans for almost three hours,
catching virtually every one of the two thousand
plus who attended. Yet, as far as I can tell, not
one chose to come, even with a special deal,
nearly half price flyer at £12.50p, to see a top
draw soul/blues artist in the centre of London
although it costs almost a tenner for a West End
cinema.

He was part of a group of musicians known as the
Nashville Cats that included Harold Bradley and
Hank Garland on guitars, Floyd Cramer on piano,
and Buddy Harman on drums. They were so
comfortable with each other it has been said they
could improvise arrangements on the spot and
they can be heard on literally hundreds of records.
In1977 Boots opened his own club in Printers
Alley, Nashville which quickly became a tourist
attraction, but after 17 years he decided to call it a
day and it closed in 1994. He continued to record
virtually to the end, earlier this year releasing an
album of standards entitled 'A Whole New
Ballgame’.







A fine guitar picker in a renowned rockabilly band
who heard about the Lou Pride disaster gave me
a call with a strong word or two about musical
tribalism. He shares the same belief as I that roots
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music promotions should be just that - catering for
most, if not all, forms. So do soul fans stay away
because of my association with Rock’n’Roll? Did
the rockin’ crowd stay away from Terry Dene’s gig
for reasons vice-versa? I look forward to all you
loyal Woodies’ views on that one. Certainly makes
a change from too cold/hot/wet/windy/thought it
was going to snow/tubes not running/where is the
100 Club - I could not find it. You may laugh but I
have actually heard that one.

Metro, Oxford Street on the 8th of November,
playing a solo gig promoting his new blues album.
The Metro, of course, was the venue for one of
‘Tales From The Woods’ greatest triumphs when
we put on Lazy Lester back in ’06. What a gig; in
the opinion of many, the finest Lester show ever
seen in the UK, and with a band of musicians
handpicked by yours truly. No wonder Lester will
not trust a London gig to the hands of another
promotor.

There have been other shows since the last
'TFTW' saw the light of day. The Skiffle Boat
which we ran in association with Rock Island Line
did quite good business, the retirement party for
that unacceptable face of the loonie left, Tony
Papard, no less packing them in with admirers at
the Freemasons Arms, back in those balmy
evenings of the summer just past.

December 8th at the King & Queen we will be
remembering the wonderful Rick Hardy who
performed his last, and many consider his finest,
gig for us one year to the very day of that date,
barely more than 24 hours later being killed in a
car crash caused by a drunken driver as Rick was
on his way home from a gig at the Brewery Tap in
Brentford. John Hills of the 'TFTW' Houseband
will be singing songs that Rick penned or that he
will be forever associated with. Along with DVDs
of Rick’s performance both at the King & Queen,
and elsewhere, a general celebration of Rick’s
eventful life.

Finally a mention for the Roy Young/Terry Wayne
gig, again at the 100 Club. Roy, as you all by now
no doubt know, had to pull out through domestic
reasons, which left our special guest from Sweden
heading the bill, bringing in Southend’s finest,
Steve Hooker, as support. An excellent night, a
special thank you to Ron Bailey along with his
lovely wife who came all the way from the North of
England' to see Terry Wayne in action, spending
the night in a London hotel, and bravely leaving a
flooded home back north. Now that is dedication!
Thank you Ron for your support and subscription
to 'TFTW'.

Yes folks, there will be a “2is II” or “Tribute To
Fifty Years Of Rock’n’Roll On The Telly”, just two
of the working titles we are using at present, but
whatever we decide to call it, it will take place on
January 27th 2008 at the 100 Club. Further details
of this event will be broadcast via the roundrobin/website/newsletter method, Artists so far
confirmed at the time of writing are Terry Dene,
Emile Ford’s original Checkmates, Roy Young,
Wee Willie Harris, Earl Sheridan, 'Tales From The
Woods Houseband with Rockin’ Gerry. It will be a
far tighter and slimmed down version of last year’s
highly successful gig, Jay Chance has offered to
provide stage management/compere as well as
doing his own spot. Providing the dates fit with the
schedule of the entrepreneur/actor/Rock’n’Roll
star, I am sure he will be there. The accent will be
on Rock’n’Roll this time round with Skiffle making
a far smaller contribution, so keep your eyes
peeled on the website for all the updates, artist
inclusion etc.

Another special thank you to the lovely Fumie who
flew into London several days early from her
home in Japan specially to catch the man, Lou
Pride. Well folks, two wonderful examples of
dedication to the music we love.
At the time of writing we are just a week away
from the ‘Tales From The Woods' Houseband
performing their first professional gig as a
complete unit (not including jam sessions/private
parties etc) when, come 11th November, they will
be backing Wee Willie Harris at the Music Palace,
Crouch End as well as doing a support act in their
own right. They will simply take it in their stride,
used as they are to backing up many a famous
Rock’n’Roll or blues/soul name that wanders into
our jam sessions. Just a month or so back they
had to deputise for Linda Gail Lewis' backing band
- some hitch meant that the band could not get to
the venue in time, so up strode the boys from
'TFTW', instruments at the ready, to rescue the
sister of the Killer, Jerry Lee Lewis, from Ferriday,
Louisiana.

Finally before I go, I’ve got to give a mention for
Friday 29th February 2008 at the Village Hall,
Borough Green, the local Rock’n’Roll Club run by
the good friends of ‘Tales From The Woods’,
Richard and Vera Miles who, in association with
us, will be presenting British Rock’n’Roll legend
Terry Dene and the wonderful Dave Briggs’
Ravens. Promises to be quite a night, hope to see
as many Woodies there as possible. If you live
south of the river, should be pretty easy. Anyway
look! Got to dash, see you in a few pages for the
Buzz.

Dion in town for the first time for 18 years, upon
my birthday September 1989 it took place, I
couldn’t make the gig, working night shift in the
days when Harry and I led different lives. I missed
him the year before that as well; sure ain’t gonna
miss 'The Wanderer' this time round playing the

Keith Woods
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A thought from Ken
Major’s heart
A farmer went out one day and bought a brand
new stud rooster for his chicken coop. The new
rooster struts over to the old rooster and says,
"OK old timer, time for you to retire."
The old rooster replies, "Come on, surely you
cannot handle ALL of these hens. Look what it
has done to me. Can't you just let me have the
two old hens over in the corner?"
The young rooster says, "Beat it! You are washed
up and I am taking over.."
The old rooster says, "I tell you what, young stud. I
will race you around the farmhouse. Whoever
wins gets exclusive domain over the entire
chicken coop."
The young rooster laughs. "You know you don't
stand a chance, old man. So, just to be fair, I will
give you a head start."
The old rooster takes off running. About 15
seconds later the young rooster takes off running
after him. They round the front porch of the
farmhouse and the young rooster has closed the
gap.
He is only about 5 feet behind the old rooster and
gaining fast. The farmer, meanwhile, is sitting in
his usual spot on the front porch when he sees
the roosters go running by. He grabs his shotgun
and - BOOM - he blows the young rooster to bits.
The farmer sadly shakes his head and says,
"Damn.....third gay rooster I bought this month."
Moral of this story?
1) You don't get old being a fool!
2) Age, skill, and treachery will always overcome
youth and arrogance!
3) Don't mess with us OLD TIMERS !
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Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Hey have you seen the Woodie Paul Harris’
web-site? 'bout time the best of his photos
saw the light of day. As you will no doubt
have noticed, Paul supplies many of the
photos for the mag but has many, many
more available.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London
Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

To view lists of photographs available please
go to
http://paulharrisphotography.blogspot.com

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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SOUL KITCHEN

found favour on certain cities air waves and gave
birth to a dance called The Razorblade. It later
was to find favour among the rare funk flock.

“Required reading” - John Broven.

'That's My Desire' is a joyous whoop up. An
incredible band-driven version of Joe Tex's
'Another Woman's Man' hints at the boundaries of
adulterous teasing. The other uptownish
instrumental 'Panama Red' smoulders like some
of JB's King label work. His cover of Johnny
Adams 'Losing Battle', written by Mac Rebennack,
(aka Dr. John), takes this lovely ballad to a new
level. 'I Surrender' is a wholloping, Lord-havemercy blastaroo, brilliant. Barbara Lynn's 'You'll
Lose A Good Thing' is given the Royal work over.
He digs to his gospel roots on Homer Banks 'I'm
Glad To Do It', to great affect, on this deepish
ballad, he sings, "What good is a sock without a
shoe, baby?"

CD REVIEW
LITTLE ROYAL JEALOUS P-Vine
'Little' Royal Torrance,
(or Mr Jealous as he
was to become known),
is a native of Durham,
North Carolina, though
his school days were
spent in Washington
DC.
The
church
loomed
large
in
Torrance's early life.
His live singing practice was primarily done as
part of a successful local gospel group, the Five
Bards, for whom his uncle was the leader. He
graduated from there to soul and spent some time
with the James Brown Revue. He ventured out
into a solo career, building up and commanding a
devoted following in little clubs across the US and
Canada, and apparently is still out there "doing his
thing" today…

I wonder what platform the next train to DiddyWah-Diddy is on? Oh it's the 'Soul Train'. (What
do you mean you've got to have soul to get on this
train? I'm Soulboy!) Wilson Pickett is the engineer,
Ike and Tina will take the fare, the Staple Singers
gonna do the cookin’, Jerry Butler's gonna serve
the drinks, and James Brown will be the instructor
etc. ‘Soul Train’, previously recorded by Jackie
Paine as 'Go Go Train' is a rollickingly funky train
journey.

Heavily influenced by his former employer, Little
Royal looked, talked, and dressed like James
Brown, sang like Brown, and copied James's
show, right down to every grunt! (An interesting
aside: Teddy Pendergrass got his first break when
Royal hired him as a drummer for his touring
band.)

Previously un-released items also hit the mark,
with 'I Think I'll Fall In Love' a pleasant old skool
ditty standing out.
Nothing organic here, just one of the great gifts of
seventies soul. I surrender to this shiny one, it's
simply chocka block with SOUL!

Royal’s first recording was a one off for the
Carnival label 'I Can Tell', which was lost. In 1972
he signed for Huey Meaux's Houston label Tri-Us,
(which is where the tracks on this CD hail from).
This release incorporates his almighty classic
seventies soul album JEALOUS plus nine
previously un-released bonus tracks.

LOST SOULS
Sadly, more souls have crossed over to heaven's
turntable:

Royal's debut with Tri-Us was the pleading 'I'll
Come Running', followed by the funky soul
transportation-themed 'Soul Train', both included
here. It was third time lucky as 'Jealous' ascended
the Billboard R&B charts, peaking at 15 in May
1972.

Profound soul classics don't come any deeper
than Freddie Scott's 1966 R&B number one, 'Are
You Lonely For Me', or its follow up, where he
took Solomon Burkes 'Cry To Me' to new depths
of soul severity.

His material runs the gamut, prescribing a heady
mix of styles with Mr Brown always lurking in the
background.
The set opens with the title track 'Jealous', which
is basically a reworking of Garland Green's classic
1969 smash hit 'Jealous Kind Of Fella'. Royal
rasps his rapping soliloquy about his various
babes over the melody that comes from the
musical accompaniment, and chanting back up
angels. The b-side, 'Razor Blade', is a driving
instrumental with a fifties flavour, featuring tenor
man Andrew Simms wicked brass solo and the
scratchin’ guitar solo that follows it. This song

FREDDIE SCOTT was born 24 April 1933 in
Providence, Rhode Island. In his teens, he sang
with his grandmother's gospel group the Gospel
Keys, and studied medicine at the University of
Rhode Island.
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In the mid fifties, following a brief military stint in
Korea, he pursued a song writing career, getting a
job with Aldon Music. He debuted on wax in 1956
with 'Turn The Lamp Down Low', on J&S Records.
He went on to record for a flock of minor New
York labels, (without success), before getting a
job as a songwriter for Columbia Records along
with Carole King and Gerry Goffin. In 1963 he
returned to singing, recording the yearning Goffin
and King composition 'Hey Girl'. The record flew
to top ten R&B and POP, which over night turned
Scott into a household name. He would take his
place on the R&B charts a further eight times
during the sixties, including his chart topper 'Are
You Lonely For Me', which was on Bert Burns’
Shout label.

her account in the recording studio, laying down
the template of what was to become an outlet for
her tortured, agonised soul. Her debut was a
terrific deep-blistering Southern soul ballad,
featuring a powerful vocal performance as she
sings about what she would give him in return for
her man's love. She begs, she implores, while
some outstanding Memphis influenced horn work
chugs away behind the melody, but soars away in
unison at those vital moments when Tolliver
needs her space to agonise, (and crikey, doesn’t
she!).
She re-emerged in 1969 when she signed with
Jack Taylor's Rojac Records located in New York,
whose most successful artist had been Big
Maybelle. The six tracks, (spread over four
singles), were all Southern-fried gems. The first,
I'll Try To Do Better', is a gut churning, intense,
self pitying epic. Fronting a gathering of Gospelladen soul sisters, after the almost eerie rainstorm
and howling wind intro she quietly steps in with "It
was a cold day in September....", then proceeds to
tear herself apart as if in total consumption of the
song’s masochistic message.

In his latter career he was a hit on the oldies
circuit, and continued to record with mixed
success during the last two decades. His last
known recording, (in 2003), was Scott's
contribution to the Van Morrison tribute album
(why?) VANTHOLOGY, a version of 'Brown Eyed
Girl'.
He died on the 4 June 2007 of a heart attack.

Tolliver gigged a lot during her Rojac period,
touring the States and further a field to Australia
and New Zealand, where she toured for three
months with Lou Ragland.

I find it particularly sad to
report the death of KIM
TOLLIVER, who enjoyed
the status of a goddess
within the rare soul circle. If
KimTolliver
was
a
dictionary
entry
the
definition
would
be
something
like
this....Emphasise
the
agony of a singer who is on
the brink of madness.

Fred Briggs, (who had written and produced for
amongst others, the Dells, Margie Joseph and
Johnny Taylor and had recorded himself as
Coldwater Stone), was to become Tolliver's third
husband. Under Briggs tutelage, Tolliver enjoyed
a prolific period. She recorded her debut album
PASSING CLOUDS in 1972 for Fantasy, under
the name of Kimberley Briggs. This release went
more or less unnoticed. Reverting back to the
name of Kim Tolliver she went on to record a oneoff for Gar Records, 'I Caught You', an adaptation
of the Soul Children's 'Hear Say'. In 1973 her
second album 'COME AND GET ME I'M READY'
was released by Chess, but without any
promotion, it suffered the same fate as her
previous album. 'I Don't Know What Foot To
Dance On', a later smash on the Northern scene
was next up on Castro.

She was born 21 June
1937 in Lebanon, Tennessee, but her formative
years took place in Cleveland. Her singing
experience began in the church, but moved over
to secular music in the late fifties. Cutting her
teeth in small clubs, she soon built a reputation,
wowing local bar patrons with dramatic
interpretations of blues and soul songs, gigging
locally for years. Her eminence grew, and around
1966 she became lead singer with Lou Ragland
and the Bandmasters revue band. Ragland would
play all the top clubs around Cleveland and
provide back up to many name artists that would
pass through the area.

Her next release, 'Standing Room Only', in 1978
on Pathfinder, was more of an event than a
record. It plays out as a dramatic venomous tale
as she condemns her cheating man. The despair
in Kim's spoken intro over a solitary piano, "It ain't
gonna work out, I've tried, but I just can't take it no
more. You do what you wanna do. You never
come home, usually until daylight, lipstick on your
collar, the aroma of another woman's perfume on
your shirt", is quite frightening. The opening
monologue continues, joined by some eerie
violins. "It's just like you've lost all respect for me,
after all this time we've been together. I guess
you're just taking me for granted now, I don't think

An early marriage to blues singer Rex Robinson
ended in tragedy when he died in a car crash, and
a subsequent marriage to a Cleveland barbershop
owner ended in divorce in 1970.
In 1967 she was offered the chance to record her
first single 'In Return For Your Love', on Don
Robey's Sure-shot label. Robey must have
wondered what had hit him when Tolliver opened
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you realise how much I love you". Would Kim last
the five minutes, or go completely deranged while
recording this deep soul gem? The violins taper
away as Kim breaks into song, and pours out her
emotion and heartbreak... "You must think my bed
is a bus stop, the way you come and go..."
Spellbinding gutsy outrage, "oohh, Standing room
only", etc, as Tolliver loses her marbles
completely, then she simply fades away. Deep
soul at it's deepest.

the forties.
She later moved on to Decca, Epic and Liberty
Records with minimal success. However her
popularity had faded, and during the late sixties
and early seventies she found work outside of
music. She would still occasionally play clubs,
doing so until the early nineties.
She died 8 June 2007 at the age of 94.
RIK GUNNELL, (pictured
here with Georgie Fame),
was often responsible for
keeping Brian and I up all
night.

By 1980, Tolliver and Briggs had separated.
Though her recordings bombed, she remained
active in the local clubs around Cleveland, where
she would work the crowd into a frenzy. She had a
particularly large following in Buffalo, where she
played the Revilot Club regularly.

Gunnell
was
an
entrepreneur and music
promoter, who presented
the All-Nighter Club at the
Flamingo
club,
Soho,
London. This was to become one of the most
influential venues in the sixties, and along with his
unique promotions, was a vital period in London's
musical heritage. I know this is where I
strengthened my own already growing interest in
alternative American music.

In 1982, she reunited with Jack Taylor on his
newly formed Tay-Ster Records for her two final
releases. The first, 'Where Were You" parts 1 and
2, must be the deepest woeful six and a half
minutes of insane pain ever put to vinyl. It's a
devastating piece of work, as she drags out every
emotion about her predicament, and her man’s
betrayal. You can almost taste the salt in her tears
as she slowly goes doolally with the intensity of
her pain. A real wrist slasher and one of the great
soul records of all time.

He was born July 23 1931 in Hausbruch,
Germany, moving to England in 1937. He took up
boxing and fought as an amateur.

Disgruntled by her lack of success, she swapped
the music business for real estate, from which she
made a comfortable living. The nineties found the
once vibrant singer suffering from Alzheimer's,
resulting in spells of hospitalisation.

In 1952 he opened the 2-Way Jazz Club, then the
Blue Room. After running out of money, he fled to
Paris. On his return to England in 1955, he
opened a Jazz venue, Club Americana, in the
basement of the Mapleton Hotel in Leicester Sq.
Also sharing the premises were the Kruger
brothers, Sam and Jeff, who had started a club
called the Flamingo there. In 1958, the Kruger's
moved their Flamingo club to a basement at 33 37 Wardour Street, Soho. Initially it was mostly a
modern jazz club, but in May 1959 Rik Gunnell
and Tony Harris joined forces with the Krugers to
open an offshoot called the All-Nighter club,
presenting a more versatile music programme,
with brother Johnny Gunnell booking the bands.

She died on the 6 June 2007.

It opened Friday and Saturday nights from
midnight, until the first underground trains. Later,
they introduced Sunday afternoon sessions. After
a while, Jazz began to slowly fade from the
Flamingo's menu. By the early sixties, Georgie
Fame and the Blue Flames and Alexis Korner had
become
resident
attractions,
fuelling
a
multicultural hot bed of Rhythm and Blues, which
attracted an audience of all ages, notably black
American servicemen and insomniac mods.
Bands like Zoot Money's Big Roll Band, Chris
Farlow's Thunderbirds and Ronnie Jones and the
Night Timers would follow, along with top
American acts. The Gunnell brothers formed a
management booking agency, which handled all
the club’s UK acts.

NELLIE LUTCHER vocalist, pianist and
composer, is best known for her US Top 10 hits
from the late forties, 'Hurry On Down', ‘He's A
Real Gone Guy', 'Fine Brown Frame', 'Cool Water'
and her 1950 debut with Nat King Cole, 'For You,
My Love'.
She was born 15 October 1915 in Lake Charles,
Louisiana. Her brother was vocalist-saxophonist
Joe Lutcher. She played clubs on the west coast
during the late thirties and early forties. Following
an appearance on a 'March Of Dimes' charity
show, she signed for Capitol Records in 1947. Her
first release, the R&B boogie roll 'Hurry On Down'
reached the second spot on the R&B charts in
1947. She was to chart eight more times during
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perhaps his best known), single, 'I Went Off and
Cried', which found Anderson digging into his
darkest crannies for this classic deep soul outing.
He culminated with the devastating 'Letter From
My Darling'.

In 1966, Rik bought the legendary Bag O'Nails in
Kingly St, London with brother John. Also in 1966,
the brothers opened the Ram Jam club in Brixton,
where Otis Redding made his British debut. I also
remember seeing The Creams first club date at
the venue, fresh from the IOW, and Arthur
Alexander passed through.

During the early seventies he was battling heroin
addition, which eventually saw him in 1977 being
sentenced to 10 years in South Carolina's Central
Institution, where, along with fellow inmates, he
formed a gospel group. They were actually let out
to play gigs.
Upon his release, Anderson returned to his
recording career, releasing a couple of gospel
forty fives on the Lorna label. In the early nineties
he released two fairly decent albums for Ichiban
Records. In 1996, to cash in on the beach music
scene, he hooked up with Nappy Brown for an
album of rollicking good time big band blues. A
few years back he thrilled us all when he played
the Utrecht blues festival.

Rik formed a partnership with Robert Stigwood,
working in New York. But Gunnell gave it all up in
1972 when he moved to Austria to open a bar,
where he lived and worked until his death.
He died June 2 2007.

He died 29 August 2007.

Underrated KIP ANDERSON was from the deeper
side of soul, and along the way cut some classics
in the emotional Southern soul mould.
He was born January 24 1941 in Anderson, South
Carolina. Like many, at an early age he sang and
played piano with his church choir. At 13,
Anderson was discovered by gospel singer
Madame Edna Gallman Cooke, spending several
summer vacations in her touring group. In 1958,
with an offer to record, he had no hesitation in
switching to secular music, which resulted in his
debut release 'I Want To Be The Only One' on the
Derrick label. The release was a regional hit, and
was picked up by Vee Jay but flopped.
Over the next few years, he travelled through
various labels, such as Sharp, Everlast and ABCParamount, which saw the single 'I Done You
Wrong' reach the lower hundred of the R&B
charts. He next moved to the Tomorrow label for a
handful of releases, which were recorded in
Chicago at the Chess studios. This connection
lead to him signing for Checker Records and a trip
to Muscle Shoals, where he cut three quivering
emotionally singles that inexplicably didn't chart at
the time, but have since become soul classics.
The country influenced Southern soul 'Woman
How Do You Make Me Love You?', the sensual
throaty 'Without A Woman', and the witty mid
tempo masterpiece 'A Knife and A Fork'.

These archive Flamingo Club photos bring back
loads of memories. Time has eroded many of the
artists I saw there, but I do visually remember
Jimmy Reed, Larry Williams with Johnny Guitar
Watson, Little Stevie Wonder, Solomon Burke
and of course the wonderful Sounds Incorporated
house band.

After his Checker contract expired, Anderson
moved onto the Excello label, returning to the
R&B charts one last time in 1967 with 'You'll Lose
A Good Thing'. In 1968 he cut his deepest, (and
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he met and befriended Douglas 'Smokey' Scott,
the future lead singer of the Persuaders. After
witnessing
the
other
future
Persuaders
rehearsing, Brown felt he needed to perfect his
vocal group skills, so he turned down the chance
to join the group at its formation. He was drafted
into the armed services where he served in
Vietnam during the war.

Jazz diva DAKOTA STATON was a dynamic song
stylist, and during the late fifties her unique soulful
jazz vocals saw her rated as highly as
contemporaries Sarah Vaughan and Dinah
Washington.
She was born March 6 1932 in Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania. In her teens she joined the top
Pittsburgh area Joe Wespray Orchestra as a
vocalist. After spending two years with Wespray,
she travelled the nightclub circuit, which took her
all over the States and Canada. It was while
singing in a Harlem nightclub called the Baby
Grand that Capitol Records producer Dave
Cavanaugh discovered Staton and signed her to
the label. In the late fifties her swinging vocals
caught the public’s attention and her popularity
grew. Her biggest hit, 'The Late Late Show',
followed in 1957. Following on its heels was a
superb outing with the George Shearing Quintet,
called 'In The Night'. Her meteoric rise to top
female mainstream jazz vocalist continued with a
steady release of material, but latterly relied more
and more on old standards and middle-of-theroad material for Capitol until 1962.

On his return to the States he started with a group
called The Natural Blend, then going on to
perform in a host of musical groups, eventually
ending up were he should have started as a
Persuader, with whom he continued to perform
until his death.
He died 29 April 2007
BILL PINCKNEY was the last surviving member of
the original 1953 Drifters line up. He was 81.
CAROL JOHNSON was an original member and
alto voice of the Exciters. 'Tell Him' became a big
hit for the group in 1963, the same year she
graduated from high school. She was 62.

From 1962 to 1992 she recorded for a variety of
labels including United Artists, Verve, Columbia,
Groove, Merchant and Muse, where her styling
had moved to much more of a heavy blues with
gospel influences. However, she was never able
to achieve as much acclaim as in her early Capital
period.

FRANK MENDENHALL was a native of Alabama,
who carved a notch as a fine Southern soul
singer, and sought-after guitarist. After moving to
New York in the mid sixties his musical career
started to take off. Over the next ten years he
floated around, working with an assortment of
artists such as the Tip Toppers, Blue Magic, the
Isley Brothers and Chubby Checker. He also
recorded with Bachman-Turner Overdrive. But it
was not until 1995 that his first solo set came out,
TIME, for his own Wurst Records. The more than
fair album, SWEET LOVE, followed three years
later. He continued to tour as a group member for
Wilson Pickett and in the late nineties Tyrone
Davis. He was 59.

She died 10 April 2007, after declining in health
for several years.
The undervalued soul outfit The Persuaders, are
best know for one of the greatest soul tracks ever
recorded, the stunning comeuppance soul ballad
'Thin Line Between Love and Hate', which was a
number one US R&B hit in 1971. The group’s top
tenner 'Some Guys Have All The Luck' was
covered and hit by Robert Palmer and Rod
Stewart.

OLIVER MORGAN, the New Orleans singer best
known for his 1964 hit 'Who Shot The La La'. He
was 74.

ALEXANDER BROWN was born 3 June 1950 in
Perdue Hill, Alabama. He grew up with a passion
for music and sang in his local church choir. In his
late teens he settled in New York City, where he
started singing with local groups. Along the way

WILLIE TEE, a New Orleans native, is best known
for his soul classic and much covered 'Walking Up
A One Way Street', coupled with the startlingly
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soulful 'Teasin’ You'.

210 Marc Anthony
love you
August
211 Bobby Rio
212 The Rocky Fellers
world
213 The Shirelles
goodbye

Earlier with brother Earl Turbinton, he formed the
band The Seminoles. He first recorded for AFO in
1960, and also produced Margie Joseph and Wild
Magnolias.
He became a favourite with the Carolina Beach
music scene crowd. Later decades found him
teamed up his brother Earl for a more jazz
orientated output. He was 63.

214 Randy & the Rainbows
215 The Classics
Note
216 The Four Seasons

BOBBY BYRD was James Brown’s long-time right
hand man and an original Famous Flame, great
dancer, organist and songwriter. He enjoyed a
successful solo career in the sixties. A duet in
1964 with Anna King, 'Baby Baby Baby', reached
the R&B top fifty. The following year, he achieved
his biggest R&B hit with 'We Are In Love', which
reached number 14 in the R&B charts. In 1968, a
coupling with James Brown, 'You've Got To
Change Your Mind', made the top fifty. After this,
he moved towards a funkier repertoire, charting a
further six times, the last being 'Back From The
Dead' in 1975.
He continued to remain active, touring extensively
with his wife Vicki Anderson. He was 73.

THE

202 The Chiffons
203 John Lee Hooker
204 Roscoe Gordon
do

205 Jimmy Reed
together
206 The Five Du-Tones
court
207 Lonnie Mack
208 Alex North Orch
& Cleopatra
209 Dion
without a queen

Don Diddly/I got you Lennox
Like the big guys do/Great big
Scepter
Don't say goodnight and mean
/I didn't mean to hurt you
Scepter
Denise/Come back
Rust
Till then/Enie Minie Mo Music
Candy girl/MarlenaVee Jay

217 Link Wray & his Ray Men
Jack the Ripper/The black
widow
Swan
218 Isley Brothers
Nobody but me/I'm laughing to
keep from crying
Wand
September
219 Gary (US) Bonds
What a dream/I don't wanta
wait
Legrand
220 Freddy Cannon
Everybody monkey/Oh Gloria
Swan
221 Bobby Comstock
Susie baby/Take a walk
Lawn
222 No Release
223 The Sapphires
Where is Johnny now/Your true
love
Swan
224 The Swans
He's mine/You better be a good
girl now
Swan
225 Terry Stafford
Heartache on the way/You left
me here to cry
A&M
October
226 Lonnie Mack
Wham!/Susie-Q
Fraternity
227 The Jaynetts
Sally
go
'round
the
roses/Instrumental version
Tuff
228 Martha & the Vandellas
Heat Wave/A love like yours
Gordy
229 Johnny Thunder
Hey child/Everybody likes to
dance with Johnny
Diamond
230 The Chiffons
A love so fine/Only my friend
Laurie
231 The Busters
Bust out/Astronauts
Arlen
232 The Shirelles
What does a girl do?/Don't let it
happen to us
Scepter
233 Mark Valentino
Jivin' at the drive in/Part time
job
Swan
234 Keith Colley
Enamorado/No-joke
Unical
November
235 Marcy Jo/Eddie Rambeau Lover's melody/When you
wore a tulip
Swan
236 Joey Powers
Midnight Mary/Where do you
want the world delivered
Amy
237 The Emotions
A story untold/One life, one
love, one you
20th Fox
238 Little Stevie Wonder
Work-out
Stevie,
workout/Monkey talk
Tamla
239 Dick Roman
Christmas village/Touch of love

LABEL

Part 3 July to December 1963
July
201 Freddy Cannon

Let's all cheer again/Why do I
Diamond

Patty baby/Betty Jean
Swan
One fine day/Why am I so shy
Laurie
Boom boom/Frisco blues
Vee Jay
Just a little bit/What I wouldn't
Vee Jay

Shame shame shame/Let's get
Vee Jay
Shake a tail feather/Divorce
One-Der-Ful
Memphis/Down in the dumps
Fraternity
Antony & Cleopatra/Caesar
20th Fox
Come go with me/King

240 Harry Simeone Chorale
holy night
241 The Four Seasons
town/Christmas tears

Laurie
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Harmon
The little drummer boy/O
20th Fox
Santa Claus is coming to
Vee Jay

The Buzz
242 Mary Wells

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

You lost the sweetest boy/
What's easy for two is hard for
Motown
Can I get a witness/I'm crazy
Tamla

one
243 Marvin Gaye
'bout my baby
December
244 The Four Pennies
happy too)/Hockaday 1
245 Walter Gates

Hi folks, welcome to the new look Buzz, We here
at ‘Tales From The Woods’ HQ have decided to
give our Buzz column a face lift. From this day
forth we are going to have a listings column
provided by the Woodies, musicians, along with
the casual reader, so if you play in a band and you
want your gigs plugged, email us and we’ll see
that it gets entered into the listings. Equally, all
you good folks that want to let us know about gigs
coming up that you have just heard about straight
from the hot line, then let us know. Not only can
they be entered into the ‘TFTW' listings but also,
space depending, on to the website. Selective
gigs can also be circulated via the round-robin and
the newsletter.

When the boy's happy (the girls
Rust
I remember papa/That's my boy
Swan
Now!/Silent spring 20th Fox
Popsicles and icicles/Comedy
Chattahoochie

246 Lena Horne
247 The Murmaids
and tragedy

This period is littered with many one off gems,
such as Randy's 'Denise'. The label also included
all the very early Tamla Motown acts, Stevie
Wonder, Mary Wells and Marvin Gaye who all
bow in with what were to become classics. John
Lee's enduring 'Boom Boom' was a hit on both
sides of the Atlantic. Rosco's 'Little Bit' hit the
jackpot. But who is Don Diddly?

So this is now your Buzz; you provide us with the
info and we will see it gets circulated. It will mean
that deadlines will be far less flexible and deadline
dates will be made available on the website, as
well as all other mentioned methods.

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY

Friday 23 November
100 Club, Oxford Street
THE BLUES BAND
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
British Blues Masters: Paul Jones, Dave
Kelly, Tom McGuinness, Rob Townsend,
Gary Fletcher
The Global Jukebox (DJ)
Door: £20.00

Listen here. If you don't
know where it's at, there
must be a hole in your soul









Tuesday 27th November
John Hill with Miss Corliss Randall
Jazz After Dark
9 Greek St Soho 9pm-12am
Leicester Square Tube

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club

Thursday 29th November
John Hill - Solo
Sapphire Lounge
Terminus Place Victoria 8.30-11.30pm
Victoria Tube/Overland

EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

Friday 30th November
After Office Hours
Cora James & John Hill
High St High Barnet 9pm-12am
High Barnet Tube

Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com
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Friday 30 November
100 Club, Oxford Street
THE REAL THING
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Britain's greatest ever soul band. 'You To
Me Are Everything', etc.
Advance Ticket: £17.50
Door: £18.00

Friday 14 December
100 Club, Oxford Street
THE DYLAN PROJECT
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Only London show in 2007. Do not miss.
Door: £15.00
Saturday 15 December
Scotty And The Sunsetters with
Wayne Hopkins on bass
Xmas Rock 'N' Roll Party-Elvis Tribute
Generation Sports & Fitness Club
Princess Road
Dartford

Friday 7 December
100 Club, Oxford Street
THE ANIMALS & FRIENDS
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Featuring original members JOHN
STEEL and MICKEY GALLAGHER
Only London Date
Door: £15.00

Friday 21 December
100 Club, Oxford Street
THE MEN THEY COULDN'T HANG
NAOMI BEDFORD & Her Band
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Door: £15

Saturday 8th December
‘Tales From The Woods’ Roots Music
Magazine and Promotions presents at
King & Queen private upstairs bar
1 Foley Street, corner of Cleveland Street
and Foley Street near Goodge Street

U K ROCK
The 50s Rock'n'Roll Magazine that knows
what's goin' on.

Tribute to Rick Hardy
featuring John Hills.
It will be one year to the very day since
Rick performed his last show for us at the
very venue in which we will have an
evening dedicated to his memory with
film clips of some of his last shows.
John Hills will be performing songs that
Rick wrote or that will be forever
associated with him from his long career
in Skiffle/Rock’n’Roll/ole time music hall
along with a few surprise guests.
Although this will be a free admission
event, a small donation will be expected
to cover the cost of the finger buffet and
other expenses.
This promises to be one of ‘Tales From
The Woods’ events of the year so help
us to celebrate a much underappreciated talent.
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Friday 28 December
100 Club, Oxford Street
WILKO JOHNSON
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Advance Ticket: £13
Door: £15

then one of our DJs will play us out until
23:00 (11pm).
We will be providing group booking
discounts so don’t be disappointed like
so many people were last year, get your
tickets well in advance.

Friday 4 January 2008
100 Club, Oxford Street
TONY McPHEE'S GROUNDHOGS
Time: 7.30pm - 1am
Advance Ticket: £15

There will be at least two intermissions,
plenty of time for autograph signing at the
special table which we will have this
time, as well as all the usual
merchandise.

Sunday 27 January 2008
‘Tales From The Woods’ Roots Music
Magazine and Promotions presents a

Friday 29 February 2008
Village Hall, London Road, Borough
Green
The Borough Green Rock’n’Roll Club
proudly present in association with ‘Tales
From The Woods’
Terry Dene and Dave Brigg’s Ravens
£7.

Tribute to the 2is II
(a celebration of fifty years of Rock’n’Roll
television - Six Five Special, Oh Boy,
Drumbeat, Boy Meets Girl, Wham).
Although at the time of writing we are still
very much at the planning stage, artists
that have so far agreed to appear are
Terry Dene, Roy Young, Earl Sheridan.
The Original Checkmates
with many names to be added.

Saturday 16 February 2008
‘Tales From The Woods’ Roots Music
Magazine and Promotions in association
with Fourth Friday present the first of the
twice annual
Washboards from Bohemia
at the Freemasons Arms, Long Acre,
Covent Garden.
An evening of Skiffle interspersed with
poetry, with many special guest
musicians and poets.
Further details will be published when
they become available. £TBA.

The website will be updated constantly as
news become available as well as via the
usual contact procedures,
Tickets will go on sale on Monday 19th
November at £20 for ‘Tales From The
Woods’ subscribers, £25 advance tickets.
This follow up to ‘07’s highly successful
show will start promptly at 18:30
(6.30pm), doors 18:00 (6pm)
DJ Brian 'Bunter’ Clark will be providing
the sounds as well as occupying the
drum stool with the ‘Tales From The
Woods’ Houseband.
Guest DJ this year will be the man in the
booth for the recent Lou Pride gig, Mr.
Quicksands himself, Nick Sands.

Check out Steve Hooker’s site at
www.stevehooker.co.uk
to see what he’s up to in the coming months

We will be finishing in good time so that
folks don’t miss their trains/tubes/buses
home, wrapping it up around 22:30 and
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‘Tales From The Woods’ has an interesting and
varied selection of merchandise for sale at special
knock down prices.

hold up to 100 people in the upstairs function
room, which incidentally is vacant for ‘TFTW' on
Saturday 5th July. So anyone out there who wants
to throw a party, give us a call.

Books make ideal Christmas presents, you can’t
beat us at £5 for most of our stock (not including
postage)
CDs (a small selection still available) again at a
fiver
‘Tales From The Woods’ T-shirts £5 for Woodies,
£7 for non-Woodies (special Christmas price
normally £10/£8)
Vinyl LPs a typical 'TFTW' selection including
Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, Guy Mitchell, Dave
Edmunds, Gary US Bonds, through to Lou Reed,
Bruce Springsteen, Rolling Stones, taking in Louis
Armstrong, Glen Miller. Prices start at around a
fiver.
Or for the smaller more intimate venue holding up
to 65 persons then the official 'TFTW' function
room, the private upstairs bar of the King & Queen
could be what you are looking for. In terms of just
a DJ, or couple of musicians or an acoustic set,
this centrally located (near Goodge St/Tottenham
Court Road), long established folk venue is
indeed perfect. Both venues provide food although
the Freemasons Arms provides the greater
choice. So its up to you, whatever you feel meets
your pocket.

Also at £7.50 we have a limited number of ten
inch albums of The Vipers, ‘Skifflin’ Along' on a
Roller-Coaster', tracks which were recorded for an
unrealised
Radio
Luxembourg
project.
Phone/email/write for list of availability.

Well folks, our next issue will definitely be out in
February 2008, In the meantime, have a great
Christmas and may the year of 2008 be
everything that you dream it to be. Don’t forget to
keep checking the website for all the updates as
well as news of gang meet ups etc. Newsletters
will be popping through your letterbox for all the
latest 'TFTW' news.
Thank you to all those who have supported
'TFTW' gigs/jam sessions/parties/gang meet ups
etc this year and a special thank you to all the new
subscribers who have come aboard this year,
increasing our circulation quite dramatically.

Having a party? Celebrating a milestone birthday,
wedding anniversary, retirement? Whatever the
celebration, let 'Tales From The Woods’ provide
you with the party you will never forget. Simply
choose what artists you want and we will do the
rest. Equally, if you want to choose your own act,
again we do all the bookings for you.

‘Tales From The Woods is proud to announce
that it is looking after the interests of British
Rock’n’Roll legend Terry Dene for 2008. If you
wish to book Terry, either with the band that
backed him up at the recent 100 Club gig, or with
more cost effective rockabilly style trio, please
don’t hesitate to give us a call.

The preferred central London venue is the
Freemasons Arms in Covent Garden, which can
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London, this big voiced blues/soul/jazz singing
talent
leads
her
own
band
of
keyboards/drums/sax/bass/trumpet and, again
like Michael, is available for bookings virtually
immediately. Corliss recently had a double page
spread dedicated to her talent in the London Lite
paper, which included a review of a gig at a
London jazz restaurant.

(Little Richard is on the left)
Also back on the UK circuit after many years
working with star status in Canada and in Europe,
now looking for gigs from around late spring/early
summer 2008, is the man once regarded as the
British Little Richard, the Incredible Roy Young
Band which can include Liverpool sax legend
Howie Casey or a slimmed down trio.

The ‘Tales From The Woods’ Houseband which
includes the ever dependable back-bone of so
many 'TFTW' gigs and events over the past
couple
of
years
John
Hills
on
lead
guitar/keyboards; the wax spinning demon of
literally dozens of 'TFTW' functions over the years
as well as scribbler extraordinaire in the very
magazine that you hold in your hands Brian
'Bunter' Clarke on drums; John’s old buddy from
the days of the Skiffle group, Pete Baxter, on
rhythm guitar/vocals and ex sideman from the
Essex institution of Skiffle Eastside, Trevor Jones,
on bass.

From the U.S.A. but now resident in the UK (Hove
Sussex), Michael T Clayton. The pumping piano
wild man leads an early Jerry Lee Lewis style Trio
of piano, bass and drums. If you’re interested in
booking Michael, let me know and I will send you
his excellent CD and publicity profile.

This versatile Skiffle/Rock’n’Roll band can adapt
to suit any occasion, coming as they do as a unit
or with the man known as The King of the A10
from the Memphis of Essex (Witham) comes
Rockin’ Gerry. But we can also call upon, subject
to availability, a true legend of the British scene,
still knocking them dead after all these years,

From New Orleans, Louisiana comes a sassy lady
indeed who, like Michael prefers to make her
home in the UK, Corliss Randall. Based in
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Wee Willie Harris. The aforementioned Rockin’
Gerry also comes with his own band, The
Motivators.

Acknowledgements
Editor – Keith Woods
Page 41, The Buzz – Keith Woods
Retirement Party – Tony Papard
Mr Angry – John Howard
Soliloquy– Lee Wilkinson
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson
Life (Like Love) Is Strange– Neil Foster

All these wonderful acts are available for bookings
in your clubs/venues/theatres, and in some cases
pubs, not forgetting private parties. So you know
what to do.

Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Swamp’n’Stomp – Gordon Fleming, with
comments by Alan Lloyd
Al Johnson (plus more) – Ken Major
Hornsey Howler – Alan Lloyd
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Jolliffe
Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris
Website – Alan Lloyd
Dogsbody – ‘H’

And I am pretty sure Paul won’t mind me
mentioning Rockabilly Hall of Fame inductee, who
appeared both at the 2i’s show back in January
and his own gig at the 100 Club a few months
later along with a triumphant debut at the Wildest
Cats In Town Weekender at Lowestoft, Suffolk,
Terry Wayne is over from his adopted homeland
of Sweden and is looking for some Rockin’ UK
gigs.



25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

Keith Woods




‘Tales from the Woods’

Looking forward to talking to you all in 2008, which
I am sure is going to be a successful and
prosperous year for us all. Festive greetings to
Woodies everywhere!





If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

All the contact details follow at the end of the mag.





TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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